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1. Introduction 

1.1. Epidemiology and impact of AD 

Nowadays, Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the dominant cause of dementia and accounts for between 

60-70% of all dementia cases (World Health Organization 2019). Its incidence in western countries is 

primarily dependent on age, starting with an incidence rate of about 3 per 1000 person-years between 

the ages of 65 and 69 and approximately doubling every 5 years thereafter (Bermejo-Pareja et al. 

2008). Independent of age, women are about two times more likely to be diagnosed with AD, although 

whether this has a biological reason or is merely due to education or survival bias remains to be 

elucidated (Hebert et al. 2013; Andersen et al. 1999; Chêne et al. 2015; Rocca et al. 2014). It also 

appears that there are racial and ethnic differences in the number of individuals diagnosed with AD. In 

the United States of America (USA), African-Americans seem to have the highest risk for developing 

AD, followed by Hispanic-Americans, then European-Americans and finally Asian-Americans (Mayeda 

et al. 2016). There are strong indications, however, that these differences are more likely caused by 

variations in health, lifestyle and socio-economic risk factors typical for the ethnical group the 

individual belongs to than by racial disparity of genetic factors (Yaffe et al. 2013; Chin et al. 2011). In 

2017, prevalence of AD in the USA is estimated to be around 5.5 million people, of which 5.3 million 

are above the age of 65. This means that about 10% of the people above the age of 65 in the USA have 

been diagnosed with AD (Hebert et al. 2013). Prevalence in Europe does not differ much from the USA 

with about 7% of all people above the age of 65 diagnosed with AD in 2016 (Niu et al. 2017).  

 

Figure 1. Future impact of AD 

(A) The current and projected number of people suffering from AD or another dementia worldwide. Graph taken 

from the “World Alzheimer Report 2009” (Alzheimer's Disease International 2009). (B) Change in mortality rates 

between 2000 and 2010 of prominent diseases affecting the population of the USA. Graph taken from the 

“Mortality From Alzheimer’s Disease in the United States: Data for 2000 and 2010” NCHS Data Brief No. 116 

(Betzaida Tejada-Vera 2013). 
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Considering that AD is generally underdiagnosed, underreported and rather comprises the later 

stages of the underlying disease, it can be projected that the prevalence of AD is probably much higher 

than the officially reported numbers (Bradford et al. 2009; Zaleta et al. 2012). Furthermore, the relative 

number of people above the age of 65 is expected to grow rapidly in coming years due to increasing 

medical knowledge, quality of healthcare and the fact that the ‘baby boom generation’ has started to 

enter these age ranges (Administration on Aging, Administration for Community Living 2016; 

Statistisches Bundesamt). Taken together, it is probable that incidence and prevalence of AD will keep 

rising in the coming years (Figure 1A). 

Even though the consequences of AD are often underestimated by the general population, its 

impact on an individual’s health is considerable and the socio-economic burden on all levels of our 

society enormous. Scientists today are able to gauge the significance of diseases more accurately by 

not just evaluating the number of people affected by the disease, but also include information such as 

the years of life lost and the years of life spent in a state of disability as a result of the pathology. 

Regardless of the exact method used, no other major pathology rose in rank as fast as AD in the last 

30 years, exemplifying the ever-increasing severity and influence of the affliction (Alzheimer's 

Association Report 2017). Alzheimer’s disease is becoming a more common cause of death, and it is 

the only top 10 cause of death that cannot be prevented, cured or even slowed at the moment. 

Whereas deaths as a result of stroke, heart disease, cancer and even diabetes mellitus have decreased 

steadily from the year 2000 onward, confirmed mortalities due to AD have increased by almost two-

fold in the same timespan (Figure 1B) (Kenneth D. Kochanek et al. 2016; Arialdi M. Minino et al. 2002). 

As the disease itself does not directly cause death, a person is considered to have died from AD if it is 

acknowledged as the underlying cause of death, which is defined by the World Health Organization as 

“the disease or injury which initiated the train of events leading directly to death” (World Health 

Organization 2004). To elaborate, as AD progresses, it will unequivocally result in complications such 

as swallowing disorders, malnutrition and immobility. In turn, these complications increase the risk for 

more severe ailments like dehydration and pneumonia that, especially in the elderly, can eventually 

lead to death. Thus, after AD is positively diagnosed, life expectancy of an affected individual typically 

ranges from three to ten years, with less than 3% of individuals surviving for over 14 years past 

diagnosis (Mölsä et al. 1995; Zanetti et al. 2009). While the total number of survival years is higher the 

earlier AD is diagnosed, especially the younger victims have a significantly reduced life expectancy 

compared to the same-age healthy population (Dodge et al. 2003). Furthermore, men have a 

considerably worse survival prognosis than women (Ganguli et al. 2005). 

AD-related mortalities, although increasing in both absolute and relative numbers, are not the 

main reason for the pathology’s immense socio-economic burden on individuals, families and modern 
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society as a whole. AD is also one of the leading causes of morbidity nowadays. This state of poor 

health, disability and dependence, which a victim usually has to live through for many years, is the 

main reason for the tremendous impact of AD. Affected individuals spend on average 40% of the total 

number of years they have to live with AD in the most severe state of the dementia and much of this 

time is usually spend in a specialized clinic or facility. Of the general population only 4% is expected to 

be in a nursing home at age 80 compared to 75% of the people diagnosed with AD (Arrighi et al. 2010). 

Even if a demented individual lives at home or in a residential setting, support from direct-care 

workers, like nurse, home health and personal or home care aides is essential. As a result of the 

required long-term and intensive care for individuals suffering from dementia, it is one of the most 

expensive conditions for modern society (Hurd et al. 2013). In total the USA will spend an estimated 

259 billion dollars on professional medical care and aid for all individuals with Alzheimer’s or other 

dementias in 2017 (Alzheimer's Association Report 2017). However, older people are generally 

dependent on additional support that in 83% of all cases in the USA comes from family members or 

close friends (Friedman et al. 2015). Almost half of these unpaid caregivers, which are more than 15 

million people, do so for someone suffering from dementia. This adds up to an astounding 18.2 billion 

hours or 230.1 billion dollars of unpaid service in 2016, almost mirroring the cost of professional care 

for demented individuals (Wolff et al. 2016). If one than also takes into consideration that, because of 

their often intimate relationship, informal caregivers of the demented are twice as likely to suffer from 

emotional, financial and physical difficulties compared to caregivers of people without dementia, the 

full range of the impact of AD on society becomes apparent. Although the ratio between professional 

and unpaid caregiver cost is probably skewed towards the professional side, there is no reason to 

assume that total expenditure per individual for demented people in Europe differs much from the 

costs in the USA (Ferri et al. 2005). 

1.2. Pathophysiology of AD 

The apparent cognitive, behavioral and neuropsychiatric symptoms associated with AD are a result 

of neuropathological abnormalities that precede and eventually cause the dementia and worsen the 

more the disease progresses. Macroscopically, these abnormalities are characterized by atrophy of 

affected brain regions, primarily the temporal and parietal lobe, brainstem nuclei and parts of the 

frontal cortex and cingulate gyrus (Wenk 2003; Braak and Del Tredici 2012). The cerebral atrophy is a 

result of processes that act on the cellular scale. It is generally accepted that microvascular damage, 

inflammation caused by microgliosis and neuronal and synaptic dysfunction are the key mechanisms 

eventually culminating in neuron loss (Nochlin et al. 1993). However, it is still unclear in what order 

these mechanisms emerge and how they interact. Additionally, it remains to be elucidated which 

players and pathways can cause or modulate these mechanisms on the molecular scale. Initially, the 
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culprits were believed to be the two most important clinico-pathological features of AD: the 

extracellular amyloid deposits consisting of aggregated amyloid-beta peptide (Aβ) and the intracellular 

neurofibrillary tangles comprised of aggregated Tau protein. However, as Alois Alzheimer already 

noticed when he analyzed the brain of his second patient, Johann F., it is possible to suffer from AD 

without showing the intracellular Tau tangles (Alois Alzheimer 1911). It is also possible to develop AD 

without displaying amyloid plaques and mentally healthy individuals can present with either Aβ 

plaques, Tau tangles or both, without any symptoms or indications even hinting towards an underlying 

dementia (Gefen et al. 2015). These discrepancies, especially the latter, suggest that Aβ plaques and 

Tau tangles cannot be the primary causative effectors in AD. But what then is the underlying cause for 

Alzheimer’s? To date this question has, unfortunately, not been conclusively answered. However, 

many factors that either can or cannot affect AD initiation, progression or both have been uncovered 

over the years. 

1.2.1. Environmental factors 

By meta-analyzing multiple studies and assembling an online database of epidemiological reports, 

multiple environmental risk and protective factors have been identified over the years. Two very 

prominent risk factors are without a doubt age and head injury, but because these are not modifiable, 

they are perhaps the least interesting ones for pharmaceutical research (Ferri et al. 2005; Sundström 

et al. 2007). Nevertheless, because aging is a slow, continuous and gradual transition, whereas head 

injury happens suddenly modifying processes in the brain abruptly, these two risk factors show that 

inherently different mechanisms can lead to the same outcome and thus underline the complexity of 

AD. Important modifiable lifestyle risk factors for dementia are smoking (Lee et al. 2010) and midlife 

obesity (Beydoun et al. 2008), while alcohol intake (Anstey et al. 2009), physical activity (Hamer and 

Chida 2009) and ‘cognitive reserve’, a combination of the beneficial effects of mental activity, 

education and occupation (Valenzuela and Sachdev 2006), are protective factors. Diet is also 

implicated to have a direct effect on the onset and progression of dementia. Diets with high 

cholesterol, saturated fats and simple carbohydrates appear to increase disease risk (Kanoski and 

Davidson 2011). Mediterranean and Japanese diets conversely seem to be beneficial, apparently 

because of their positive impact on the cardiovascular system (Hu et al. 2013; Solfrizzi et al. 2008). 

Additionally, caffeine and flavonoids have also been shown to protect against AD, even though their 

mode of action has not yet been elucidated (Santos et al. 2010; Nehlig 2013). Many other dietary 

components, like vitamins (vitamin A, multiple B vitamins, vitamin C and alpha-tocopherol), minerals 

(selenium and zinc), specific fatty acids (omega-3 and docosahexaenoic acid), curcumin, ginkgo and 

cannabinoids, have been evaluated over the years (Essa et al. 2016), but to date not even one has been 

conclusively shown to alter disease initiation or progression significantly. Besides lifestyle conditions, 
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medical conditions are also implicated to influence AD susceptibility. Notably, stroke (Savva and 

Stephan 2010), diabetes (Lu et al. 2009), midlife hypertension (Qiu et al. 2005) and midlife 

hypercholesterolemia (Anstey et al. 2008; Kivipelto and Solomon 2006) seem to increase the chance 

of developing dementia. Of course, one must take care with interpreting these determinants, as there 

is a good chance that lifestyle factors affect medical conditions at least to a certain degree and vice 

versa. Medication is another important group of environmental factors that can influence AD and can 

be subdivided in two categories, medication that is given specifically to treat AD and medication that 

is prescribed for other ailments but seems to have an effect on AD. As Alzheimer’s is incurable as it 

stands, its medical treatment is purely palliative and offers only symptomatic relieve. There are 5 

medications that are approved by the FDA and are given to alleviate some of the cognitive problems 

that accompany the pathology: one NMDA receptor antagonist (memantine) and four 

acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil, rivastigmine, tacrine and galantamine). However, none of 

these have been shown to even delay the progression of AD (Casey et al. 2010). Long-term usage of 

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), on the other hand, has previously been shown to 

reduce the probability of AD occurrence (Szekely et al. 2007). Unfortunately, after more stringent 

verification, it appears that their use just reduces the inflammation surrounding the senile plaques and 

thus does not counter the underlying pathology (Imbimbo 2009). Although many AD associated risk 

factors are also cardiovascular disease risk factors (smoking, diet, diabetes and midlife obesity, 

hypertension and cholesterolemia), statins, which are a class of lipid-lowering medications that are 

effective in treating cardiovascular disease, have been unable to prevent or improve AD pathology 

(McGuinness et al. 2014). The last 50 years or so a lot of research has focused on the effects of lifestyle 

choices, environmental factors and many types of drugs on AD, but, regrettably, it has not made us 

much wiser about the molecular origins of or the mechanisms involved in the pathology. For this 

reason, although only a small portion of the AD cases have a clear genetic cause, researchers have 

looked especially to genetics to elucidate more of the mystery surrounding AD. 

1.2.2. Genetic factors 

To be able to discuss the underlying mechanisms responsible for AD initiation and progression, it 

is helpful to first define the various categorizations of the disease. The most common, but least 

meaningful distinction is a relic of the past and is based on the age of onset of the disease. Early-onset 

Alzheimer’s disease (EOAD) is diagnosed before the age of 65 and accounts for roughly 5-10% of all AD 

cases; whereas late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) is diagnosed after the age 65 and accounts for 

the remainder of cases (Figure 2A) (Zhu et al. 2015). A second and more useful classification is based 

on heritability and distinguishes between familial Alzheimer’s disease and sporadic Alzheimer’s 

disease. In familial Alzheimer’s disease (FAD) certain germline mutations in one of three genes causes 
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the autosomal dominant, inheritable form of AD with nearly complete penetrance (Waring and 

Rosenberg 2008; Williamson et al. 2009). These three genes are APP, presenilin 1 (PSEN1) and 

presenilin 2 (PSEN2), which are responsible for 10-15%, 30-70% and <5% of the FAD cases respectively 

(Bird 1993-2020). Some FAD cases show no known identifiable pathogenic variant of either of these 

genes, making it likely that other genes can be causative as well. Essentially all cases of FAD are also 

early-onset and usually comprise some of the earliest diagnoses of AD, sometimes even before the age 

of 20. However, FAD is quite uncommon as it only constitutes between 2 and 35% of EOAD cases which 

boils down to between 0.1 and 3.5% of the total AD cases (Campion et al. 1999; Harvey et al. 2003; 

Mendez 2012). The other incidences of EOAD share the same traits as LOAD and are grouped together 

in what is called sporadic Alzheimer’s disease (SAD). In SAD genetic predispositions are common, 

however, in contrast to the FAD inducing mutations, none of the SAD associated polymorphisms show 

full penetrance towards development of AD (Figure 2B). Nevertheless, although these generally occur 

only rarely, a few mutation-harboring loci related to SAD can substantially increase the risk for 

developing the pathology. The most famous risk factor for SAD is the APOEε4 allele of which between 

40 and 80% of individuals diagnosed with AD possess at least one (Mahley et al. 2006). Heterozygote 

carriers of the APOEε4 allele have an increased risk to develop AD of approximately 3 times, whereas 

in homozygotes the risk is increased to 15 times higher in comparison to non-carriers (Farrer et al. 

1997). On the other hand, the ε2 allele of APOE has been described as protective against AD (Corder 

et al. 1994). Three genes that have also been shown to possess rare coding variants with moderate to 

large effects on the risk to develop SAD are ADAM10, TREM2 and PLD3 (Guerreiro et al. 2013; Jonsson 

et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2009; Suh et al. 2013; Cruchaga et al. 2014), even though PLD3 has recently been 

questioned again quite convincingly (Fazzari et al. 2017). It should be remarked here that the three 

genes implicated in causing FAD (APP, PSEN1 and PSEN2) can also harbor mutations that do not confer 

full penetrance towards development of AD and can therefore additionally be classified as risk genes 

for SAD. By virtue of genome-wide association studies (GWAS), meta-analyses of large LOAD 

consortium data sets and gene-regulatory pathway reconstructions, many other genes that correlate 

to the development of SAD have been identified over the years (Bertram et al. 2008; Harold et al. 2009; 

Hollingworth et al. 2011; Lambert et al. 2013; Lambert et al. 2009; Naj et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2013). 

To describe and examine them all in detail is beyond the scope of this work, however, it is interesting 

to note the diversity of molecular pathways the risk genes play a role in (Figure 2B). APOE, CLU, ABCA7 

and SLC24A4 are, in some way or another, involved in cholesterol metabolism. Other risk loci as, for 

example, TREM2, CR1, CD33, MS4A, HLA-DRB5, INPP5D, EPHA1 and again CLU, have been correlated 

with neuroinflammation and regulation of the immune response. BIN1, PICALM, CD2AP, SORL1, RIN3, 

PTK2B, MEF2C and again EPHA1 operate in endocytosis and synaptic function. Some genes, like DSG2,  
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Figure 2. Genetics of AD 

(A) A diagram of how AD can be subdivided based on age of onset and genetic disposition with the likelihoods in 

percentages for each of the classifications. The bottom of the graph displays genes that are typically associated 

with the respective classification and several keywords that describe their typical mode of action. (B) A graph 

that shows the relationship between the risk potential to develop AD against the frequency that they are found 

in the population for many genes that are typically associated with AD. Graph taken from a review by Celeste M. 

Karch and Alison M. Goate (Karch and Goate 2015). 
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CASS4, FERMT2, CELF1 and NME8, are responsible for cytoskeleton function and axonal transport. 

Finally, a single gene that coordinates epigenetic regulation, ZCWPW1, has also been implicated to 

play a role in AD. For a few of these risk genes, CASS4, FERMT2 and BIN1, it has been shown that they 

play a role in the metabolism of Tau as well.  

Thus, many genes have been associated with AD, however, the major common denominator 

involved in AD must be APP. Many AD risk genes, like ADAM10, APOE, PLD3, SORL1, ABCA7, PICALM, 

CLU, INPP5D, and the only other major causative genes PSEN1 and 2, have all been shown to be 

involved in the processing of APP and it is likely more will be added to this list in the future. Additionally, 

the correlation between Alzheimer’s disease and Down syndrome (DS) initiated the search for a gene 

on chromosome 21 in the first place (Glenner and Wong 1984a). The triplication of the long arm of the 

21st chromosome results in elevated expression levels of APP and subsequently also Aβ. To date, no 

other genes have been found that are localized to the triplicated area and have also been implicated 

to play a role in AD. That heightened levels of APP are indeed causative in the early and widespread 

incidence of AD in DS patients is, therefore, plausible. Furthermore, it is unlikely accidental that this is 

the same protein giving rise to the senile plaques that were so imperative for the identification and 

segregation of AD. All in all, the genetic evidence that APP is not only involved in AD, but is also one of 

the key players, is quite convincing.  

1.2.3. Etiology 

Already since Alois Alzheimer first described his disease and differentiated it from other dementias 

based on histopathological hallmarks, there have been many theories as to its actual cause. Because 

of the arguments given above, it seems logical that the most famous and, for a long time, widely 

regarded as the best fitting hypothesis for the molecular mechanism behind AD revolves around Aβ 

and, by extent, to APP. Ever since its first postulation by John Hardy and Gerry Higgins in 1992, the 

‘Amyloid cascade hypothesis’ was and is one of the central models for Alzheimer’s disease (Hardy and 

Higgins 1992). It focusses around the senile or amyloid plaques in the brains of AD patients that for a 

long time were thought to have been the primary cause of AD and consist mostly of insoluble 

aggregated Aβ peptides (Glenner and Wong 1984b). The Aβ peptide is a part of APP which is released 

after a specific processing cascade, linking a primary pathological hallmark to the convincing genetic 

information regarding APP. However, there is plenty of criticism and opposition against the amyloid 

cascade hypothesis, not in the least of John Hardy himself (Hardy 2009; Karran and Strooper 2016; 

Hillen 2019; Kametani and Hasegawa 2018). As mentioned before, individuals can display considerable 

Aβ plaque burden without showing typical AD symptoms and disease progression does not correlate 

well with the number or size of amyloid depositions (Gefen et al. 2015; Katzman et al. 1988; Aizenstein 
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et al. 2008; Villemagne et al. 2011; Perrin et al. 2009). Moreover, although several Aβ species can 

induce neuronal death in vitro (Lambert et al. 1998; Walsh et al. 2002), their effects are rather marginal 

especially compared to the impact of tau mutations (Oddo et al. 2003; Lewis et al. 2001; Lewis et al. 

2000). One important point of the amyloid cascade hypothesis is that amyloid toxicity should induce 

tangle dysfunction. It was indeed demonstrated that Aβ stimulates tau hyper-phosphorylation and that 

both synergistically can induce neuronal cell death (Ittner and Götz 2011). However, certain lines of 

evidence indicate that tangle formation actually precedes amyloid deposition (Braak and Braak 1991; 

Schönheit et al. 2004). Moreover, mouse strains harboring single or multiple mutations in APP and/or 

PSEN1/2, which undeniably produce increased levels of Aβ, demonstrate no significant effects on 

tangle pathology and only a relatively minor loss of neurons (Drummond and Wisniewski 2017). 

Ablation of tau seems to reduce Aβ neurotoxicity in vitro and a decrease of tau levels in transgenic AD 

mice alleviates synaptic loss and cognitive impairment (Ittner et al. 2010; Rapoport et al. 2002; 

Roberson et al. 2007). Conversely, introducing tau mutations in AD mice stimulates and hastens tangle 

pathology and neurodegeneration (Lewis et al. 2001; Oddo et al. 2003). All in all, it seems that tau is 

at the very least on the same level as Aβ in the neurotoxic cascade and many addendums to the 

amyloid cascade hypothesis have been made since to incorporate this knowledge. 

It seems clear that Aβ is not the sole causative agent in AD initiation and progression, but that Aβ 

plays an important role in the disease cannot be denied. That plaque burden does not correlate well 

to AD state has already been discussed and it could also be shown that monomeric Aβ possesses no 

neurotoxic effects whatsoever (Crews and Masliah 2010). The levels of Aβ in cerebrospinal fluid 

samples, however, correlated better to disease severity (McDonald et al. 2012). Thus, the focus shifted 

towards smaller soluble Aβ oligomers (Krafft and Klein 2010; Viola et al. 2008). These lower order 

aggregates were demonstrated to be able to induce cell death and hamper neuronal signaling (Lambert 

et al. 1998; Walsh et al. 2002). Additionally, they are associated with an altered ion homeostasis, 

oxidative stress, Tau hyperphosphorylation, inhibition of essential kinases and many other pathological 

effects (Renner et al. 2010; O'Brien and Wong 2011; Sakono and Zako 2010). Especially significant for 

AD are the described inhibition of long-term potentiation, reinforcement of long-term depression and 

restriction of synaptic plasticity exerted by these soluble Aβ oligomers (Shankar et al. 2008; Townsend 

et al. 2006; Hsieh et al. 2006). It should be noted that many different forms of Aβ oligomers have been 

described over time, from dimers up to 24-mers that can aggregate further to protofibrils and finally 

the full multi-faceted fibrillary plaques. Furthermore, intermediary forms can be more or less dense 

giving rise to different molecular conformations and the potential capacity of bigger species to release 

smaller species back into the extracellular environment (Benilova et al. 2012). The relationship 

between the different species and the parameters governing the potential interconversion between 
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them are still vigorously discussed. Nevertheless, even if only some of the Aβ subspecies possess 

neurotoxic effects, Aβ oligomerization seems way more dynamic than originally assumed, suggesting 

that multiple forms of Aβ aggregates could potentially contribute to AD initiation or progression. 

Additional support for the amyloid cascade hypothesis comes from animal models, especially 

transgenic mice. Some of the typical characteristics of AD, like memory deficits, a decline in neuronal 

plasticity and development of amyloid plaques were demonstrated to be recapitulated by transgenic 

APP and/or PSEN1/2 mouse models (Puzzo et al. 2014; Li et al. 2016; Sasaguri et al. 2017). Furthermore, 

some of these features, such as cognitive impairment and loss of synaptic plasticity, could be rescued 

by immunological, pharmacological and genetic interventions aimed at decreasing Aβ levels in the 

brains of several of these transgenic mouse models (Götz et al. 2004; Li et al. 2013; Morgan et al. 2000; 

Janus et al. 2000; Dodart et al. 2002), suggesting the validity of at least part of the hypothesis. 

One of the biggest problems with the amyloid cascade hypothesis is that it predicted that 

decreasing circulating and/or deposited Aβ would improve AD state and that such results, albeit maybe 

to a lesser extent than initially expected, were up until now only obtained in animal models. In other 

words, a lot of research has focused on these transgenic mouse strains and promising results have 

been obtained, but it seems increasingly likely that they are not adequate models for the human 

pathology. First, the transgenic mice all carry mutations that are related to FAD, which only reflects 5-

10% of all AD. Because it manifests at a much younger age and is associated with different 

neuropathological features and a distinct disease progression than SAD (Farrer et al. 1990; Komarova 

and Thalhauser 2011; Stopford et al. 2008), it is not the best system for modelling most AD cases. Even 

for FAD, the transgenic animals are not a perfect model as they all rely on overexpression of mutated 

disease-related proteins, of which there is no proof in AD patients. Additionally, they do not show the 

extensive neurodegeneration and tangle pathology that is generally observed in the human disease. It 

is therefore also not surprising that to date all clinical trials that aimed to reduce Aβ burden either by 

immunization or by inhibiting the enzymes that process APP have failed (Huang et al. 2020). Thus, 

although a lot has been learned about the formation of amyloid deposits, the biochemistry of Aβ, the 

significance of tau and the generation of tangles, it does not seem to be sufficient and most prominent 

researchers in the field are convinced that major pivotal information is still lacking. Two key aspects 

that are often recited to be required are to understand the normal biological function of APP and all 

of its splice products (Hardy 2009) and to elucidate all the mechanisms that govern the “decision 

making process” whether APP undergoes amyloidogenic or non-amyloidogenic processing (Karran and 

Strooper 2016). Thus, although focus seems to shift away from Aβ, it is still widely believed that APP is 

at the heart of AD. 
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1.3. The APP family 

After its identification in 1987 as the precursor protein of the Aβ peptide (Kang et al. 1987; Robakis 

et al. 1987; Tanzi et al. 1987; Goldgaber et al. 1987), an enormous amount of funding and time has 

been allocated to uncovering its features, life cycle, associated mechanisms and modulators. Although 

the Aβ sequence is unique to human APP, research has looked extensively to related proteins to learn 

more about APP’s physiological functions and interactions. APP belongs to a rather small gene family 

that, besides APP, contains APP-like proteins of which mammals possess two, APLP1 and APLP2 

(Strooper and Annaert 2000). APP and APP-like proteins are highly conserved transmembrane proteins 

with large, extracellular N-terminal domains and small, intracellular C-terminal domains (Kaden et al. 

2012). Furthermore, all its members undergo comparable proteolytic processing by several secretases 

(Eggert et al. 2004). The evolutionary simplest organisms in which ancestors of APP have been 

identified are bilaterians that, strikingly, also developed one of the earliest forms of a nervous system 

with functional synapses. For example, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster possesses the single 

amyloid precursor protein-like (Appl) gene (Martin-Morris and White 1990) and the roundworm 

Caenorhabditis elegans the amyloid precursor-like 1 (apl-1) gene (Daigle and Li 1993). The next step in 

the evolutionary ladder is characterized by duplications, which created paralogs to the ancestral APP-

like genes. The zebrafish Danio rerio carries four APP genes: two homologues to APP (appa and appb) 

and one each to APLP1 (aplp1) and APLP2 (aplp2) (Joshi et al. 2009; Liao et al. 2012). The clawed frog 

Xenopus laevis also expresses four APP genes of which one is a homolog to APLP1 (aplp1), but, in 

contrast to the zebrafish, only one to APP (app) and two to APLP2 (aplp2a and aplp2b) (van den Hurk 

et al. 2001; Okado and Okamoto 1992). More recently in evolution, the chicken Gallus gallus has lost 

the APLP1 homolog all together and is left with APP and APLP2 only (Shariati and Strooper 2013), 

suggesting that the duplications have been subject to stringent evolutionary selection pressure. Finally, 

the evolutionary course of the APP family ends in mammals, be it mouse (Mus musculus), dog (Canis 

lupus familiaris) or human (Homo sapiens), which all have three paralogs: APP, APLP1 and APLP2 

(Zheng and Koo 2011). 

1.3.1. Physiological role 

Most of our understanding about the physiological role of APP and its family members comes from 

loss-of-function studies in three well-characterized experimental animal models: C. elegans, D. 

melanogaster and M. musculus. This is not surprising as the evolutionary conservation of APP 

homologues in these three species is remarkable. Although there are some deviations in function 

between single family members of different organisms and within the same organism, the information 

convincingly suggests that the APP family plays a role in the central nervous system and especially in 

its development. In C. elegans, the single APP-like gene apl-1 is associated with several metabolic 
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processes, such as body size and egg-laying rate (Ewald et al. 2012). It is also imperative to the reach 

transitional molt and lack of apl-1 results in developmental lethality at all larval stages (Hornsten et al. 

2007). That the defect emerges due to neurological abnormalities is supported by the fact that apl-1 

null mutants are also hypersensitive to acetylcholinesterase inhibitors that act in the synaptic junctions 

(Wiese et al. 2010). Interestingly, both the developmental lethality and the hypersensitivity can be 

rescued by re-introduction of just the soluble extracellular domain of APL-1, suggesting that a receptor 

for this domain must exist (Wiese et al. 2010; Hornsten et al. 2007). Opposed to C. elegans, D. 

melanogaster Appl null mutants are viable and fertile and Appl expression is first detected during 

axogenesis in developing neurons (Luo et al. 1990). They do show subtle phenotypes, however, as 

neuromuscular junctions of mutant flies feature reduced numbers of boutons, whereas APPL-

overexpressing larvae have more boutons (Torroja et al. 1999). Additionally, APPL was shown to be 

able to affect neurite arborization by signaling through the Abelson tyrosine kinase (Abl) pathway 

(Leyssen et al. 2005). Loss of APPL was recently shown to cripple axonal outgrowth in fly mushroom 

bodies due to interactions with the planar polarity pathway for which heterozygosity for the Abl kinase 

significantly ameliorated the axonal phenotype again (Soldano et al. 2013). It should be noted that, in 

contrast to C. elegans’ APL-1, all the mentioned properties of APPL depend on a highly conserved 

YENPTY motif residing on its small intracellular N-terminal domain (Torroja et al. 1999; Leyssen et al. 

2005). Because mammals possess three APP family members, the situation is more complex. In mice, 

single knock-out (KO) animals for either App, Aplp1 or Aplp2 produce viable and fertile offspring (Zheng 

et al. 1995; Müller et al. 1994; Koch et al. 1997; Heber et al. 2000). However, KO of App results in 

disturbed forelimb strength, a decreased body weight and behavioral impairments, such as debilitated 

spatial learning, crippled locomotor activity and an abated urge to explore (Zheng et al. 1995; Dawson 

et al. 1999; Müller et al. 1994; Tremml et al. 1998). Staining of App null mice showed an early age-

related decrease in synaptic markers and increased gliosis markers (Zheng et al. 1995; Seabrook et al. 

1999; Yang et al. 2009). Additionally, a gliosis-dependent impairment of long-term potentiation, 

possibly due to increased expression of specific calcium channels which regulate GABAergic synaptic 

activity in inhibitory neurons, could also be observed in App KO these mice (Seabrook et al. 1999; Yang 

et al. 2009). Upregulation of the other two family members, Aplp1 and Aplp2, to compensate for the 

loss of App was not observed (Zheng et al. 1995; Heber et al. 2000). Aplp1 or Aplp2 KO produced far 

less extensive handicaps with only a minor decrease in body weight reported for Aplp1 animals (Heber 

et al. 2000; Koch et al. 1997). Interestingly, although the combined KO of App and Aplp1 results in 

viable and fertile offspring with no additional abnormalities on top of the aforementioned ones for 

single KOs (Heber et al. 2000), the combination of ablations of App with Aplp2, Aplp1 with Aplp2 or all 

three simultaneously culminates in a virtually complete penetrance of early perinatal lethality (Heber 

et al. 2000; Koch et al. 1997; Herms et al. 2004). It can, therefore, be concluded that App, Aplp1 and 
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Aplp2 are partially functionally redundant and partially functionally unique. The fact that Aplp2 alone 

is apparently enough to support viability but only the combined presence of App and Aplp1 grants 

survivability, implies that Aplp2 is the most vital paralog. However, sole ablation of Aplp2 seems to 

have no phenotype at all, suggesting that App and Aplp1 together have all the functionality of Aplp2, 

whereas Aplp2 cannot possess all functional aspects of especially App as single KO of App results in 

quite a serious phenotype. 

1.4. The amyloid precursor protein 

In humans, APP resides on chromosome 21 and consists of at least 18 exons that code for 3.3 to 

3.5 kb of RNA transcripts (Robakis et al. 1987; Yoshikai et al. 1991). APP is a typical type I 

transmembrane protein, which means that it crosses the lipid membrane only once and that its 

transmembrane domain has an α-helical structure. It is anchored to the lipid membrane with a stop-

transfer anchor sequence with its N-terminal side directed towards the lumen of the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) during synthesis. After maturation and translocation to the cellular plasma membrane, 

the N-terminal part will be extracellular, while the C-terminus resides in the cytosol. Three major 

isoforms are recognized in mammals, APP770, APP751 and APP695, which are designated based on the 

number of amino acids (aa) they comprise. Whereas APP is ubiquitously expressed in all tissues, its 

expression levels and the isoform(s) that are preferentially expressed depend on the tissue, respective 

cell type, developmental stage and environmental circumstances. Nevertheless, it can safely be said 

that APP695 the dominant isoform in human neurons and the central nervous system is (Wertkin et al. 

1993; Bayer et al. 1999; Beyreuther et al. 1993; Belyaev et al. 2010). Therefore, and given that this 

work focusses on the dynamics of APP oligomerization in neurons, from here on out the characteristics 

and life cycle of APP will be described with regard to a neuronal setting. 

1.4.1. Structure 

APP is a relatively large single-pass membrane protein with several structurally and functionally 

distinct domains (Figure 3). Its largest isoform, APP770, possesses both the KPI and Ox domains, whereas 

APP751 only harbors the KPI domain and APP695 has neither. KPI is short for “Kunitz-type protease 

inhibitor” and this functional unit has been associated with modulation of serine proteases that 

regulate blood coagulation and wound repair (van Nostrand et al. 1991), but might also suppress 

neuronal growth (Wang and Reiser 2003). The 19 aa stretch denoted Ox is identical to part of the Ox-

2 antigen, a lymphoid and neuronal cell-surface glycoprotein, and is, thus, likely involved in cell-surface 

binding and recognition (Clark et al. 1985). Of the parts common to all isoforms, the cysteine-rich E1 

and the α-helix-rich E2 regions constitute structurally distinct sections that possess multiple functional 

domains. E1 shares little homology with non-APP family proteins and consists of a growth-factor like 
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domain (GFLD) and a metal-binding domain (MBD). Part of the GFLD can bind heparin and is, therefore, 

called heparin-binding domain (HBD) (Small et al. 1994; Rossjohn et al. 1999). Immediately bordering 

the HBD is a hydrophobic pocket (HP) for which multiple functions have been suggested. It is implicated 

to facilitate dimerization upon heparin binding (Gralle et al. 2006; Dahms et al. 2010) but could also 

form a protein binding site that facilitates binding of ligands or ECM components like proteoglycans or 

acts like a growth factor (Small et al. 1994; Rossjohn et al. 1999). Although the MBD’s main function  

 

Figure 3. Structure of APP and Aβ 

The upper part of the cartoon presents the lay-out of the various domains of APP featuring the functional units 

below the main structure using braces to mark their locations and sizes. The lower part shows an enlargement 

of the Aβ region with the canonical α-, β- and γ-cleavage sites. 

seems to be Cu2+ binding and reduction using its copper-binding domain (CuBD) (Bush et al. 1993; 

Multhaup et al. 1996), it also contains a peptide sequence than can probably bind Zn2+ (ZnBD), but 

might require contribution of aa residues from other domains to do so (Ciuculescu et al. 2005). C-

terminal from the E1 region a short aa sequence unique to APP, called the extension domain (ED), 

harbors 4 putative serine phosphorylation sites of which the function has not been conclusively 

determined (Walter et al. 1997; Walter et al. 2000). The function of the low complexity, acidic stretch 

downstream of the ED, which is called the acidic domain (AcD) and consists of more than 50% aspartate 

and glutamate, has also not been elucidated yet. However, it has been suggested to possibly play a 

role in mitochondrial membrane translocation (Anandatheerthavarada et al. 2003). E2 is also often 

called the central APP domain (CAPPD) and consists exclusively of α-helices (Dulubova et al. 2004). Due 

to its structure it is thought to readily dimerize and mediate APP self-oligomerization (Xue et al. 2011), 

which is convincingly contradicted by previous work from our group (Schreiber et al. 2012). The E2 

region contains another HBD (Multhaup et al. 1994; Clarris et al. 1997), a CuBD that can supposedly 
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also bind Zn2+ (Dahms et al. 2012), a collagen binding domain (CBD) that can also bind laminin (Beher 

et al. 1996; Narindrasorasak et al. 1992) and the pentapeptide RERMS, which is proposed to mediate 

growth promoting effects of APP (Ninomiya et al. 1993). Intriguingly, interaction of RERMS with its 

designated receptor is only feasible when the peptide is liberated from E2 or the α-helical structure 

becomes unfolded somehow. Past the E2 region, the mostly disordered linker region is separated from 

the juxtamembrane domain (JMD) by the putative β-secretase cleavage site (Gralle et al. 2002; 

Sandbrink et al. 1994). More-or-less in the middle of the JMD the α-cleavage site is encountered, while 

halfway the mostly α-helical transmembrane domain (TMD) the γ-secretase cleavage site marks the 

beginning of the APP intracellular domain (AICD). Of note, the notorious Aβ peptide associated with 

AD is produced when APP is sequentially processed at the β- and γ-cleavage sites and is colored red in 

Figure 4. Not much is known about the exact conformation of the JMD in the full-length protein, 

however, elucidation of the crystal structure of the C-terminal part of APP that remains after β-

cleavage, suggested that the α-cleavage site sits directly on the membrane surface. This is due to a few 

residues between the α-site and the transmembrane helix that organize in a small additional helical 

structure, called the N-helix, which causes this region to fold back onto the membrane (Barrett et al. 

2012). The N-helix is connected to the TMD with the short N-loop and a combination of residues 

belonging to all 3 structures have been implicated to form a cholesterol-binding site (Beel et al. 2010; 

Barthet et al. 2011). Besides having a simple α-helical structure, the TMD is characterized by the 

presence of 4 GxxxG/A motifs that have been associated with homodimerization of APP (Munter et al. 

2007). Finally, the AICD is mainly interesting because of its highly conserved YENPTY motif that allows 

interaction with many adaptor and effector proteins of which Fe65 is probably the most well-known 

(Bressler et al. 1996; Borg et al. 1996; Fiore et al. 1995; Müller et al. 2008). Clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis of APP has been shown to be mediated by this motif as well (Perez et al. 1999; Ring et al. 

2007; Lai et al. 1995). Release into the cytosol upon proteolytic cleavage has been proposed to allow 

the AICD to signal to several potential target proteins (Rotz et al. 2004) and influence actin cytoskeleton 

dynamics (Müller et al. 2007). Also, although multiple phosphorylation sites have been identified, the 

specific implications of these targets either remain unknown or are controversially discussed (Ando et 

al. 2001; Chang et al. 2006; Gandy et al. 1988; Scheinfeld et al. 2002). 

1.4.2. Proteolytic processing and cellular transport 

As an integral type I membrane protein with a signal peptide for plasma membrane localization, 

most APP traverses the typical route from ER, via Golgi apparatus to the cellular plasma membrane. 

(Figure 4). During maturation, APP is not only N- and O-glycosylated, ectodomain and cytoplasmic 

phosphorylated and tyrosine sulfated, but intramolecular disulfide bridges are created as well. After 

sorting to the ER and Golgi, APP molecules have been shown to be transported in synaptic vesicles to 
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the axonal plasma membranes of neuronal cells by fast axonal transport (Koo et al. 1990; Groemer et 

al. 2011), which fits well with the observation that APP processing and release are known to occur in 

response to neuronal stimulation (Cirrito et al. 2008; Cirrito et al. 2005). After arriving at the cellular 

plasma membrane, an APP molecule can essentially undergo either of two competitive processing 

mechanisms. The canonical pathway is defined by proteolytic cleavage at the plasma membrane by 

one of the many possible α-secretases at the well conserved α-cleavage site in the middle of the Aβ 

domain (see Figure 3, bottom half). Because α-processing thus prohibits generation of the Aβ peptide 

it is also called the non-amyloidogenic pathway. Most α-secretases are zinc metalloproteases such as 

ADAM9, ADAM10 (also a major genetic risk factor, see Figure 2B), TACE/ADAM17, ADAM19 and MDC-9 

(O'Brien and Wong 2011), while interestingly BACE2 has also been described to be an α-secretase 

(Allinson et al. 2003; Basi et al. 2003). Some of these, like ADAM10, are thought to be constitutively 

active in the cellular plasma membrane, whereas others, like TACE/ADAM17, have been suggested to 

be inducible. Processing by α-secretases is highly accurate and always takes place between the lysine 

and leucine at position 686 and 687 (APP770 numbering). The released 100-110 kDa soluble fragment 

is called sAPPα, for soluble APP cleaved at the α-site. Following processing by α-secretases, the 

remaining transmembrane α-C-terminal fragment (α-CTF, also called C83) is almost immediately 

cleaved by the γ-secretase in its TMD (Barthet et al. 2011). This results in a small N-terminal fragment 

called p3, which is released in the extracellular environment, and the larger C-terminal AICD, which is 

released in the cytosol. The γ-secretase is multiprotein complex consisting of 4 proteins: either 

presenilin 1 or 2 (PSEN1/2), the type I transmembrane glycoprotein nicastrin (NCT) and 2 multipass 

transmembrane proteins called anterior pharynx defective (APH)-1a or -2b and PSEN enhancer 

(PEN)-2. PSEN1 and 2 contain the catalytic unit required for the intramembranous proteolysis and are 

the only genes besides APP of which mutations show full penetrance towards development of AD (see 

Figure 2B). It has been proposed that the ectodomain of Nct is able to target the aminoterminal stubs 

of the CTF fragments (Bergmans et al. 2010). The γ-secretase is a promiscuous enzyme with over 90 

different substrates that do not share obvious common features (Beel and Sanders 2008; Haapasalo 

and Kovacs 2011). Knowledge of the mechanisms how the γ-secretase can discriminate between 

substrates, with the exception of the requirement that most of the substrate’s ectodomain must have 

been shed (Lichtenthaler et al. 2011), is still lacking. Additionally, processing by the γ-secretase is not 

precise and, at least for APP, a sequential process, whereby cleavage starts at the C-terminal side of 

the TMD and gradually proceeds upstream. At least 3 mutually exclusive sequential cleavage paths 

have been distinguished to date, which generate p3 peptides of different lengths (Sastre et al. 2001; 

Qi-Takahara et al. 2005; Weidemann et al. 2002; Takami et al. 2009).  
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On the other hand, in the amyloidogenic pathway, APP starts to oligomerize and eventually forms 

complexes of more than a few molecules (Figure 4, red arrow). Clustering of APP results in the 

recruitment of Clathrin, which leads to coated bud formation of the cell membrane and eventually 

reinternalization via Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Cirrito et al. 2008; Schreiber et al. 2012) bringing 

APP molecules together with β- and γ-secretases into the endosomal compartment (Kinoshita et al. 

2003; Rushworth and Hooper 2010). Subsequent acidification of the vesicle lumen activates the β-

secretases, which induces processing of APP at the β-site thereby producing sAPPβ and a still 

membrane-bound β-C-terminal fragment (β-CTF, also called C99). In experiments that hinder surface 

 

Figure 4. Intracellular trafficking and processing of APP 

APP is trafficked from the nucleus to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and then via the Golgi apparatus (Golgi) to 

the plasma membrane in endosomes. Here it can either be shedded via sequential α- and γ-cleavage, which is 

called the non-amyloidogenic pathway (upper-right zoom-in), or start to cluster (red arrow). Following 

membrane oligomerization, APP is reinternalized via Clathrin-mediated endocytosis back into the endosomal 

compartment. Here, APP can either be sequentially cleaved by β- and γ- secretases, which is called the 

amyloidogenic pathway (lower-right zoom-in), or degraded when the endosomes are matured to lysosomes. 

After amyloidogenic processing, the endosomes fuse with the plasma membrane releasing the contents, 

including Aβ, into the extracellular environment. A minor fraction of the APP is already β-cleaved before being 

expressed on the cellular membrane at all (dashed blue arrow). Adapted from a review of Richard J. O’Brien and 

Philip C. Wong (O'Brien and Wong 2011). 

endocytosis, 80% of β-proteolysis was prevented, demonstrating that this is the major mechanism 

behind β-cleavage (Koo and Squazzo 1994). Two pepsin-like β-site APP-cleaving enzymes (BACE) have 

been identified so far, BACE1 and 2, of which only BACE1 seems to possess β-site proteolytic activity 

(Cai et al. 2001). Analogous to α-processing, β-cleavage is quickly complemented by proteolysis by the 
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γ-secretase, which can also be found in the endosomal compartment (Parvathy et al. 1999; Fukumori 

et al. 2006). The resultant fragments are the amyloidogenic Aβ peptide, which is together with sAPPβ 

contained in the endocytic vesicle lumen, and the same AICD described earlier, which is released in the 

cytosol. In parallel to the p3 fragment, because of the γ-secretase’s somewhat inaccurate sequential 

processing mechanism, Aβ peptides of between 37 to 49 aa can be produced (Sastre et al. 2001; Qi-

Takahara et al. 2005; Weidemann et al. 2002; Takami et al. 2009). Strikingly, almost all mutations in 

PSEN1 or 2 that affect AD development and progression occur in one of its 9 transmembrane domains 

and lead to an increased ratio of the less soluble and more pathogenic Aβ42 compared to Aβ40, the two 

major Aβ species (Shen and Kelleher 2007). Following β/γ-processing, the vesicles can either progress 

to lysosomes (Haass et al. 1992), which destroys their content, or recycled back to the cellular plasma 

membrane, which releases both sAPPβ and Aβ to the extracellular space (Koo and Squazzo 1994). 

Several aspects of this generally accepted model deserve comment at this point. First, although 

APP is encoded with a plasma membrane localization signal, presumably only a fraction of its total pool 

can be found in the plasma membrane at any given time. Protein must constantly be replaced because 

of APP’s reportedly rapid turnover of between 30 minutes to 1 hour (Herreman et al. 2003; Lyckman 

et al. 1998), resulting in a significant subset of APP molecules that are undergoing maturation in the 

ER, Golgi and related cell organelles at any time. Because of the rapid proteolytic α-cleavage at the 

plasma membrane and Clathrin-mediated endocytosis from the plasma membrane, APP molecules 

only reside at the cellular plasma membrane for a relatively short time (Gralle and Ferreira 2007; Lee 

et al. 2008). Furthermore, it is believed that APP is stored in intracellular vesicles before being 

incorporated in the plasma membrane and exposed to the extracellular environment (Mills and Reiner 

1999; Hung et al. 1993). On a few occasions, reviews mention the fraction of APP that is supposed to 

inhabit the cellular membrane and usually give a value between 10 and 20%. However, interestingly 

not a single review gives any reference to original research that supports these values (Haass et al. 

2012; Thinakaran and Koo 2008; O'Brien and Wong 2011). Secondly, a potentially significant portion 

of APP might be shunted directly from the Golgi to the endosomal compartment (Figure 4, dashed 

arrow) and activity of BACE1 could be demonstrated in the Golgi (Greenfield et al. 1999; Huse et al. 

2002). Both mechanisms would allow production of Aβ without possible regulation by α-secretases at 

the site of the cellular plasma membrane and might therefore be important for AD. 

1.4.3. Cellular functions 

Because the exact functions of APP and its family members on the scale of a whole organism have 

been difficult to unravel, investigation of the role of APP on a smaller scale using in vitro and ex vivo 

experimental methodologies seems logical. Examination of the conserved domains in the extracellular 
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part of the APP family members strongly indicates a role for APP as an adhesion molecule. It has been 

shown that APP can interact with itself in both cis and trans alignments (Gralle and Ferreira 2007; 

Scheuermann et al. 2001; Soba et al. 2005; Wang and Ha 2004). Especially the trans dimers could be 

important in cell-cell-interactions between neurons and glial cells during brain development (Trapp 

and Hauer 1994). APP has also been implicated to relay environmental information by binding ECM 

substrates, like collagen type I and laminin, and thereby regulate neurite growth (Reinhard et al. 2005; 

Small et al. 1999; Turner et al. 2003). Because of the similarities between APP’s and Notch’s processing, 

APP was suggested to be a cell surface receptor already shortly after its discovery (Kang et al. 1987). 

More recently, several groups have proposed that it can bind its own processing product, the Aβ 

peptide (Lorenzo et al. 2000; Shaked et al. 2006). Nowadays, many possible ligands have been 

identified, among others the neuronal glycoprotein F-spondin, heparin and netrin-1, a soluble protein 

that has a function in axonal growth (Zheng and Koo 2011; Ho and Südhof 2004; Lourenço et al. 2009). 

Whether APP is a cell surface receptor or not remains to be confirmed to this day, however, that APP 

plays a role in neuronal processes seems generally accepted. It has been linked to neuronal excitation 

and synaptic plasticity, synaptogenesis, neurite growth and dendritic branching. Additionally, APP is 

supposed to be a carrier receptor involved in axonal vesicle transport (Kamal et al. 2000; Kamal et al. 

2001; Lazarov et al. 2005; Matsuda et al. 2003). Via its metal-binding domains, APP could theoretically 

modulate ion homeostasis in cells and tissues, as, for example, the copper-binding domain binds Cu2+ 

ions and reduces them to Cu+ ions (Multhaup et al. 1996; Hesse et al. 1994), although more work is 

needed in this area to validate this notion. The Aβ domain within the full-length protein has been 

implicated to influence the axonal distribution of APP in hippocampal neurons (Tienari et al. 1996). 

Besides the intact, full-length APP, its cleavage products might also have physiological functions of 

their own. Zinc and iron ion balances have been associated with the Aβ peptide as changes thereof 

have been correlated to AD progression (Maynard et al. 2005; Roberts et al. 2012). Furthermore, it has 

been proposed that the Aβ peptide has a protective function against oxidative stress (Baruch-

Suchodolsky and Fischer 2009; Zou et al. 2002). In murine astrocytes the peptide is also suggested to 

stimulate the transport of cholesterol and Caveolin from the cellular plasma membrane to the Golgi 

apparatus (Igbavboa et al. 2009). There are two forms of the soluble extracellular N-terminal domain, 

sAPPα and sAPPβ, depending on which enzyme processed the full-length APP. The latter has been 

connected to promoting axonal pruning via caspase activation in the brain (Nikolaev et al. 2009), 

whereas the former has been shown to have positive effects on the survivability of neurons in culture 

(Mattson 1997). The lethal phenotype of the APP/APLP2 double KO can even be rescued by the genetic 

knock-in of sAPPα alone (Weyer et al. 2011). The AICD, on the other hand, has been implicated to 

induce apoptosis via activation of GSK-3β following binding with Fe65 (Ghosal et al. 2009; Zheng and 

Koo 2011). Additionally, interaction of APP with the apoptosis factor p53 and tumor necrosis factor 
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alpha (TNFα) corroborate the idea of its involvement in programmed cell death (Bamberger et al. 2003; 

Pardossi-Piquard and Checler 2012). The AICD has been suggested to bind proteins like JIP, Dab and 

Shc/GRP2 and thereby activate G protein-coupled signal transduction cascades (Reinhard et al. 2005). 

It has also been found to localize to the nucleus where it can regulate transcription of certain genes, 

among others the EGFR, LRP1, p53, BACE and APP itself (Pardossi-Piquard and Checler 2012).  

1.4.4. Plasmalemmal organization 

Previous work has shown that APP is distributed heterogeneously across the plasma membranes 

of neuronal cells and that at least a subpopulation is organized in relatively large multi-protein clusters 

consisting of a considerable number of APP molecules (Schneider et al. 2008). The driving forces behind 

this behavior and its function or implication remain obscure to this day. However, by drawing 

comparisons to other membrane proteins, a few potential purposes can be suggested. For many 

transmembrane proteins it has been shown that oligomerization is required to fulfill their role as 

membrane receptors and relay a signal across the cellular plasma membrane efficiently (Cebecauer et 

al. 2010; Lang and Rizzoli 2010; Kornberg et al. 1991). On the other hand, aggregation could be a 

mechanism to “store” membrane proteins in a biochemically inactive state, thereby regulating the 

amount of protein that is able to exert its intended function (Bar-On et al. 2009; Zilly et al. 2011). 

Possibly related to this could be the suggestion that once relatively big molecular complexes are 

formed they should remain within their membrane compartments longer, an effect called 

‘oligomerization-induced trapping’ (Kusumi et al. 2005). Multimerization could also just confer 

protection against degradation and denaturation because of a reduced surface area available for 

interactions (Goodsell and Olson 2000; Ali and Imperiali 2005). Lastly, clustering has also been 

implicated to induce or enhance various forms of internalization that are either Clathrin-dependent or 

independent, like, for example, transcytosis (Hofman et al. 2010; Cureton et al. 2012; Galmes et al. 

2013; Yu et al. 2015). Whatever non-pathological, biological functions APP oligomerization might 

possess; its connection to Clathrin-dependent endocytosis seems to play a pivotal role in the 

underlying pathological mechanisms that could be causative in AD. The amyloidogenic pathway is 

initiated when full-length APP molecules somehow escape α-processing and start to cluster together. 

Whether oligomerization of APP itself is the major mechanism allowing it to evade α-cleavage by 

sterically hindering α-secretases to access the APP molecules or APP evades α-processing via other 

means and clustering is just a secondary mechanism that then becomes possible has yet to be 

elucidated. Nevertheless, aggregation of APP eventually causes it to be reinternalized via Clathrin-

mediated endocytosis into the early endosomal compartment where APP is then cleaved by the β- and 

γ-secretases. (Cirrito et al. 2008; Schreiber et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2008).  
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One important aspect of amyloidogenic processing seems to be related to cholesterol, as the 

multiple environmental and genetic risk factors associated with it suggest. First of all, it could be shown 

that a subpopulation of plasmalemmal APP molecules resides in sphingolipid- and cholesterol-rich 

microdomains (Ehehalt et al. 2003; Rushworth and Hooper 2010). The juxtamembranous cholesterol-

binding site has been suggested to be able to direct localization of APP towards these microdomains 

upon binding of cholesterol (Beel et al. 2010; Barrett et al. 2012) and they are known for their capacity 

to induce clustering of the proteins that they contain (Lingwood and Simons 2010). Within these 

microdomains APP can already form functional complexes with both the β- and γ-secretases that also 

reside there (Rushworth and Hooper 2010), whereas α-secretases are thought to primarily resides in 

more cholesterol-poor regions of the plasma membrane (Ehehalt et al. 2003; Kojro et al. 2001). 

Moreover, it could be shown that α-processing is hampered when α-secretases are stimulated to 

locate to cholesterol-rich microdomains (Harris et al. 2009). Cholesterol has also been implicated to 

encourage amyloidogenesis by increasing both β- and γ-secretase activity through either directly 

affecting substrate binding, catalysis rate and/or product dissociation (Beel et al. 2010). Finally, the 

cholesterol in these microdomains seems to be a requirement for the Clathrin-dependent endocytosis 

that precedes amyloidogenic processing of APP (Schneider et al. 2008; Ehehalt et al. 2003; Cossec et 

al. 2010). However, not only cholesterol influences APP’s behavior in the cellular plasma membrane, 

the extracellular matrix could also contribute to its plasmalemmal multimerization. APP possesses 

heparin- and collagen-binding domains that are known to be involved in the formation of both cis- and 

trans-dimers (Beher et al. 1996; Gralle and Ferreira 2007). Furthermore, protein-protein interactions 

appear to be important for APP oligomerization as well. Interactions of its C-terminus with the 

plasmalemmal scaffold protein Flotillin-2 have been proposed to affect the size of APP clusters 

(Schneider et al. 2008). At least 4 other possible interfaces for protein-protein interactions that could 

promote APP aggregation have been proposed. The E1 and E2 domains have both been implicated to 

at least promote dimerization (Beher et al. 1996; Scheuermann et al. 2001; Wang and Ha 2004). The 

third interface lies within the TMD and is comprised of tandem GxxxG/A aa sequences that are known 

to be classical dimerization motifs (Senes et al. 2004; Munter et al. 2007). The last interface consists of 

the first 5 aa of the Aβ region within the full-length APP. Deletion of the entire N-terminus up until the 

first aa of the Aβ region still allowed oligomerization of a significant subpopulation of APP molecules; 

whereas additional removal of the next 5 aa almost completely abrogated plasmalemmal cluster 

formation (Schreiber et al. 2012). Considering how famous Aβ is for its capacity to aggregate, the fact 

that the Aβ domain also mediates oligomerization of the full-length APP is maybe not extremely 

unexpected. However, given the recent pleas of prominent scientists in the field to investigate the 

biological functions of APP processing and how could be regulated (Hardy 2009; Karran and Strooper 

2016), it is surprising that there still are remarkably few publications that address these mechanisms. 
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These findings also implicate several aspects that should be interesting in this respect. Firstly, almost 

the entire extracellular part of APP, which includes the E1 and E2 domains, is apparently not required 

for formation of higher-order APP clusters. Secondly, oligomerization of APP is a requirement for 

amyloidogenic cleavage, which means that the Aβ region can modulate its own formation. Thirdly, if a 

stretch of only 5 aa is so important for protein complexing, mutations within this region or near it might 

affect APP’s clustering dynamics directly. 

1.4.5. Mutations 

As already extensively discussed in chapter 1.2.2. Genetic factors, there are many mutations that 

are linked to early-onset FAD, most of which occur in the PSEN1 gene and a minor fraction in PSEN2. 

For almost all these mutations, there is convincing evidence that they in some way influence processing 

of APP and usually increase the proportion of Aβ42 in relation to Aβ40 (Shen and Kelleher 2007). It is, 

therefore, to be expected that many of the 60 mutations in APP affect the same mechanism. Especially 

the numerous pathological mutations that occur around the multiple cleavage sites of the γ-secretase 

(aa 705-724 using APP770 numbering) suggest this much (Figure 5) and practically all of them have been 

shown to alter the Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio in some way (Kumar-Singh et al. 2000; Cruts et al. 2003; Ancolio 

et al. 1999; Guerreiro et al. 2010; Eckman et al. 1997; Murrell et al. 1991; Chartier-Harlin et al. 1991; 

Goate et al. 1991; Murrell et al. 2000; Hsu et al. 2018; Ghidoni et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2015; Kwok et 

al. 2000; Theuns et al. 2006). The next set of mutations appears in aa 692, 693 and 694 using APP770 

numbering or aa 21, 22 and 23 of the Aβ domain (Figure 5) and their resulting phenotypes are more 

diverse. The Flemish mutation (A692G) increases total production of Aβ in vitro (Haass et al. 1994; 

Jonghe et al. 1998), but likely decreases the Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio (Tian et al. 2010). This is interesting, 

because evidently this mutation not only affects γ-secretase processing but is also able to drive APP 

cleavage towards the amyloidogenic pathway. Conversely, the E693G, also called Arctic, mutation 

decreases total Aβ generation in vivo (Nilsberth et al. 2001), again showing that a single mutation 

somehow controls in what direction APP processing transpires. It is still a pathologic mutation, 

however, because Arctic Aβ is more susceptible to form protofibrils (Nilsberth et al. 2001) and is more 

resistant to neprilysin-mediated degradation (Tsubuki et al. 2003). Appearing at the same position as 

the Arctic mutation are the Dutch (E693Q) and the Italian (E693K) mutations, which both do not elicit 

AD but rather cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) (Bugiani et al. 2010; van Broeckhoven et al. 1990). 

CAA is a disease where Aβ peptides deposit in cerebral and meningeal vascular endothelial walls, which 

can develop alongside AD, but can also establish without any indications of cognitive decline or 

dementia at all (Sharma et al. 2018). Dutch mutation has no effect on Aβ levels (Watson et al. 1999), 

but accelerates peptide aggregation (Wisniewski et al. 1991) and consequently increased levels of 

β-conformation and a preferential accumulation in cerebral vessel walls (Miravalle et al. 2000). The 
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Italian mutant has not been extensively investigated, but it seems that it decreases the Aβ42 to Aβ40 

ratio significantly while slightly decreasing total Aβ levels (Nilsberth et al. 2001). The final variant that 

occurs at that same site is the Osaka mutant (E693Δ), wherein the glutamic acid at this position is 

deleted. Carriers display strong cognitive impairments with unusually low levels of amyloid deposition 

(Shimada et al. 2011), although the mutant Aβ seems to be resistant against neprilysin and insulin-

degrading enzyme (Tomiyama et al. 2008). Synthetic mutant peptides showed enhanced 

oligomerization without any fibrillization at all, while still exerting stronger inhibitory effects on LTP 

than wild-type peptides (Tomiyama et al. 2008), demonstrating again that lower order oligomers are 

the toxic species. The last mutant in this group is the Iowa variant (D694N), which exhibited a different 

peptide structure than other Aβ peptides in vitro (Krone et al. 2008). The altered structure manifests  

 

Figure 5. AD-related Aβ-proximal APP mutations 

This list shows all APP mutations close to the Aβ domain that convey pathogenicity towards AD, apart from the 

protective Icelandic (A673T) mutation (in italics). β-, α- and γ-cleavage sites have been color coded in red, blue 

and green respectively and the potential alternative β’-cleavage site orange. The first 5 aa of the Aβ region that 

were proven crucial for APP clustering have been outlined in and purple box and the putative transmembrane 

domain in a grey box. Made using the APP mutation database available on alzorum.org (Alzforum). 
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by promoting fibrillogenesis and increasing Aβ-induced toxicity (van Nostrand et al. 2002), which 

culminates in an increased risk for both AD and CAA (Grabowski et al. 2001). Up until now only a single 

mutation was found proximal to the α-cleavage site, the K687N mutant. This mutation increases 

resistance for neprilysin-mediated degradation and makes APP a poor substrate for α-secretases and, 

thus, reduces α-processing and increases Aβ production (Kaden et al. 2012a). Intriguingly, in a pure 

form the Aβ42 variant of this mutant displayed less toxicity in vitro, while a mixture of both wild-type 

and K687N Aβ42 was even more toxic than wild-type Aβ42 peptide alone (Kaden et al. 2012a). The 

Leuven mutation occurs at aa 682 of APP770 and has to date been found in a single patient. It is 

interesting nonetheless, while it is suggested to be pathogenic because it shifts cleavage of APP away 

from a potential alternative splice site of the β-secretase BACE1 that lies between aa 681 and 682 by 

making it a worse substrate (Zhou et al. 2011). Processing at this β’-site apparently protects against 

amyloidogenisis by decreasing the amount of available substrate for canonical β-secretase activity 

(Kimura et al. 2016), a mechanism that is remarkably comparable to the K687N mutant. The Tottori 

(D678N) and Taiwanese (D678M) mutants occur at the same site and both increase and accelerate Aβ 

oligomerization causing a greater cytotoxic capacity compared to wild-type Aβ (Chen et al. 2012; Ono 

et al. 2010). Interestingly, the Taiwanese mutation does seem to elevate total Aβ production and Aβ42 

to Aβ40 ratio (Chen et al. 2012); whereas the Tottori mutation does not affect Aβ generation at all (Hori 

et al. 2007). It is unclear whether the English mutation (H677R) is pathogenic, as only one patient has 

been described so far and his noncarrier sibling had a similar neuropathological progress (Janssen et 

al. 2003). In vitro, no effect on Aβ production could be found (Hori et al. 2007), but mutant peptides 

showed quicker oligomerization dynamics and increased neurotoxicity (Ono et al. 2010). 

The following two mutations again appear at the same site, the A673T and A673V variants. The 

A673T mutant was first described in 1993 and was called the Icelandic mutation because it appears to 

be restricted mainly to Scandinavian and especially Icelandic populations (Peacock et al. 1993). It is to 

date the first and only APP mutation associated with protection against age-related cognitive decline 

(Jonsson et al. 2012), making it an extremely interesting variant to study. There are several publications 

that suggest that the A673T mutation makes APP a worse substrate for BACE1, with up to 40% less 

production of mutant Aβ compared to wild-type in vitro (Jonsson et al. 2012; Benilova et al. 2014; 

Maloney et al. 2014). This is not surprising as it is in close proximity to the β-secretase cleavage site 

and lies on the second residues of the 5 aa stretch that was found to be pivotal in cluster formation 

(Schreiber et al. 2012). Furthermore, mutant A673T Aβ seems to be less prone to aggregate (Benilova 

et al. 2014; Maloney et al. 2014), with indications that especially Aβ42 is not able to form higher-order 

oligomers anymore (Zheng et al. 2015). However, neuronal toxicity of mutant Aβ40 and Aβ42 at various 

concentrations did not seem increased compared to wild-type peptides (Maloney et al. 2014). 
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Remarkably, in an independent study, APP harboring the A673T mutations conferred protection 

against TGF-β2 induced cell death when overexpressed in neurons (Hashimoto and Matsuoka 2014). 

On the other hand, the A673V elicits pathogenicity presumably while it makes APP a better substrate 

for BACE1, however, there seems to be some discussion concerning the aggregation dynamics of its 

mutant Aβ peptides. When overexpressed in vitro, the A673V mutation increased β-processing, while 

the ratios of Aβ42 to Aβ40 remained comparable to wild-type (Di Fede et al. 2009). These findings could 

be confirmed in murine primary neurons and human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived 

neurons (Benilova et al. 2014; Maloney et al. 2014). Although Aβ carrying the mutation show an 

increased aggregation, a mixture of mutant and wild-type peptides aggregated more slowly and 

demonstrated less cytotoxicity on neuroblastoma cells compared to either peptide alone (Di Fede et 

al. 2009; Di Fede et al. 2012). This suggests that a single mutant allele, i.e. heterozygous carriers, might 

actually be protected against AD. The last mutation that is discussed here is maybe also the most 

famous one and is called the Swedish mutation (KM670/671NL). It is a double mutation where two aa, 

lysine (K) and methionine (M), are substituted to asparagine (N) and leucine (L) on position 670 and 

671 respectively and the only mutation so far that is located directly adjacent to the β-secretase 

cleavage site. This mutation has often been shown to elevate production of especially Aβ40 and Aβ42 

without affecting their ratio (Nilsberth et al. 2001; Scheuner et al. 1996; Cai et al. 1993) and is 

frequently used in transgenic mouse models, such as Tg2576, J20 and 3xTg, and as a positive control 

to test novel APP mutations against. 
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2. Rationale and aims of the study 

Previous work of Schneider et al. (Schneider et al. 2008) and Schreiber et al. (Schreiber et al. 2012) 

demonstrated that at least a subpopulation of APP resides in the plasma membranes of murine and 

rat neuronal cells and human hepatic cells as clusters. Antibody-induced augmented aggregation of 

APP clusters led to an increased clathrin-mediated endocytosis of APP and an escalation of Aβ 

production. On the other hand, depletion of cholesterol from the plasma membrane or N-terminal 

deletion of the full-length protein only when the first 5 amino acids of the Aβ domain were also 

included severely hampered cluster formation and, by extent, clathrin-mediated endocytosis.  

These observations indicate a pivotal role of plasmalemmal APP oligomerization for promoting 

amyloidogenic processing. This raises the question how APP can evade non-amyloidogenic cleavage, 

as it is generally accepted that this precedes the amyloidogenic pathway. Our hypothesis is that APP 

clusters are so crowded that α-secretases simply cannot reach the molecules closer to the centers of 

these complexes. Therefore, the first aim of this study was to investigate the structure of the 

plasmalemmal APP cluster, with specific attention for the molecular packing density. To this end, 

precise biochemical experiments should elucidate the plasmalemmal copy number of APP in human 

neuronal SH-SY5Y cells. That the used cell system is of human origin is imperative, as the past has made 

clear that AD-related mechanisms are notoriously difficult to model in other organisms. Standard 

dilutions of purified recombinant APP will be utilized to examine the APP copy number per SH-SY5Y 

cell by quantitative western blotting. After resolving the plasmalemmal APP fraction employing a 

membrane biotinylation assay, quantification of the plasma membrane surface area of SH-SY5Y cells 

via confocal optical sectioning will be performed. Subsequently, the fraction of monomeric APP will be 

investigated using plasma membrane sheets in combination with high-sensitivity epifluorescence 

microscopy. Determination of the cluster size via time-gated stimulated emission depletion (gSTED) 

microscopy should then finally allow calculation of the molecular density within an APP cluster. 

Additional relevant information about APP, such as the total protein content of SH-SY5Y cells and the 

effect of APP overexpression on clustering, will be addressed along the way as well. 

The fact that the only mutation in APP that has ever been described to be protective against AD, 

the A673T variant, occurs on the second residue of the 5 amino acid region that is so essential for APP 

clustering, suggests that this mutation might also influence clustering dynamics and, hence, which 

cleavage pathway follows. Thus, we posit the hypothesis that the A673T mutation interferes with 

plasmalemmal APP oligomerization, thereby affecting its processing by secretases either directly or 

indirectly. The second aim of this study is, consequently, the exploration of changes that the A673T 
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mutation exerts on plasmalemmal APP clustering and processing. Accordingly, wild-type and A673T is 

to be overexpressed in human HepG2 and SH-SY5Y cells and their oligomerization characteristics 

evaluated and compared. Analogues to the first aim, cluster size and plasmalemmal distribution will 

be analyzed employing gSTED and high-sensitivity epifluorescence microscopy, respectively. 

Moreover, the potential difference in mobility in the plasma membrane of both wild-type and A673T 

APP will be probed utilizing fluorescence recovery after photobleaching microscopy. The A673T mutant 

will be scrutinized functionally by assessing its correlation to clathrin-related structures with 

colocalization microscopy. Finally, the rate of α-cleavage will be probed by exploiting pharmacological 

inhibition of the γ-secretase and quantifying the levels of produced α-CTF relative to the wild-type 

protein via semi-quantitative western blotting. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Materials 

Standard chemicals and reagents used in this study were purchased from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, 

Germany), Sigma Aldrich (Hamburg, Germany), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), NEB (Ipswich, USA), or 

Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) unless stated otherwise. All consumables for cell culture were 

obtained from Sarstedt (Nuembrecht, Germany), other consumables were from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, 

Germany), VWR (Darmstadt, Germany), Labomedic (Bonn, Germany), Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany), 

or Bio-Rad (Munich, Germany). Glass coverslips for microscopy were purchased from Paul Marienfeld 

(Lauda-Koenigshofen, Germany). Cell culture media and reagents were obtained from PAN Biotech 

(Aidenbach, Germany) and Biochrom (Berlin, Germany). 

3.1.1. General instruments 

Table 1. General instruments 

Instrument Manufacturer/Source  Specifications 

biophotometer GeneQuant 100 (GE Healthcare Europe 
GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) 

quantification of bacterial 
growth (OD600) 

bright-field 
microscope 

Inverted microscope ECLIPSE TS100, 
CFI60 Infinity Optical System (Nikon, 
Tokyo, Japan) 

cell culture 

cell electroporation Neon Transfection System (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, USA) 

transfection of eukaryotic cells 
with DNA plasmids 

flow cytometer Guava easyCyte 5 (Merck, Darmstadt, 
Germany) 

counting of eukaryotic cells 

gel electrophoresis Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Cell with Mini Trans-
Blot Module (Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA) 

SDS-PAGE and protein transfer 
on nitrocellulose membranes 

infrared imaging 
system 

Odyssey® CLx Imaging System (Li-Cor, 
Lincoln, USA) 

imaging of in-gel stainings and 
western blots 

microplate reader Infinite® 200 PRO multimode microplate 
reader (Tecan, Maennedorf, Switzerland) 

determination of protein 
concentration by BCA assay 

sonicator Bandelin Sonoplus HD2070 with a MS 73 
probe (Bandelin Sonoplus, Berlin, 
Germany) 

lysis of bacteria and unroofing 
of adherent cells 

spectrophotometer NanoDrop2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA) 

DNA concentration 
measurements 

thermocyclers TPersonal and TProfessional basic 
gradient (Biometra, Goettingen, 
Germany) 

standard PCR 
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3.1.2. Microscopes 

Epifluorescence microscopes: For epifluorescence microscopy, an Olympus IX81-ZDC inverted 

fluorescence microscope with a 60x 1.49 NA apochromat objective (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) was 

used with additional magnification (1.6x and 2x lenses). A MT20E illumination system (Olympus) with 

a 150W xenon lamp and the filter sets DAPI HC (F36-500), EGFP HC (F36-525), TRITC HC (F36-503) and 

Cy5 ET (F46-009) (AHF Analysentechnik, Tuebingen, Germany) were used for fluorescence excitation 

and detection. For imaging, the 16-bit EMCCD camera ImagEM C9100-13 (Hamamatsu Photonics, 

Hamamatsu, Japan) with 512 x 512 pixels (16 μm x 16 μm pixel size) was coupled to the microscope. 

The microscope was controlled via the CellR® (Olympus) software. 

Confocal microscope for optical sectioning: For optical sectioning, a Zeiss AXIO Observer Z1 

inverted fluorescence microscope with an LSM 710 confocal system and an LCI Plan-Neofluar 1.3 NA 

63x Imm Corr DIC M27 water immersion objective (Zeiss) was employed. A 30 mW 405 nm diode laser 

(Zeiss) was used for excitation, whereas fluorescent emission was detected with a 2-channel QUASAR 

PMT (Zeiss) with variable wavelength transmission. The microscope was controlled via the ZEN 2011 

(Zeiss) software. 

Confocal microscope for FRAP measurements: FRAP measurements were carried out using an 

Olympus FluoView1000 confocal microscope equipped with a UPlanSAPO 60x NA 1.35 oil immersion 

objective (Olympus), a 30 mW 488 nm argon, a 1 mW 543 nm HeNe-Green laser and a climate chamber 

(Evotec, Hamburg, Germany). Standard photomultiplier detectors (Olympus) and a selectable 

wavelength filter allowed specific fluorescent detection. The microscope was controlled by the 

Fluoview 3.0 software (Olympus). 

STED microscopes: gSTED microscopy was performed on an easy3D STED microscope (Abberior 

Instruments, Göttingen, Germany). The microscope was equipped with an easy 3D module and an 

UPlanSApo 100x (1.4 NA) oil immersion objective on an Olympus IX83 confocal microscope body 

(Olympus). For detection of fluorescence, pulsed 485 nm, 561 nm and 640 nm excitation lasers 

(Abberior Instruments), a pulsed 775nm STED laser (MPBC, Montreal, Canada), 500-520 nm, 580-630 

nm and 650-720 nm filter sets (Abberior Instruments) and single photon counting avalanche 

photodiodes as detectors (Excelitas, Waltham, USA) were used. The microscope was controlled by the 

Imspector software (Abberior Instruments). 

Additionally, gSTED microscopy was performed on a TCS SP8 gated-STED microscope (Leica, 

Mannheim, Germany) equipped with an HCX PL APO 100x (1.4 NA) oil immersion objective, a pulsed 

white-light laser for fluorescent excitation, a 592 nm continuous wave (CW) laser for STED and hybrid 

detectors (HyD) for single-photon detection (Leica). The microscope was controlled by the Leica 

Application Suite for Advanced Fluorescence (LAS-AF; Leica). 
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3.1.3. Chemicals and consumables 

Table 2. Chemicals and consumables 

0.2 µm nitrocellulose membranes (Roti-NC) #HP40.1, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

10K molecular weight cutoff Slide-A-Lyzer 
Dialysis Cassette 

#66380, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
USA 

22 mm square, No. 1.5 high-precision coverslips #0107052, Paul Marienfeld, Lauda 
Koenigshofen, Germany 

25 mm round, No.1 coverslips #0111650, Paul Marienfeld, Lauda 
Koenigshofen, Germany 

BSA #8076, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

cOmplete protease inhibitor cocktail #11697498001, Sigma Aldrich, Hamburg, 
Germany 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 #20279, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
USA 

DAPT #D5942, Sigma Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany 

DNase I #M0303, NEB, Ipswich, USA 

Fast Green FCF #F7252, Sigma Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany 

Fast-DiO #D3898, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
USA 

Inhibitor Cocktail Plus #3751.1, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

IPTG #BP1755100, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

L-lysine (HCl) #L5626, Sigma Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany 

lysozyme #8259, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

p2 cosmetics nail polish (transparent) DM, Vienna, Austria 

Na-metaperiodate #S1878, Sigma Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany 

Neubauer counting chamber #0640030, Paul Marienfeld, Lauda 
Koenigshofen, Germany 

Ni-NTA beads (50% slurry) #745400, Macherey-Nagel, Dueren, Germany 

Non-neutralized Albumin Fraction V #2834, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Odyssey Blocking Buffer #927-40000, Li-Cor, Lincoln, USA 

PLL #P1524, Sigma Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany 

ProLong Gold #P36930, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
USA 

RIPA lysis buffer system #sc24948, Santa Cruz, Dallas, USA 

RNase H #M0297, NEB, Ipswich, USA 

Tetraspec microspheres #T7284, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
USA 

TMA-DPH #T204, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA 
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3.1.4. Buffers and solutions 

All buffers and solutions were prepared in fully double distilled water (ddH2O) unless noted 

otherwise and autoclaved or sterile filtered when possible. 

Table 3. Buffers and solutions 

1% PLP 1% (w/v) PFA, 75 mM L-lysine (HCl), 10 mM Na-metaperiodate, 
1.045 mM CaCl2, 0.706 mM MgCl2 in DPBS 

10% SDS running gel 32.64% (v/v) 1:37.5 bis:acrylamid, 371 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 
0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.1% (w/v) APS, 0.01% (v/v) TEMED 

20x PLL stock solution 2 mg/ml PLL  

4% SDS stacking gel 12.85% (v/v) 1:37.5 bis:acrylamid, 124 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 
0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.1% (w/v) APS, 0.02% (v/v) TEMED 

4x Laemmli  8% (w/v) SDS, 40% (w/v) glycerol, 0.008% (w/v) bromophenol 
blue, 250 mM Tris-HCl, 20% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol (added 
before use), pH 6.8 

Cell counting buffer 2% (v/v) FCS, 1 mM EDTA in DPBS 

Colloidal Coomassie gel 
destaining solution 

10% (v/v) EtOH, 2% (v/v) orthophosphoric acid 

Colloidal Coomassie gel 
staining buffer 

0.02% (w/v) Coomassie BB G-250, 5% (w/v) Al2(SO4)3*14-18H2O, 
10% (v/v) EtOH, 2% (v/v) orthophosphoric acid 

DPBS++ DPBS containing 1.045 mM CaCl2 and 0.706 mM MgCl2 

Elution buffer for Ni-NTA 
protein purification 

50 mM NaH2PO4, 500 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole, pH 8 

Fast Green gel destaining 
solution 

30% (v/v) MeOH, 7% (v/v) acetic acid 

Fast Green gel staining buffer 0.001% (w/v) Fast Green FCF, 30% (v/v) MeOH, 7% (v/v) acetic 
acid 

Lysis buffer for Ni-NTA protein 
purification 

washing buffer with 10 mM imidazole, 15 mM β-
mercaptoethanol, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mg/ml lysozyme and 
cOmplete protease inhibitors, pH 8 

PBS 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.76 mM KH2PO4, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 
pH 7.4 

PBS-T PBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 

PFA stock solution 16% (w/v) PFA added to pre-warmed 55°C ddH2O while stirring, 
solution cleared with 1 M NaOH, aliquoted and stored at -20°C 

Ringer solution 130 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 48 mM 
D(+)glucose, 10 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.4 

SDS running buffer 25 mM Tris, 0.1% (w/v) SDS, 192 mM glycine 

TAE buffer 40 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA and 0.11% (v/v) acetic acid 

TBS 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 

TMA-DPH working solution 10% (v/v) of a saturated TMA-DPH/PBS solution in PBS 

Towbin buffer  25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% (v/v) methanol 

Washing buffer for Ni-NTA 
protein purification 

50 mM NaH2PO4, 500 mM NaCl, 1% (v/v) Tween-20, various 
concentrations of imidazole, pH 8 
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3.1.5. Culture media and reagents 

Table 4. Culture media and reagents 

HepG2 growth medium MEM Eagle (#P04-08509, PAN Biotech) supplemented with 10% (v/v) 
FCS (#S0615, Biochrom), 2 mM stable glutamine (#P04-82100, PAN 
Biotech) and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (#P06-07100, PAN 
Biotech) 

SH-SY5Y growth medium DMEM:F12 (#P04-41500, PAN Biotech) supplemented with 10% (v/v) 
FCS (#S0615, Biochrom) and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (#P06-
07100, PAN Biotech) 

DPBS, w/o: Ca and Mg Dulbecco‘s PBS without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (#P04-36500, PAN Biotech) 

DPBS, (10x) w: Ca and Mg 10x Dulbecco's PBS with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (#P04-37500, PAN Biotech) 

Trypsin/EDTA Trypsin (0.05%) with 0.02% EDTA in PBS, without Ca2+ and Mg2+ 
(#P10-0231SP, PAN Biotech) 

LB medium 2% (w/v) LB (#X964, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany); for plates 
medium 2% (w/v) agar was added 

 

3.1.6. Cell lines 

HepG2 cells: HepG2 cells are human liver hepatocellular cells isolated from a hepatoblastoma. For 

this study they were acquired at passage 19 from CLS, Eppelheim, Germany, (#300198). 

SH-SY5Y cells: SH-SY5Y cells are thrice subcloned for neuroblast-like cell populations from its SK-N-

SH parental cell line, which are human neuroblastoma cells derived from a bone marrow metastatic 

site. SH-SY5Y were purchased at passage 26 from LGC Standards, Wesel, Germany (#ATCC-CRL-2266). 

XL10-Gold Ultracompetent cells: XL10-Gold cells were regularly used for all cloning and screening 

purposes. The cells were purchased from Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany (#200314). 

Rosetta™ 2(DE3)pLysS Competent Cells: Rosetta 2 bacteria were used to express eukaryotic 

proteins with the intent of purifying the product afterwards. The cells were purchased from Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany (#71403). 

ArcticExpress-(DE3)RP Competent Cells: ArcticExpress RP bacteria were used to express eukaryotic 

proteins with the intent of purifying the product afterwards. The cells were purchased from Agilent 

Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany (#230194). 
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3.1.7. Antibodies 

Table 5. Primary and secondary antibodies 

Depending on manufacturer’s instructions antibodies were either stored whole at 4°C or aliquoted 

and stored at -20°C. After dilution in a staining buffer, antibodies were briefly sonicated unless 

otherwise noted. 

Primary 

goat anti-Clathrin HC (C-20) polyclonal #sc6579, Santa Cruz, Dallas, USA 

mouse anti-APP (C1/6.1) monoclonal #802801, BioLegend, San Diego, USA 

mouse anti-Histidine tag (AD1.1.10) monoclonal #MCA1396, Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA 

rabbit anti-Calnexin polyclonal #ab22595, Abcam, Cambridge, UK 

rabbit anti-Caveolin polyclonal #ab2910, Abcam, Cambridge, UK 

rabbit anti-GFP  polyclonal #ab290, Abcam, Cambridge, UK 

rabbit anti-Rab11 polyclonal #ab3612, Abcam, Cambridge, UK 

rabbit anti-Rab5 polyclonal #ab18211, Abcam, Cambridge, UK 
 

Secondary 

donkey anti-goat Alexa Fluor 488 polyclonal #A-11055, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

donkey anti-goat Alexa Fluor 594 polyclonal #A-11058, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 polyclonal #A-21203, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647 polyclonal #A-31571, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 polyclonal #A-21206, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

goat anti-mouse IRDye® 800CW polyclonal #926-32210, Li-Cor, Lincoln, USA 

goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 polyclonal #A-11034, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA 

goat anti-rabbit IRDye® 680RD polyclonal #925-68071, Li-Cor, Lincoln, USA 

3.1.8. Plasmids 

Table 6. Plasmids 

Backbone vectors Source Notes 

pGEM®-T Easy #A1360, Promega, 
Mannheim, Germany 

PCR cloning and easy ligation 
vector suitable for blue/white 
colony selection 

pET-15b #69661, Merck, 
Darmstadt, Germany 

bacterial expression vector 
carrying an N-terminal His-tag 
followed by a thrombin site 
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pcDNA™6.2/C-emGFP-DEST #V35520, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, USA 

Gateway® mammalian expression 
vector carrying a C-terminal 
emerald GFP 

pmCherry-C1 #632524, Takara Bio 
Europe, St-Germain-en-
Laye, France 

mammalian expression vector 
carrying an N-terminal mCherry 
fluorescent protein 

Expression plasmids 

pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP kindly provided by Arne 
Schreiber (Schreiber et 
al. 2012) 

human APP695 (NM_201414) C-
terminally fused to emGFP with 
the linker sequence 
KGGRADPAFLYKVVDAVN 

pET-15b-APP695 Dennis de Coninck APP695 from pcDNA6.2-APP695-
emGFP cloned into the pET-15b 
expression vector 

pcDNA6.2-APPA673T-emGFP Dennis de Coninck pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP point 
mutated to create the A673T 
mutant 

pcDNA6.2-APPβ-CTF-emGFP Dennis de Coninck pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP of which 
AA22-596 were deleted 

pcDNA6.2-APPα-CTF-emGFP Dennis de Coninck pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP of which 
AA22-612 were deleted 

pcDNA6.2-mCh-APP695-emGFP Dennis de Coninck pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP with the 
addition of an N-terminal mCherry 
tag 

pcDNA6.2-mCh-APPA673T-emGFP Dennis de Coninck pcDNA6.2-mCh-APP695-emGFP 
point mutated to create the A673T 
mutant 

3.1.9. Kits 

Kits were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions unless specified otherwise. 

Table 7. Kits 

Neon™ Transfection System 100 μL kit #MPK10096, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA 

NucleoBond Xtra Midi® #740410, Macherey-Nagel, Dueren, Germany 

NucleoSpin Gel and PCR clean-up® #740609, Macherey-Nagel, Dueren, Germany 

NucleoSpin Plasmid® #740588, Macherey-Nagel, Dueren, Germany 

OneTaq® DNA Polymerase kit #M0480S, NEB, Ipswich, USA 

Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay kit  #23225, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA 

Pierce™ Cell Surface Protein Isolation kit #10230104, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA 

Q5® High-Fidelity PCR kit #E0555S, NEB, Ipswich, USA 

Q5® Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit #E0554S, NEB, Ipswich, USA 
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3.1.10. Software 

Table 8. Software 

ImageJ (incl. MBF and Fiji 
bundles) 

developed by Wayne Rasband (NIH) western blot and 
immunocytochemical image 
analysis 

ApE developed by Wayne Davis DNA sequence editor 

BioEdit developed by Tom Hall DNA sequence editor 

Imaris Bitplane AG, Zurich, Switzerland 3D modelling software 

Microsoft Office 
2010/2016/2019/365 

Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, 
USA 

writing, data analysis and 
organization, creating and 
editing figures 

Graphpad Prism 6 Graphpad Software LLC, La Jolla, 
USA 

data analysis and organization, 
creating and editing graphs 

Métamorphose 2 developed by Ianaré Sévi batch organization and 
renaming of files and folders 

Photoshop and 
Illustrater CS5 

Adobe Systems Incorporated, San 
Jose, USA 

creating and editing figures 
and graphs 

 

Appliances listed in 3.1.1. General instruments were operated with the accompanying equipment 

software of the manufacturers when applicable. 

3.2. Methods 

Experiments were carried out at room temperature unless specified otherwise. 

3.2.1. Cloning of expression plasmids 

All restriction enzymes were purchased from NEB, Ipswich (MA), USA and were used with the 

accompanied buffers and according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA amplification via 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed with Q5® High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (NEB, 

#M0491S). Primers for PCR were designed manually and purchased from MWG-Biotech, Ebersberg, 

Germany. The optimal annealing temperatures for PCR reaction was calculated using the NEB Tm 

calculator tool (http://tmcalculator.neb.com/). By default, plasmids were dephosphorylated after 

restriction digests using Antarctic Phosphatase (NEB, #M0289S) prior to ligation with T4 DNA ligase 

(NEB, #M0202T) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For plasmid amplification, E.coli XL10-

Gold® (Stratagene, San Diego, USA, # 200314) were transformed and selectively grown in LB medium 

and/or on LB-agar plates containing the antibiotic carbenicillin (an analogue of ampicillin) at 100 µg/ml. 

Screening for correct clones was performed by colony PCR using OneTaq® DNA polymerase. 

Alternatively, a restriction digestion of purified plasmids was performed. All constructs were finally 

verified by sequencing (GATC, Konstanz, Germany). Products of PCRs and restriction digestions were 

routinely separated by electrophoresis using TAE buffer and agarose gels. DNA bands cut-out from 

http://tmcalculator.neb.com/
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agarose gels and PCR products were purified using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR clean-up® (Macherey-

Nagel, Dueren, Germany, #740609). DNA plasmids were purified from LB cultures of transformed 

bacteria using either the NucleoSpin Plasmid® kit (Macherey-Nagel, #740588) for volumes up to 3 ml 

or the NucleoBond Xtra Midi® kit (Macherey-Nagel, #740410) for larger volumes. 

pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP: All plasmids used in this work were based on a single construct described 

previously (Schreiber et al. 2012). This construct contains the complete human APP695 protein without 

STOP codon (NCBI reference sequence NM_201414) which has been introduced into the Vivid Colors 

pcDNA6.2/C-emGFP-DEST vector backbone (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #V35520) using the site-specific 

recombination properties of bacteriophage lambda. Specifically, this means that the APP695 coding 

sequence is followed by a linker region {5’-

AAGGGTGGGCGCGCCGACCCAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGTTGATGCTGTTAAC-3’} and finally the 

humanized emerald Green Fluorescent Protein (emGFP) tag.  

pET-15b-His6-Thr-APP695: The bacterial expression vector for human APP695 was amplified from this 

construct by PCR using a forward primer that introduces a N-terminal NdeI restriction site {5’-

TATTATCATATGCTGCCCGGTTTGGCACTGCTC-3’} and a C-terminal primer that introduces a BlpI 

restriction site and two STOP codons {5’-ATATTAGCTCAGCTTATTAGTTCTGCATCTGCTCAAAG-3’}. Thus, 

APP695 was amplified without the linker sequence and the emGFP-tag, but with flanking NdeI and BlpI 

restriction sites and two STOP codons just before the C-terminal BlpI restriction site. After restriction 

digestion of both the APP695 amplicon and the pET-15b vector (Merck, Novagen, #69661-3) with NdeI 

and BlpI, the vector was dephosphorylated and the coding sequence ligated into the multiple cloning 

site of the pET-15b vector creating a bacterial expression plasmid with a N-terminal His6-tag followed 

by a thrombin cleavage site and finally the human APP695 coding sequence. Of note BlpI is called 

Bpu1102I in Thermo Fisher Scientific and Fermentas nomenclature. 

pcDNA6.2-mCherry-APP695-emGFP: For the creation of the double tagged APP-fusion proteins 

containing a N-terminal mCherry fluorescent tag in addition to the C-terminal emGFP tag, the mCherry 

tag was inserted into the N-terminal APP695 coding sequence using the unique KpnI restriction site at 

amino acid position 19-21. mCherry was lifted from the pmCherry-N1 plasmid (Takara Bio, Clontech 

Laboratories, #632523) using a forward primer that introduces a KpnI restriction site followed by the 

sequence ‘CACT’ before the START codon of mCherry {5’-

ATTATTGGTACCCACTATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGG-3’} and a reverse primer that introduces a secondary 

KpnI restriction site and the sequence ‘CTGGA’ between the C-terminus of mCherry and the KpnI 

restriction site {5’-TTATTAGGTACCTCCAGCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-3’}. This way, in the final product, 

the first 5 amino acids after the signaling peptide are retained before the mCherry coding sequence 
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starts and the complete APP695 coding sequence without the signaling peptide follows the inserted 

mCherry tag. After restriction digestion of both the amplicon and the target vector, the target vector 

was dephosphorylated and the amplicon ligated into the vector. 

APPA673T mutants: The APP mutants of both the single tagged and double tagged APP-fusion 

proteins were produced using non-overlapping primers that introduce base pair substitutions and the 

Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (NEB, #E0554S) as per manufacturer’s instructions. Specifically, for 

the APPA673T mutant a forward primer {5’- GAAGTGAAGATGGATACAGAATTCCGACATGAC-3’} and a 

reverse primer {5’- AGAGATCTCCTCCGTCTTGATATTTGTCAAC-3’} that anneal back-to-back were 

employed. After amplification, the parent vectors are degraded and the amplicons phosphorylated and 

ligated all in a single step. Using these two primer pairs the plasmids pcDNA6.2-APPA673T-emGFP and 

pcDNA6.2-mCh-APPA673T-emGFP were made using pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP and pcDNA6.2-mCherry-

APP695-emGFP described above as parent vectors. 

pcDNA6.2-APPβ-CTF-emGFP and pcDNA6.2-APPα-CTF-emGFP: The two APP C-terminal fragment 

coding vectors were created using pcDNA6.2-APP695-emGFP as the parent vector and by making use 

of the same kit and similar methodology as the site-directed mutagenesis approach described above. 

The difference is that these primer pairs do not introduce base pair substitutions and, more 

importantly, do not anneal back-to-back, which results in a gap between the 5’ sides of the primers. 

The part of the sequence covered by this gap is not amplified and is therefore absent and thus deleted 

in the final product. Two different forward primers, one for generating the plasmid that codes for APP’s 

β-secretase cleaved C-terminal fragment (β-CTF) {5’- GATGCAGAATTCCGACATGACTCAGG-3’} and one 

for the α-CTF {5’- TTGGTGTTCTTTGCAGAAGATGTG-3’}, and one reverse primer {5’-

GGGTACCTCCAGCGCC-3’} that can be used for both constructs, were designed and used to amplify the 

deletion constructs. Finally, the same post-amplification methodology as was utilized in the site-

directed mutagenesis described above was used to create the final CTF coding vectors. 

3.2.2. Bacterial expression of His6-APP695 

RosettaTM 2(DE3)pLysS (Rosetta 2) competent cells (Merck, Novagen, #71403) or ArcticExpress-

(DE3)RP (AE-RP) competent cells (Agilent Technologies, #230194) were transformed with the pET-15b-

His6-Thr-APP695 expression vector as per manufacturer’s instructions and plated on agar plates 

containing the appropriate antibiotics for the bacteria and the plasmid. The next day, starter colonies 

from both species of competent cells were inoculated under selection pressure with the corresponding 

antibiotics with bacteria from single colonies and incubated overnight at either 37°C for Rosetta 2 cells 

or 30°C for AE-RP cells. The next morning, the cultures were diluted in antibiotic-free LB broth medium 

to OD600 = 0.1 in a final volume of 2 L and grown to OD600 = 0.6 at 37°C and 30°C respectively. The 
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cultures were cooled down to 30°C for Rosetta 2 cells and to 12°C for AE-RP cells and protein 

expression was induced by the addition of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 or 1 mM IPTG (Fisher Scientific, #BP1755100). 

During a total incubation time of either 6 hours on 30°C for Rosetta 2 cells or 16 hours at 12°C for AE-

RP cells, multiple samples were taken at specific timepoints to measure culture density by OD600 or to 

assess protein expression using colloidal Coomassie in-gel stainings and western blotting. 

3.2.3. Ni-NTA purification of His6-APP695 

Following expression of His6-APP695, cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 x g for 10 min at 

4°C, followed by a wash with pre-cooled PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.76 mM 

KH2PO4, pH 7.4) after which they were pelleted again. The pellet was resuspended in ice-cold lysis 

buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 500 mM NaCl, 1% Tween-20, 10 mM imidazole, 15 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 

1 mM PMSF, 1 mg/ml lysozyme and protease inhibitors (cOmplete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail; Sigma-

Aldrich, #11697498001), pH 8) using 5 ml lysis buffer per gram wet weight. The solution was incubated 

for 15 min with agitation at 4°C before adding DNAse I (NEB, #M0303) and RNAse H (NEB, #M0297), 

followed by incubation for 15 min at 4°C. Then, the solution was sonicated for 1 min on ice at 40% 

power (100% cycle; using a Bandolin Sonoplus HD2070 with a MS 73 probe) and then for 5 min at 40% 

power (10% cycle). Including a short pause between sessions, these sonication steps were repeated 

until the solution cleared up. From the almost clear solution, insoluble material was removed by 

centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 30 min at 4°C. To equilibrate the Ni-NTA beads (50% slurry) (Macherey-

Nagel, Protino, #745400), they were washed three times with washing buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 500 

mM NaCl, 1% Tween-20, pH 8). Next, they were added to the cleared lysate solution (1 ml of beads per 

10 ml of cleared lysate) and the mixture was incubated overnight at 4°C with agitation. The beads were 

harvested by centrifugation at 500 x g for 5 min at 4°C, and the bead pellet was washed 4 times in ice-

cold washing buffer containing increasingly higher concentrations of imidazole (20, 30, 40 and 50 mM) 

with each washing step. Beads in 50 mM imidazole containing washing buffer were transferred into a 

column. The bound protein was eluted from the beads with 15 ml elution buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 500 

mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole, pH 8), which was collected as 1 ml fractions. The protein content of the 

fractions was measured using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #23225) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. The three fractions containing the highest protein 

concentration were identified and pooled. For dialysis, the solution was transferred into a 10K MWCO 

Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassette (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #66380). Dialysis was performed in 500 ml 

PBS with stirring at 4°C for 8 hr replacing the PBS every 2 hr, resulting in a (3/500)4 = ~7.71 x 108 times 

dilution of the original buffer. After supplementing the protein solution with 50% w/v glycerol and 

0.05% w/v sodium azide (final concentrations), it was aliquoted and stored at -80°C.  
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3.2.4. Protein biotinylation 

To label extracellular plasmalemmal proteins, the Pierce Cell Surface Protein Isolation kit (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, #10230104) was employed following the manufacturer’s instructions (using the 

following buffers from the kit: ‘Quenching Solution’, ‘Lysis Buffer’, ‘Wash Buffer’ and ‘Elution Buffer’). 

Briefly, four T75 cell culture flasks of adherent cells grown to 90% confluency were washed twice with 

DPBS pre-cooled to 4°C. Then, each flask was incubated with 10 ml pre-cooled DPBS supplemented 

with 250 μg/ml Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin. The flasks were gently agitated on a rocking platform for 30 min 

at 4°C. Afterwards, the reaction was stopped by the addition of 500 μl ‘Quenching Solution’. The 

biotinylated cells were mechanically detached using a cell scraper, pelleted by centrifugation (1000 x 

g for 3 min), washed once with 5 ml pre-cooled TBS, and pelleted again. The cell pellet was 

resuspended in 566 μl pre-cooled ‘Lysis Buffer’ with protease inhibitors added (Inhibitor Cocktail Plus, 

Roth, #3751.1). For lysis, the cells were incubated on ice over a period of 15 min, vortexing every 5 min 

for 5 sec. Then another 15 min incubation period on ice followed, this time applying a 1 sec sonication 

burst at 5% power (Bandolin Sonoplus HD2070, with a MS 73 probe) every 5 min. The insoluble 

material was removed by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 2 min at 4°C. For isolation of the biotinylated 

material, 500 μl of NeutrAvidin Agarose beads (50% slurry) were transferred into a spin column. The 

beads were washed three times by the addition of 500 μl ‘Wash Buffer’, followed by centrifugation at 

1,000 x g for 1 min. Then, the lysate was incubated with the NeutrAvidin Agarose beads for at least 1 

hr at room temperature with end-over-end rotation. Next, the column was centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 

1 min and the flow-through collected. The column was washed 4 times as described above using ‘Wash 

Buffer’ supplemented with protease inhibitors (Inhibitor Cocktail Plus, Roth, #3751.1). The flow-

throughs from the washes were collected. To elute the bound protein, the column was incubated with 

500 μl ‘Elution Buffer’ containing 66.67 mM DTT for 1 hr with end-over-end rotation. The eluate was 

collected by centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 1 min. A second elution step was performed overnight to 

ensure all bound protein was collected. All fractions were stored at -20°C until analyzed by western 

blotting.  

3.2.5. SDS-PAGE 

Protein samples were mixed with 4x Lämmli buffer and incubated at 95°C for 10 min with agitation. 

Samples were run in SDS running buffer (25 mM Tris, 0.1% w/v SDS, 192 mM glycine, pH 8.3 in ddH2O) 

using 10% poly-acrylamide running gels (4.1 ml ddH2O, 3.3 ml 1:37.5 bis:acrylamide, 2.5 ml 1.5 M Tris-

HCl (pH 8.8), 100 µl 10% w/v SDS, 100 µl 10% w/v APS, 10 µl TEMED) with a 4% stacking gel (3.05 ml 

ddH2O, 0.65 ml 1:37.5 bis:acrylamide, 1.25 ml 0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 50 µl 10% w/v SDS, 50 µl 10% 

w/v APS, 10 µl TEMED) mounted in BioRad Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Cells. After the samples had left the 

stacking gel, the voltage was raised from initially 70 V to 100 V. After the run and removal of the gel 
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from the glass slides, gels were washed in ddH2O for 5 min with agitation and either used for in-gel 

stainings or for western blot analysis. 

3.2.6. In-gel stainings 

Gels were washed an additional 2 times for 10 min with agitation in ddH2O and stained overnight 

with either colloidal Coomassie (0.02% w/v Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

#20279) in ddH2O supplemented with 5% w/v Al2(SO4)3*xH2O (x ≈14-18), 10% v/v EtOH, and 2% v/v 

orthophosphoric acid) or with Fast Green (0.001% w/v Fast Green FCF (Sigma-Aldrich, #F7252) in 

ddH2O supplemented with 30% v/v MeOH and 7% v/v acetic acid). After staining, gels were washed 

three times for 5 min in ddH2O and destained for 1 hr with agitation in destaining solution (10% v/v 

EtOH with 2% v/v orthophosphoric acid in ddH2O for colloidal Coomassie gels and 30% v/v MeOH with 

7% v/v acetic acid in ddH2O for Fast Green gels). Finally, the gels were washed again twice for 5 min in 

ddH2O and imaged using the 700 nm channel of a Li-Cor Odyssey Classic Imaging System with settings 

recommended for imaging of in-gel stainings (resolution: 338.983 μm; quality: highest; focus offset: 

0.5; intensity: 5 (at 700 nm)).  

3.2.7. Western blotting 

After the final wash following SDS-PAGE, gels were equilibrated in ice-cold Towbin buffer (25 mM 

Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% v/v MeOH, pH 8.3 in ddH2O) for 10 min with agitation. Nitrocellulose 

membranes (0.2 μm pore-size; Carl Roth, Roti-NC, #HP40.1) were also equilibrated in ice-cold Towbin 

buffer for 30 min. Transfer was performed in a BioRad Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Cell with a Mini Trans-Blot 

Module in Towbin buffer under constant agitation and cooling at 100 V constant for 2 hr. After protein 

transfer, the membranes were washed twice with PBS for 5 min with agitation and blocked with a 1:1 

mixture of PBS and Odyssey Blocking Buffer (Li-Cor, #927-40000) for 1 hour with agitation. Next, 

membranes were incubated with agitation with a suitable concentration of primary antibody in 5 ml 

1:1 PBS:Odyssey Blocking Buffer containing 0.1% v/v Tween-20 for either 2-3 hr at room temperature 

or overnight at 4°C. Membranes were washed 5 times in PBS-T (PBS containing 0.1% v/v Tween-20) for 

10 min with agitation. For detection, membranes were incubated with a suitable concentration of 

secondary antibody in 5 ml 1:1 PBS:Odyssey Blocking Buffer containing 0.1% v/v Tween-20 for 1 hr at 

room temperature with agitation. Finally, membranes were washed three times with PBS-T and twice 

with PBS for 5 min with agitation. Bands were detected using the 700 and 800 nm channels of a Li-Cor 

Odyssey Classic Imaging System with recommended settings for imaging of western blot membranes 

(resolution: 84.674 µm; quality: medium; focus offset: 0; intensity: 3 (at 700 nm) and 6 to 7.5 (at 800 

nm)).  
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3.2.8. Cell culture of SH-SY5Y and HepG2 cells 

All general cell culture procedures and transfections were performed under a sterile laminar flow 

cell culture hood (BDK, Sonnenbühl, Germany). Cells were cultivated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a cell 

incubator (Binder, Tuttlingen, Germany). Both SH-SY5Y and HepG2 cells were never used past total 

passage 40 and were regularly tested for mycoplasma contamination (GATC mycoplasma check, 

SKU#B50400400). 

Thawing: Cryostocks of cells were instantly transferred into a 37°C water bath, thawed for 2 min 

and resuspended in pre-warmed cell specific medium. The cell suspension was centrifuged for 3 min 

at 200 x g. The supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet resuspended in pre-warmed medium. 

Cells were transferred to a cell culture flask and were used for experiments after passaging at least 3 

times after thawing. 

Freezing: For cryo-conservation of cells, cell suspensions were adjusted to 107 cells per ml freezing 

medium (70% (v/v) medium, 20% (v/v) FCS, 10% (v/v) dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO)). Aliquots of 1 ml cell 

suspension per cryo vial were transferred to a cryo-freezing container for a gradual reduction in 

temperature to below −80°C before storage in liquid nitrogen. 

Passaging: SH-SY5Y cells were cultured in DMEM:F12 (PAN Biotech, #P04-41500) supplemented 

with 10% heat-inactivated FBS (Biochrom AG, #S0615) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (PAN Biotech, 

#06-07100). HepG2 cells were cultured in EMEM (PAN Biotech, #P04-08509) supplemented with 2 mM 

L-glutamine (PAN Biotech, #04-82100), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (PAN Biotech, #04-43100), 10% heat-

inactivated FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. For both cell types, the medium was routinely replaced 

every 3 days and both were passaged before reaching a maximal confluency of 90%. Passaging was 

performed by a brief wash with DPBS without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (PAN Biotech, #P04-36500) pre-heated to 

37°C and an incubation with Trypsin/EDTA (PAN Biotech, #P10-0231SP) at 37°C for 3 min for SH-SY5Y 

cells and for 8 min for HepG2 cells. To stop the protease activity, cell specific growth medium was 

added and the cell suspension of the detached cells was centrifuged for 3 min at 200 x g. The 

supernatant was removed and cells were resuspended in their appropriate medium. Next, cells were 

either counted using a Neubauer chamber for transfection or seeding on coverslips, or directly 

transferred to a new cell culture flask for further cultivation. SH-SY5Y cells were routinely reseeded 

using a dilution of 1:4 while never exceeding a dilution of 1:10, whereas HepG2 cells were routinely 

diluted 1:10 for reseeding while never exceeding a dilution of 1:30.  

Harvesting, counting and cell lysis: For harvesting, cells were washed 3 times in DPBS without Ca2+ 

and Mg2+ pre-cooled to 4°C and mechanically detached using a cell scraper followed by collection in 
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ice-cold DPBS. Cells were pelleted, resuspended in 10 ml of pre-cooled DPBS and quantified without 

further dilution by manually counting the cells in a Neubauer chamber as per manufacturer’s 

instructions (per sample filling both sides of the chamber with two separate dilutions and counting all 

four 4x4 squares). Alternatively, cells were diluted 1:30 in cell counting buffer (2% v/v FBS, 1 mM EDTA 

in DPBS) and quantified by a flow cytometer (Guava easyCyte 5), which collected samples of at least 

10,000 intact cells (i.e. by excluding all counts with a diameter <1 µm based on forward scatter). For 

lysis, the cells were pelleted, resuspended in RIPA buffer containing protease and phosphatase 

inhibitors (Santa Cruz, #sc-24948; pre-cooled to 4°C) and rigorously vortexed. The samples were 

rotated for 30 min at 4°C, followed by a 10 min incubation in an ice-cold ultrasound bath. After 

centrifugation at 14,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C, the supernatant was collected and stored at -20°C. The 

protein content of each lysate was determined using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, #23225) following the manufacturer’s instructions.  

Electroporation: For overexpression of specific (fusion-)proteins, the corresponding expression 

vectors were electroporated into the cells using the Neon Transfection System (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Invitrogen). In brief, the cells were detached from the culture flasks, counted and pelleted. 

For electroporation of SH-SY5Y cells, 1 x 106 cells were resuspended in 125 µl Buffer R containing 10 

µg plasmid DNA. 100 µl of the cell-DNA mixture was taken up in a 100 μl Neon electroporation tip 

attached to the Neon pipette, which was inserted into a Neon electroporation tube filled with 3 ml E2 

buffer. Finally, a single pulse of 1,100 V with a 50 msec width was applied to electroporate the cells. 

For HepG2 cells, 3 x 106 cells were resuspended in 125 µl Buffer R containing 5 µg plasmid DNA, after 

which a single pulse of 1,200 V and a width of 50 msec was used. Electroporated SH-SY5Y or HepG2 

cells were transferred into cell culture medium without antibiotics and either seeded on PLL-coated 

cover slips or in 6-well plates and generally analyzed 20-24 hours post-electroporation unless 

otherwise noted. For the α-processing assay, HepG2 cells were treated with 10 µM DAPT starting 4 

hours post-electroporation. After another 14 hours cells were lysed using RIPA lysis buffer and 

analyzed by western blotting. 

3.2.9. Preparation of cover slips for microscopy  

For analysis by epifluorescence or confocal microscopy, cells were mounted on 25 mm diameter 

round glass cover slips with a thickness of "1" (0.13-0.16 mm; Marienfeld, #0111650). For super-

resolution gSTED microscopy, 22 mm square high precision cover slips with a thickness of "1.5H" (0.170 

mm +/- 0.005 mm; Marienfeld, #0107052) were used. Please note that both varieties of cover slips 

have a surface area of about 5 cm². 
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Cleaning and coating of cover slips: The cover slips were cleaned by consecutive washes with 

agitation in 1 M HCl, in 1 M NaOH and in 100% ethanol for 1 hr each. In between each wash step, cover 

slips were rinsed thoroughly in ddH2O. After the last wash step, the ethanol was discarded and the 

cover slips were sterilized and dried at 180°C. The cover slips were distributed in 6-well plates and 

coated for 30 min with 500 µl 100 µg/ml PLL in ddH2O solution per cover slip. After removal of the PLL 

solution, the cover slips were dried and subsequently sterilized by exposure to UV light for 20 min.  

Seeding of cells on PLL-coated cover slips: Electroporated cells were taken up in antibiotic-free cell 

culture medium and seeded at a density of 1 x 105 cells per cm2 (i.e. 5 x 105 per cover slip) by pipetting 

500 μl menisci onto the PLL-coated cover slips. Non-electroporated cells were taken up in cell culture 

medium with antibiotics and seeded at a density of 6 x 104 cells per cm2 (i.e. 3 x 105 per cover slip) 

similarly to electroporated cells. After a 1-2 hr incubation to allow the cells to recover and attach, cell 

culture medium with antibiotics was added to a final volume of 2 ml per well. The cells were either 

used for generating membrane sheets or directly for experiments at least 22 hr after seeding. 

Generation of membrane sheets: Cover slips with overexpressing or non-overexpressing cells were 

washed twice with ice-cold DPBS++ and transferred to the middle of a glass petri-dish filled with ice-

cold DPBS++. A sonicator tip was positioned directly above the cover slip at a 5 mm distance, and a 100 

msec sonication pulse that removes the upper parts of the cells was applied (~15% power for SH-SY5Y 

cells, ~80% power for HepG2 cells; Bandolin Sonoplus HD2070 with a MS 73 probe), leaving behind the 

intact and functional basal plasma membranes. The plasma membrane sheets were rinsed once more 

with ice-cold DPBS++ before fixation. 

Paraformaldehyde-based fixation: Cover slips with intact cells (which were first rinsed twice with 

either RT or ice-cold DPBS++) or plasma membrane sheets were fixated for 30 min with either 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA; 4% w/v PFA in DPBS++, pH 7.4), 1% PFA or 1% periodate-lysine-

paraformaldehyde (PLP; 1% w/v PFA, 10 mM sodium-metaperiodate, 75 mM L-lysine in DPBS++, pH 

7.4) either at room temperature or pre-cooled to 4°C. To stop fixation, the coverslips were rinsed once 

with 50 mM NH4Cl in PBS and then incubated for 20 min with agitation in 50 mM NH4Cl in PBS. Finally, 

the cover slips were rinsed once and washed twice with PBS for 5 min with agitation. 

Immunolabeling of fixated plasma membrane sheets: After the final wash steps following fixation, 

fixated plasma membrane sheets were blocked with 2.5% BSA in PBS for 1 hr with agitation. The 

coverslips were labeled with primary antibody diluted 1:200 (unless otherwise noted) in 1% BSA in PBS 

overnight at 4°C and washed 5 times with 0.5% BSA in PBS for 10 min with agitation. Next, labeled 

proteins were detected with secondary antibody diluted 1:200 in 1% BSA in PBS. Lastly, the cover slips 

were washed four times with PBS for 5 min with agitation. For stochastic labelling experiments, diluted 
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antibody solutions were subjected to a pre-cooled sonication bath for 5 min before applying them to 

the plasma membrane sheets. 

3.2.10. Microscopy 

For confocal and epifluorescence microscopy, cover slips were mounted in wet microscopy 

chambers filled with an imaging buffer consisting of a saturated TMA-DPH (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Invitrogen, #T204) solution in PBS which was diluted 1:10 in PBS. For gSTED microscopy, cover slips 

were first counterstained by incubating with 0.5 μM Fast-DiO (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #D3898) in PBS 

for 10 min with agitation, followed by washing three times with PBS for 5 min with agitation. Finally, 

the cover slips were mounted on microscopy slides using a drop (~15 μl) of ProLong Gold (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, #P36930), left to harden in the dark for 24 hr at room temperature and sealed using 

transparent nail polish without alcohols (DM, p2 cosmetics). 

Confocal optical sectioning: SH-SY5Y cells were prepared as described above with the exception 

that the cells were seeded at a much lower density (5 x 103 cells per cm2; 25 x 103 per cover slip). The 

cells were fixated in 1% PFA in DPBS++ pre-cooled to 4°C. The Zeiss AXIO Observer Z1 inverted confocal 

microscope was employed using 10% laser power of the 405 nm diode laser and detecting fluorescence 

from 415-464 nm for visualization of TMA-DPH, a pixel depth of 8-bit, a lateral pixel size of 260 nm, 

axial sectioning steps of 240 nm, 2x line averaging and a pinhole size of 45 μm.  

Epifluorescence microscopy: Epifluorescence microscopy was performed either on the Olympus 

IX-81 inverted microscope or on the Axio Observer D1 inverted microscope. On the Olympus 

microscope, the DAPI HC filter set was used to excite and detect TMA-DPH, the EGFP HC filter set for 

emGFP and Alexa Fluor 488, the TRITC HC filter set for mCherry and Alexa Fluor 594 and the Cy5 ET 

filter set for Alexa Fluor 647. The acquisition time was set to either 50 or 100 ms and the lamp power 

was chosen so that the detected fluorescence covered about 2/3 of the dynamic range of the camera 

when using an EM-GAIN of 20 and a GAIN of 1. Moreover, recordings were routinely obtained using 

both the 1.6x and 2x magnification lenses, yielding a pixel size of 83.33 nm. For optical sectioning, axial 

sectioning steps of 500 nm were used. For experiments requiring optimal signal-to-noise ratios, 10 

images were taken in quick succession and afterwards averaged. 

Time-gated STED microscopy: For super-resolution microscopy, cover slips mounted on 

microscopy slides were imaged with either the 4-channel easy3D STED microscope or the white-light 

laser TCS SP8 gated-STED microscope. On the easy3D STED microscope, Fast-DiO was excited with the 

485 nm laser at 60 μW power and the 500-520 nm filter set and Alexa Fluor 594 with the 561 nm laser 

at 60 μW power and the 580-630 nm filter set. For depletion of Alexa Fluor 594, the pulsed 775 nm 
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depletion laser was employed at 700 mW in 2D mode. For all images, pixel size was 15 nm and the 

pinhole size 60 μm. gSTED micrographs were recorded with 10 line accumulations and time-gated 

detection with 1.25 ns delay and 8 ns gate width. Confocal images were recorded with time-gated 

detection with 78.13 ps delay and 8 ns gate width. 

On the TCS SP8 gated-STED microscope, Alexa Fluor 488 was excited using 20% power of the white-

light laser set to 488 nm, while depletion was accomplished using 40% power of the 592 nm CW-STED 

laser. Images were recorded at 200 Hz, pixel size was adjusted to 20.04 nm and pixel dwell time to 0.6 

µs. gSTED micrographs were recorded with 10 line accumulations and time-gated detection between 

1 and 6.5 ns. Confocal images were recorded without time-gated detection. 

Confocal FRAP microscopy: For fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), live SH-SY5Y 

and HepG2 cells were imaged in Ringer solution at 37°C in the climate chamber of the Olympus 

Fluoview 1000 laser scanning microscope for a maximum of 1 hr per cover slip. emGFP was excited 

with the 488 nm laser and mCherry with the 543 nm laser, detection was performed by using adjusting 

the selectable wavelength filter to 500-524 nm for emGFP and 600-630 nm for mCherry. The focal 

plane was adjusted to the plane of the basal plasma membrane, the scanning field was set to 100 x 

100 pixels with a pixel size of 207 nm and images were taken at 1 Hz. After the first three frames, a 

region measuring 15 x 15 pixels was photobleached for one frame at 100% laser power of both the 488 

and 543 nm lasers. Recovery of fluorescence was monitored for an additional 116 frames post-bleach. 

3.2.11. Image analysis 

Microscopic images and images from the Odyssey® CLx Imaging System of in-gel stainings and 

western blotting were routinely analyzed using the ImageJ software or more extensive distributions of 

ImageJ, like Fiji and the McMaster Biophotonics Facility (MBF) collection of plugins and macros for 

ImageJ, unless specified otherwise. 

In-gel stainings and western blots: Corresponding bands were quantified in relation to each other 

using the ImageJ ‘Gels’ tool under the ‘Analyze’ menu. In brief, each lane containing one or multiple 

bands of interest was delineated by a rectangular ROI that covered all the bands of that lane. For each 

lane, the ROIs are of equal width and height and have the same x-position. Next, these ROIs are 

transformed into lane profile plots in which the grey values of every pixel per horizontal line of the ROI 

are summed and displayed in a graph where the summed intensities are plotted on the x-axis and each 

line position on the y-axis. By using the ‘Straight Line’ tool, base lines can be drawn at the height of the 

background signal so that each peak defines a closed area corresponding to a band of interest. The 

‘Wand’ tool can then be used to measure the area under the curve (AUC) of each closed-off peak, 

which is a good approximation for the background corrected intensity of each band. These analyses 
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were always performed on images without ‘scale’ (i.e. no relationship between pixels and units of 

length such as centimeters) and using uncalibrated optical densities (ODs). 

Plasma membrane surface area measurements: Z-image stacks of the imaged SH-SY5Y cells. 

Specifically, image stacks of solitary cells were cropped in such a way that residual signals from 

adjacent cells were removed, as these would form additional objects after creating 3D models. 

Additionally, the image stacks were smoothed employing the ‘Smooth’ filter under the ‘Process’ menu. 

Next, the cleaned image stacks were loaded into the Imaris software (Bitplane AG 2015) and 3D cell 

models were created without thresholding. As a result, pixel interpolation and creation of voxels 

occurred. The voxel size was calibrated with reference to the imaging settings (260 nm pixel size and 

240 nm axial step size). Using the ‘Surface Creation Tool’, each cell was thresholded manually to find 

the highest threshold resulting in a surface model in which neurites remain intact and no holes or 

disruptions in the cell surface occur. From these surface models, parameters like, for example, cell 

surface area, cell volume and roundness can directly be obtained. To control for bias when setting the 

surface thresholds, each cell was re-analyzed with a 5% and 10% increase and decrease in threshold 

level. 

Average fluorescence intensity, relative standard deviation, and correlation coefficient: For each 

composite image, one ROI was placed within the PM sheet (ROIsheet) and one ROI was placed next to 

the PM sheet (ROIBG) in the membrane counterstain channel to ensure an unbiased selection of which 

area is to be analyzed. The fluorescence intensity of both ROIs was then determined in the channel(s) 

of interest using the option ‘Mean Gray Value’ of the ‘Measure’ tool in the ‘Analyze’ menu of ImageJ. 

The mean gray value of the ROIBG was subtracted from that of the ROIsheet to obtain its average 

fluorescent intensity. The relative standard deviation was calculated by dividing the standard deviation 

(option ‘Standard Deviation of the ‘Measure’ tool) of a ROIsheet by its corresponding background 

corrected average fluorescence intensity. The correlation coefficient within a ROIsheet was determined 

using the ImageJ plugin ‘Intensity Correlation Analysis’ (Li et al. 2004), which can perform a pixel-wise 

Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between two channels of a composite image. To correct for the 

shift between channels resulting from light path aberrations due to not perfectly aligned laser 

couplings and/or filter cubes, tetraspeck microspheres (ThermoFisher Scientific, #T7284) were used as 

a spatial reference. 

Maxima analysis: For unbiased analysis, ROIs were placed as described above. Maxima were 

recognized and counted within each ROI using the ‘Find Maxima’ algorithm. A threshold of 3 gray 

values for all gSTED recordings (signal dynamic range: 0-200 gray values) and 30 gray values for all 

epifluorescence images (signal dynamic range: 2,150-11,000 gray values) was chosen to eliminate 
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instrument noise. For quantification of the maxima per μm², the number of maxima was normalized 

to the total area per ROI. Next, circular ROIs with a diameter of 5 pixels were centered on the detected 

maxima. The mean intensities of all maxima within a ROI were determined and corrected with the 

average fluorescence intensity of the ROIBG (see above). Additionally, a horizontal and a vertical line 

scan with a length of 31 pixels for gSTED microscopy or 15 pixels for epifluorescence microscopy and 

a width of 3 pixels (which were averaged) were placed through each maximum. Both line scans were 

fitted with a Gaussian function and, based on fit quality, either the horizontal or the vertical fit was 

chosen and used to extract the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Fits with an R-squared value < 

0.90 and fits that were too far off-center (peak outside of pixel 10-20 for gSTED and 5-10 for 

epifluorescence microscopy), which accounted for less than 2% of all maxima in all samples, were 

excluded from the analysis. This macro was kindly provided by Dr. Jan-Gero Schloetel. 

Correction of maxima intensity distributions: Per sample, the maxima (see above) from all 

biological replicates were pooled and distributed into bins with a width of 75 intensity counts and the 

number of maxima per μm² was determined for each bin. For each bin, the maxima per µm² of the 

control sample (no primary antibody) were subtracted from the maxima per µm² of the routinely 

labeled (1:200 dilution of primary antibody) and the stochastically labeled (1:8000 dilution of primary 

antibody) samples to correct for non-specific signals. 

FRAP analysis: Inside the scanning field 3 ROIs of 15 x 15 pixels were marked: one corresponding 

to the photobleached region (ROIbleach), one covering an unbleached region within the overexpressing 

cell (ROIcontrol) and one beside the cell (ROIBG). The average fluorescence intensity of ROIBG was used to 

correct for background fluorescence in both ROIbleach and ROIcontrol. The pre-bleach fluorescence 

intensity (average of the 3 pre-bleach frames) of ROIcontrol was compared to the fluorescence intensity 

of the last 3 frames (frames 118-120) and the measurement was discarded if the difference was bigger 

than 15%. Similarly, if the difference between the fluorescent intensity of the pre-bleach frames and 

the first frame after photobleaching of ROIbleach was less than 80%, the measurement was also 

discarded. For quantification of the fluorescent recovery after photobleaching, the post-bleach frames 

were normalized to the average fluorescent intensity of the 3 pre-bleach frames and plotted against 

the time. Per experimental day and sample, plotted values were averaged and fitted to a hyperbolic 

function with a fixed offset (γ0) to obtain the half time recovery (t1/2) and the maximal recovery (Recmax): 

𝛾𝑡 =  𝛾0 +  
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥  × 𝑡

𝑡1/2  +  𝑡
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4. Results 

4.1. Packing density of plasmalemmal APP clusters 

The initial aim of this project was to determine the molecular density of APP within its 

plasmalemmal protein cluster as accurately as possible. To allow for this high level of precision in 

molecular quantification, a methodology based on a combination of chemistry-based molecular 

biological techniques and state-of-the-art microscopy has been shown before to be highly successful 

and was therefore also preferred here (Sieber et al. 2007). The biggest challenge of this aim, however, 

was not the required exactness, but the fact that the desired quantification was absolute and not 

relative, as usually is the case. This ‘absoluteness’ means that experimental results generally cannot 

be correlated to a control situation, which prohibits comparative statistical analyses in most cases, 

though often parallels to published values can be drawn. Additionally, within the framework of this 

project most quantifications are dependent on each other, which could theoretically amplify 

uncertainties especially if multiple experiments are unintentionally similarly biased. Because of these 

reasons, it was imperative to keep technical variability to a minimum and approximate any absolute 

biological parameters as closely as possible. This was achieved, among others, by using suitable 

calibrated standards, evaluating many more technical and biological replicates than are typically used 

in molecular biological experiments and correlating our results to comparable systems found in the 

literature wherever possible.  

4.1.1. Expression and purification of recombinant APP695 

To acquire the best possible standard to normalize the amount of endogenous APP to in 

quantitative western blots, it was decided to express human APP695 in bacterial cells and extract it via 

Ni-NTA affinity purification of a His-tag fused N-terminally to the APP coding sequence. The pET-15b 

backbone, which is a bacterial expression vector based on the pBR322 plasmid, seemed perfect as it 

carries an N-terminal His6-tag followed by a thrombin cleavage site and the multiple cloning site (Figure 

6A). After cloning the APP695 coding sequence into the pET-15b backbone, the expression vector 

encoding the recombinant protein shown at the bottom of Figure 6 panel A was used to express APP 

in bacterial cells. Initially, the Rosetta 2 (DE3) host strain was chosen, as it is naturally compatible with 

the pET expression vectors and can be selectively and quantitatively triggered to express the protein 

of interest by IPTG addition allowing fine-tuning of expression timepoint and levels. Additionally, it 

contains a vector that codes for 7 tRNAs that are rare in bacteria but abundant in eukaryotes, making 

it especially suitable for expression of eukaryotic genes. After transformation and overnight expansion 
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of the Rosetta 2 culture, expression of APP was induced by addition of 1 mM of IPTG and the culture 

incubated at 30°C for 6 hours taking a sample every hour for analysis. To check for expression of His6-

APP695, colloidal Coomassie in-gel stainings in combination with western blotting against the His-tag 

were employed. However, expression of the recombinant protein could not be detected, and bacterial 

cultures did not seem to proliferate anymore after induction (data not shown). To provide an indication 

whether APP toxicity could be the culprit, bacterial growth was monitored by measuring OD600 to see 

whether induced cells were still able to proliferate. Induction with as little as 0.1 mM IPTG was already 

enough to severely hamper bacterial expansion compared to the uninduced control, whereas higher 

IPTG concentrations completely abrogated culture growth (Figure 6B). This suggested that expression 

of recombinant APP burdened the bacterial cells immensely, also prohibiting them to produce useful 

quantities of the recombinant protein. To circumvent this problem another bacterial host strain, 

namely ArcticExpress (DE3) RP (AE-RP), was used. This host strain also possesses a lacUV5 promoter, 

offering compatibility with pET vectors and enabling precise control of protein expression by IPTG, and 

genes encoding 2 rare tRNAs especially suitable for expression of heterologous mammalian proteins 

with a GC-rich coding sequence. However, the major advantage with AE-RP cells is that exogenous 

proteins can still be efficiently expressed and processed using low-temperature cultivation due to the 

co-expression of cold-adapted chaperonins Cpn10 and Cpn60. Production of heterologous proteins in 

bacterial cells at temperatures between 4 and 12°C attenuates protein expression rates and increases 

recovery of soluble protein (Ferrer et al. 2003). Before induction with IPTG, the overnight AE-RP culture 

transformed with the APP expression vector was cooled down to 12°C and kept at this temperature 

for expression of the recombinant protein. In contrast to the Rosetta 2 cells at 30°C, especially the 

lower IPTG concentrations allowed the AE-RP cells to continue to propagate after induction (Figure 

6C), indicating that the toxic effect of heterologous APP expression was constrained to an acceptable 

level. Of course, culture expansion was not the primary goal of this endeavor, production of the APP 

fusion protein was. Therefore, AE-RP cells transformed with the expression vector were induced with 

0.1 mM IPTG after which a sample was taken from the culture on selected timepoints. Using colloidal 

Coomassie in-gel stainings, it could clearly be shown that abundance of a protein running at the 

predicted height the APP fusion protein should also run at, i.e. ~120 kDa, steadily increased over time 

(Figure 6D). To make sure that this protein was the protein of interest and that no truncated fragments 

or degradation producs were present, western blot analysis was performed on a subset of the collected 

samples. Detection with an anti-His antibody demonstrated that the accumulating protein indeed 

possessed a His-tag, indicating that this had to be the expressed APP fusion protein (Figure 6E). 

Furthermore, the His-tag was only detected at about 120 kDa, suggesting that no C-terminally 

truncated fragments had been produced and that the fusion protein was not degraded at some point 
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during the process. Thus, these conditions were chosen to launch the scaled-up version of the 

expression process with the goal of purification. 

 

Figure 6. Bacterial expression of recombinant APP695 

(A) Vector map of the bacterial expression vector pET-15b including features and unique restriction sites of which 

NdeI and Bpu1102I were used for insertion of the full-length human APP695 cDNA. The final coding sequence is 

depicted on the bottom of the panel. (B&C) Growth curves measured using OD600 turbidity of Rosetta 2 (B) and 

AE-RP (C) competent cells transformed with the completed pET-15b-His6-Thr-APP695 expression vector after 

induction of expression with different concentrations of IPTG. (D) Representative colloidal Coomassie in-gel 

staining of lysates from ArcticExpress-RP competent cells transformed with pET-15b-His6-Thr-APP695 and induced 

with 0.1 mM IPTG. The samples were collected at the post-induction timepoints depicted above the image. The 

black box highlights the area where the His6-Thr-APP695 recombinant protein should run. (E) Representative 

western blot against the 6xHis-tag of His6-Thr-APP695 with selected timepoints from the lysates shown in (D). As 

in (D), the recombinant protein should run at approximately 120 kDa. 
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The big advantage of the His6-tag is not only that it is easily and reproducibly detected by well-

established antibodies, but that it can be used to purify a protein possessing the tag using nickel-

nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) affinity chromatography. The tetradentate chelator NTA binds Ni2+ ions 

using four coordination sites creating a high-affinity ligand for polyhistidine sites. When the Ni-NTA 

chelate is attached to a support, it can be used to extract captured His-tagged protein rapidly and 

efficiently from cellular lysates. Washing and recovery of the bound protein is usually accomplished by 

exposure to varying concentrations of imidazole, which is essentially a histidine without the amino acid 

peptide backbone. If the downstream applications for the recombinant protein are not dependent on 

protein activity, denaturing conditions during cell lysis and protein purification are preferred because 

the affinity for the Ni-NTA chelate is usually better for denatured proteins. Fortunately, these 

conditions could also be used for isolation of the recombinant APP, as the only downstream 

applications were in-gel stainings and western blotting, which were both performed under denaturing 

conditions anyway. After thorough lysis of the AE-RP cells, equilibrated nickel-laden NTA-agarose 

beads were added to the cell lysate and used to capture the His6-tagged APP. The beads were 

harvested from the lysate by centrifugation and washed with increasing concentrations of imidazole 

to stringently remove non-specifically bound proteins and contaminants. After the final recovery of 

the recombinant protein, the elution buffer was replaced with PBS, where after glycerol was added for 

long-term stable storage. Throughout the whole procedure, samples were taken at every step to check 

for purity and control for loss of protein or degradation during the procedure. Sample collection was 

done in such a way that each sample remained directly comparable to the others, i.e. for all collected 

samples the loaded content had the same ratio to the total volume of the experiment at that time. By 

detecting these samples with an anti-His antibody using western blotting (Figure 7A) and revealing 

total protein content directly on the gel using colloidal Coomassie (Figure 7B), both the relative content 

of the recombinant APP as well as its purity in each sample could be visualized. The His-tagged APP 

was efficiently captured by and liberated from the Ni-NTA agarose beads, as can be observed by 

comparing the ‘lysate’ with the ‘eluate’ sample in both detection methods. In the Coomassie stained 

gel, the ‘lysate’ sample shows the complete protein content of the lysed cells, whereas the ‘eluate’ 

sample shows hardly any protein besides the purified APP. When comparing the ‘lysate’ with 

‘supernatant’ sample in the western blot, it becomes obvious that a lot more recombinant APP was 

present than captured, i.e. only a portion of the available APP could be “fished out” by the amount of 

beads that was employed. This was intentional and to ensure that the beads were saturated with 

recombinant APP, while as little as possible non-specific protein could be bound by the Ni-NTA. 

Additionally, the first wash (’10 mM’) showed a relatively high concentration of His-tagged APP, 

probably because a lot of material from the cellular lysate, including the recombinant protein, was not 

specifically bound but still somehow stuck to the beads, which is also indicated by the high signal in 
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the Coomassie stain. The other washes (‘20 mM’ to ‘50 mM’) showed an increasing release of APP, but 

also exhibited steadily increasing purity as revealed by the almost absent signal in the Coomassie stains 

of the last 2 washes. Unfortunately, the purity of the eluate could not be determined numerically as 

the signal of the remaining contaminations was so low that they could not be quantified using this 

methodology. It is, however, safe to assume that the impurities constituted less than 5% in the final 

product. Lastly, dialysis and addition of glycerol to a concentration of 50% for long-term storage did 

not affect integrity of the recombinant APP and altered the concentrations thereof as expected. 

 

Figure 7. Purification of recombinant APP695 

(A) Representative western blot against the 6xHis-tag of recombinant His6-Thr-APP695 with samples taken during 

selected steps of the Ni-NTA-based purification procedure. (B) Representative colloidal Coomassie staining of 

the same samples presented in (A).  
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To be able to use the recombinant His-tagged APP as a calibrated standard to estimate the APP 

content of mammalian cells, its concentration should be meticulously determined. By dissolving 

exactly weighed quantities of ultra-pure BSA in PBS and sequentially diluting this solution, it could be 

employed as a calibrated standard to assess the concentration of the purified recombinant APP. To 

ascertain that the staining method or the dye itself did not affect the quantification, two dyes with 

distinct protein binding mechanisms were employed. The sequential BSA dilutions together with three 

dilutions of the recombinant APP were loaded on acrylamide gels and stained with either of the dyes 

(Figure 8A). By determining the background-corrected signal of each of the BSA bands and plotting 

these against the amount of BSA that was loaded, a standard curve with which the signal of the APP 

bands could be correlated to an amount of protein was produced. Of note, both dyes showed linear 

staining intensities over a 30-fold concentration range. Each of the APP dilutions was quantified 

separately to account for protein concentration dependent variations in staining intensities and the 

average of these three dilutions was defined as one replicate. The concentration of the His-tagged APP 

was 32.47 ± 4.70 ng/µl [average ± standard deviation] when quantified with colloidal Coomassie and 

33.41 ± 4.36 ng/µl with Fast Green FCF, which is less than 3% difference (Figure 8B). The evident 

similarity between these two values and their standard deviations despite the different binding 

interactions of the dyes confirms the correct estimation of the protein concentration. Finally, because  

 

Figure 8. Concentration of recombinant APP695 

(A) Representative in-gels stainings of standard dilutions of refined BSA and 3 different concentrations of Ni-NTA 

purified recombinant APP695 (up: colloidal Coomassie; down: Fast Green FCF). (B) Quantification of the samples 

shown in (A). In total 12 colloidal Coomassie and 10 Fast Green FCF in-gel stainings were analyzed. Error bars 

represent standard deviation. 
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both staining methods are equally valid, all measurements were averaged to yield the final 

concentration of 32.98 ± 4.43 ng/µl. By using the theoretical molecular weight of the recombinant His6-

Thr-APP protein (80,840 Da), the found concentration could be transformed into molarity, which was 

calculated to be 407.5 nM. 

4.1.2. APP content of SH-SY5Y plasma membranes 

After determining the concentration of the purified APP, the absolute amount of endogenous APP 

in SH-SY5Y cell lysates could now be assessed. However, to reliably quantify the number of APP 

molecules per cell, not only the concentration of APP in the lysates, but also the number of cells that 

constitute each lysate should be accurately resolved. To this end, two different methods to count the 

number of cells that were subsequently lysed were used in parallel and served as a control for each 

other. The first counting method utilized the well-established Neubauer cell counting chamber, 

whereas the second method made use of the Guava easyCyte automated flow cytometer. After 

acquiring the cell counts, cells were thoroughly lysed in RIPA buffer and the total protein content of 

each lysate estimated using standardized BCA assays. By plotting the number of cells against the total  

 

Figure 9. SH-SY5Y total cellular protein content 

(A) Correlation of protein concentration with cell concentration for lysates from SH-SY5Y cells counted with 

either a flow cytometer (blue; 9 biological replicates) or a Neubauer counting chamber (red; 43 biological 

replicates). The protein concentration of each lysate was quantified with 3 separate BCA assays containing 3 

triplicate measurements each (error bars show standard deviation). Cell counts were analyzed with 3 technical 

replicates for the flow cytometer and 4 technical replicates for the Neubauer counting chamber. Linear 

regression analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the slopes of the linear fits (p = 

0.2987; fit Flow cytometer: y=0.06723, Sy.x=0.2393; fit Neubauer chamber: y=0.06451*x, Sy.x=0.5612). (B) Total 

protein content per SH-SY5Y cell of all 52 samples shown in (A) calculated by dividing protein concentration by 

cell concentration. Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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protein content for each lysate and performing linear regression, the accuracy of both counting 

methods can be directly compared (Figure 9A). The correlations show good linearity over the ~10-fold 

concentration range, although at higher cellular concentrations counting with the Neubauer counting 

chamber seems to slightly underestimate the cell counts. Additionally, the automated flow cytometer 

seems to be more precise as its measurements deviate less from the calculated regression line and 

have smaller standard deviations for single measurements, especially for the samples with higher cell 

concentrations. The number of samples counted using the counting chamber, however, seems to 

compensate for the poorer correlation and it can clearly be observed that both ways of quantification 

result in the same relationship between protein concentration and cell count. As the methods agree 

with each other and are equally valid for evaluating the cell counts per lysate, both were pooled for 

the calculation of the protein content per cell. By dividing the protein concentration through the cell 

concentration for all lysates and averaging the quotients, the final average total amount of protein per 

SH-SY5Y cell was determined to be 75.69 ± 23.33 pg/cell (Figure 9B).  

After establishing all necessary parameters to quantify both the cell number and the number of 

APP molecules per SH-SY5Y cell lysate, these parameters were combined to resolve how many APP 

molecules reside within an SH-SY5Y cell. Using SDS-PAGE followed by western blotting with an 

antibody against the C-terminus of APP, triplicates of each SH-SY5Y cell lysate of which the cell 

concentration could efficiently be estimated 

using the average protein content per cell (refer 

to Figure 9) were related to sequential dilutions 

with a known concentration of the recombinant  

Figure 10. APP copy number per cell 

(A) Representative western blot against the C-

terminus of APP using serial dilutions of the 

recombinant APP as a standard curve and 3 technical 

replicates of an SH-SY5Y cell lysate with a known cell 

concentration. (B) Total APP content per cell was 

quantified by correlating the average intensity of the 

total APP signal of the lysates to a standard curve 

based on the serial dilutions. In total 18 biological 

replicates were analyzed on separate western blot at 

least twice and the results averaged. (C) A subset of 

the samples was continuously passaged 6 times with 

a 1:4 ratio amounting to about 64 population 

doublings. At selected passages, 3 separate samples 

were collected and analyzed as technical replicates. 

ANOVA analysis showed that there were no 

significant differences between the passages. Error 

bars represent standard deviation. 
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APP (refer to Figure 8), which served as a calibration standard (Figure 10A). By assessing the intensities 

of the bands from the calibration standard and plotting these against the number of APP molecules 

each band contains, a standard curve was created. Next, the integrated intensity of the combined APP 

signal, i.e. of all APP isoforms and maturation stages, for each single replicate of a cell lysate was 

measured against the standard curve. After averaging the replicates, the approximate concentration 

of APP molecules per cell lysate and, as the cell concentration of each lysate is also known, the number 

of APP molecules per cell is resolved (Figure 10B). The total amount of APP molecules per SH-SY5Y cells 

turned out to be 106.1 ± 35.43 zmol/cell. Using Avogadro’s constant this number can be transformed 

into absolute molecule counts and doing so gave 63,889 APP molecules per cell with the 95% 

confidence interval (95%-CI) between 53,261 and 74,487 molecules per cell. Additionally, because in a 

different cell model APP levels were found to dwindle with increasing passage number (Kern et al. 

2006), a population of SH-SY5Y cells was continuously cultured to cover the number of passages that 

were typically used for all experiments and analyzed for APP content (Figure 10C). As can be seen, no 

such trend was observed in SH-SY5Y cells, at least for the passages routinely used for this work. 

Of course, only plasmalemmal APP can participate in the formation of plasma membrane clusters, 

but not all APP molecules that can be found in an SH-SY5Y cell are localized to its plasma membrane. 

A subpopulation of molecules is always on route towards the plasma membrane, another is actively 

being endocytosed and a third might be stored in intracellular vesicles ready to be integrated into the 

plasma membrane. Thus, the percentage of total APP that resides in the plasma membrane should be 

experimentally determined. By universally biotinylating primary amines, i.e. the sidechain of lysines 

and the amino termini of the proteins, of all transmembrane and membrane-anchored proteins that 

possess an extracellular part that is actively displayed on the cell surface, the subpopulation of 

plasmalemmal APP is also specifically labeled. If the SH-SY5Y cells are subsequently lysed and the 

labeled APP separated from the non-labeled APP, the ratio between both fractions, and thereby the 

percentage of plasmalemmal APP, can be determined. Samples were taken at every step of this 

streptavidin-biotin based segregation procedure not unlike the Ni-NTA protein purification described 

before and analyzed by western blotting with the same C-terminal APP antibody (Figure 11A). 

Immediately following cell lysis, a sample is taken (‘Raw lysate’) and compared to the ‘Pellet’ and 

‘Supernatant’ fractions emerging after clarification by centrifugation. It can clearly be seen that all APP 

is extracted from the membrane and well-solubilized, as no signal could be detected from the pellets. 

Additionally, no significant amount of APP was lost during this procedure as the ratio between ‘Pellet 

+ Supernatant’ and ‘Raw lysate’ is remarkably close to 1 (Figure 11B, first column labeled ‘Input’). Next, 

the supernatant was subjected to column chromatography using immobilized streptavidin to isolate 

the biotinylated proteins. The flow-through should contain all non-biotinylated proteins;  
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Figure 11. Plasmalemmal APP fraction 

(A) Representative western blot against the C-

terminus of APP of selected samples collected 

during the biotin/streptavidin-based cell surface 

protein isolation procedure. (B) Ratios between 

intensities of specific collected samples from (A). 

Input is defined as the ratio between ‘Pellet + 

Supernatant’ and ‘Raw lysate’ and Column as the 

ratio between ‘Flow-through + Elution + Wash 1’ 

and ‘Supernatant’. Error bars represent standard 

deviation. (C) The percentage biotinylated APP of 11 

biological replicates was calculated by dividing 

‘Elution’ by ‘Flow-through + Wash 1 + Elution’. Each 

biological replicate was analyzed on separate 

western blots at least twice and the results 

averaged. Error bars represent standard deviation. 

whereas the bound biotinylated protein is 

washed several times before being eluted. The 

ratio ‘Flow-through + Elution + Wash 1’ to 

‘Supernatant’ showed more deviation between 

the biological replicates but was nevertheless 

close to one (Figure 11B, second column 

labeled ‘Column’), demonstrating that, if at all, 

only insignificant amounts of APP were lost during the experiment. Of note, the other fractions 

(‘Elution 2’, ‘Wash 2’ and ‘Wash 3’) gave no quantifiable signals, exemplifying the robustness of the 

method. By defining the sum of ‘Flow-through + Wash 1 + Elution’ as 100% and interpreting the signal 

from ‘Wash 1’ as residual unbiotinylated APP and thus belonging to ‘Flow-through’, the percentage of 

plasmalemmal APP can be calculated by dividing the signal from ‘Elution’ by ‘Flow-through + Wash 1 + 

Elution’ (Figure 11C). It was determined that 17.54% ± 5.31% (with a 95%-CI of between 13.97 and 

21.10%) of total APP is localized to the plasma membranes of SH-SY5Y cells.  

Combining this finding with the total number of APP molecules per cell found before (refer to 

Figure 10) gives a final estimate of [63,889 * 0.1754 =] 11,206 molecules per SH-SY5Y plasma 

membrane. By multiplying the 95%-CI of the cellular APP content with the 95%-CI of the percentage of 

plasmalemmal APP fraction, the lower and upper limits of the range wherein the actual plasmalemmal 

APP count may lay with a good degree of certainty can be calculated. This range lies between 7,441 

and 15,717 APP molecules, which is quite a narrow range (only about a factor 2) considering the many 

different parameters and steps the methodology comprises. 
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4.1.3. Molecular density of APP in the plasma membrane 

The prior biochemical experiments finally culminated in the quantification of the number of 

plasmalemmal APP molecules in SH-SY5Y cells. However, to arrive at the number of APP molecules per 

cluster, several additional parameters must first be elucidated. First and foremost, the total surface 

area of the average SH-SY5Y cell should be determined, as it allows calculation of the APP 

concentration in the cellular plasma membrane. By subsequently combining the plasmalemmal APP 

density with its cluster density (i.e. the number of APP clusters per unit of surface area), the number 

of molecules per cluster can be calculated. Another factor that has importance in this respect is the 

fraction of APP molecules that participates in cluster formation, as it is possible that a significant 

number of molecules resides in the plasma membrane as monomers. 

 

Figure 12. Effect of fixation on cell blebbing 

Representative epifluorescence images acquired with the Olympus IX-81 inverted epifluorescence microscope. 

All conditions were sampled 3 times and each sample was prepared fresh, washed once and immediately imaged. 

White arrows indicate blebs. Each image constitutes an area of 41.7 x 41.7 µm.  

To evaluate the average plasmalemmal surface area of an SH-SY5Y cell, optical sectioning of plasma 

membranes labeled with a membrane-integrating dye using a confocal microscope seemed the most 

straightforward method. SH-SY5Y cells were fixated prior to imaging because a good resolution in both 

the XY and Z-axis is a necessity for accurate recording of the plasma membranes, which could take up 

to a few minutes per image stack. Without fixation cells are prone to moving within this timeframe. 

However, in pilot experiments using the established fixation protocol with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 

in PBS, it could clearly be seen that the fixated cells displayed a lot of small, round and empty structures 
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that were labelled by the dye and sitting on the extracellular side of the apical plasma membranes 

(data not shown). This is an indication of so-called ‘blebbing’, which, while interesting, is not beneficial 

for this study, as an unknown part of the apical plasma membrane is lost during fixation this way. 

Therefore, several different fixatives were tested to find one suitable for fixation of SH-SY5Y cells 

without loss of plasma membrane surface area, namely 4% PFA in PBS, 1% PFA in PBS or 1% periodate-

lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) in PBS. PLP is a fixative normally employed in electron microscopy and 

supposed to be able to thoroughly fixate samples without loss of antigenicity or introduction of 

background fluorescence (McLean and Nakane 1974; Thavarajah et al. 2012). The 3 fixation solutions 

were also tested at 2 different temperatures, 4°C and 23°C or room temperature (RT). The plasma 

membranes and blebs were ambiguously labeled using TMA-DPH, a membrane-intercalating dye that 

only fluoresces when it is incorporated in a lipid bilayer. Of note, it was imperative to only wash the 

cells once after fixation without too much agitation as the blebs easily detach from the plasma 

membrane and are then lost. For this experimental set-up, fixation with 1% PFA turned out to be 

optimal, as no significant blebbing could be detected (Figure 12). Furthermore, because there was no 

visible difference between fixation at 4°C and RT, there was no reason to fixate at 4°C and risk cell 

contraction affecting the subsequent experiments.  

After establishing the optimal fixation protocol for whole cells, the plasma membrane surface area of 

SH-SY5Y cells could be investigated. Several membrane dyes, namely TMA-DPH, WGA-Alexa Fluor (AF) 

594 conjugate, Fast-DiO and CellMask Deep Red, had been tested in preliminary experiments (data not 

shown). WGA-AF594 conjugate, although bright and membrane-specific, resulted in a punctate 

staining pattern, which is not optimal for thresholding or the creation of smooth cell surface models. 

Fast-DiO also specifically stained the plasma membrane, but the staining intensities of individual cells 

varied greatly, meaning that for every image stack the microscope settings would have to be adjusted 

increasing the chance for artifacts and bias. CellMask Deep Red displayed a homogeneous staining of 

the plasma membranes but had a relatively disappointing signal-to-noise ratio in our set-up that 

seemed to deteriorate during optical sectioning presumably due to bleaching. In the end, TMA-DPH 

was chosen as the optimal dye because its staining intensity between cells was comparable, the plasma 

membranes were stained homogeneously, and signal-to-noise ratio was good. Additionally, staining 

intensity does not deteriorate during optical sectioning, as TMA-DPH is included in the imaging buffer 

and therefore continuously refreshed during imaging. Thus, SH-SY5Y cells were seeded at low density 

on cover slips, allowed to attach for 24 hours and fixated using 1% PFA at RT. High-resolution optical 

sections were made with a confocal microscope using TMA-DPH to detect the plasma membranes and 

the resultant images cleaned and prepared for analysis (Figure 13A). Prepared image stacks were 

processed with the Imaris software package (Bitplane AG 2015) to create 3D cell surface masks from 
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Figure 13. SH-SY5Y membrane surface area 

(A) Every 5th image, which are 960 nm apart, from a representative stack generated by optical sectioning using 

the Zeiss AXIO Observer Z1 inverted fluorescence microscope. The “fire” lookup table (LUT) is used to allow 

simultaneous visualization of strong and weak signals with ample contrast. Scale bar is 10 µm. (B) The modelled 

3D surface area reconstructed from the entire image stack showcased in (A). Scale bar is 5 µm. (C) The surface 

areas of 74 cells, prepared and imaged on 3 independent experimental days and reconstructed as illustrated in 

(B), were extracted and averaged. The black arrow marks the cell displayed in (A&B). Error bars represent 

standard deviation. (D) All cell surfaces were reconstructed again using different thresholds (-10%, -5%, +5% and 

+10% of the original). Results are shown as a percentage of the original average. Error bars represent standard 

deviation. 

optical sections using interpolation algorithms (Figure 13B). Fixation with paraformaldehyde prior to 

imaging permeabilizes the cells, which allows the dye to also stain cell organelles with membranes, like 

clearly be seen by the bright intracellular staining of the cell depicted in Figure 13A. This is not a 

problem, however, as the experimental parameters, i.e. small pinhole size, small pixel size and low 

power excitation, prohibit excessive carry-over of signal in neighboring pixels or image plains. 

Additionally, by manually setting the threshold to the lowest possible level that still gives an intact cell 

surface mask, modelling of the outermost “real” signal coming from the imaged cell, which should be 

the plasma membrane, is ensured as can be seen in Figure 13B. The software not only creates cell 

surface masks but can also quantify these in real-world units when the pixel size and axial step size are 

provided. By doing this for all imaged cells, the average surface area of SH-SY5Y cells can be calculated 

and was found to be 1,244 ± 425 µm² with the 95%-CI between 1,146 and 1,343 µm² (Figure 13C). 

However, as the threshold had to be set manually for each cell because of minor differences in staining 

intensities between cells and homogeneity of the signal within the plasma membranes, one could 

argue that this methodology might bias the found value. To address this issue, all cells were re-

evaluated using 5% and 10% lower and 5% and 10% higher thresholds (Figure 13D). Using higher 

thresholds, the surface areas decreased mainly because less brightly stained neurites were now often 

not detected by the algorithm. This effect was partly offset by the introduction of holes in the cell 

surface masks, which increased surface area. Increasing the threshold thus resulted in a relatively 

minor difference in the average surface area (about 9.5% for a 10% increase of the threshold value), 

but the surface masks did not reflect the imaged cells to the same extent anymore. On the other hand, 

decreasing the thresholds did not alter the shape of the surface masks except for just making them 

larger and, in some cases, detecting structures that were not part of the investigated cells. The 

resultant increase in average surface area (about 8.4% for a 10% decrease of the threshold value) was 

again relatively small yet seemed to be an artificial enlargement caused by the inclusion of diffuse 

signals around the plasma membrane and recognition of non-cell structures as specific signals. In 

conclusion, manually setting the threshold to the smallest value producing a still intact cell surface 

mask proved to be the most accurate method for the quantification of the surface areas.  
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The number of molecules found to inhabit the plasma membrane of an SH-SY5Y cells (refer to 

Figure 11) can now be distributed over the average surface area of these cells giving a molecular 

density of [11,206 / 1,244 =] 9 {9.008} molecules per µm². Considering the lower and upper probability 

limits of the number of molecules per plasma membrane and the 95%-CI of the membrane surface 

areas, a lowest estimate of 6 {5.541} and a highest of 14 {13.715} molecules per µm² is obtained. Please 

note that it is meaningless to talk about fractions of a molecule. However, because a conceptual value 

based on semi-quantitative experiments is calculated here, values with the correct number of 

significant figures have been added between accolades and were used for further quantification. 

4.1.4. Validation of the methodology for visualization of plasmalemmal APP 

Combining the number of molecules per square micrometer of the SH-SY5Y plasma membrane 

with the percentage monomers and the number of clusters per square micrometer would allow 

calculation of the number of APP molecules per cluster. As we have already determined the copy 

number and density of APP in the plasma membrane, it would be beneficial to be able to isolate plasma 

membranes and specifically analyze only these. Thus, plasma membrane sheet preparations were 

employed to probe both the fraction of clustered APP molecules as well as the number of clusters per 

square micrometer using microscopy. However, as this method had not yet been established for SH-

SY5Y cells, optimal sonication power, length and tip height had to be determined. After trying multiple 

combinations of the aforementioned parameters, satisfying settings for the unroofing procedure were 

found (data not shown). Using these settings, about 80% of the cells in the middle of the cover slips 

were unroofed, while almost all these plasma membrane sheets presented with smooth, intact 

surfaces without any obvious holes, vesicles, debris or remnants of other cellular membranes. The left 

panel of Figure 14A shows a typical SH-SY5Y plasma membrane sheet in the lower half of the panel, 

while the upper part displays and intact cell. To verify whether the unroofing procedure could be used 

to quantify and characterize exclusively plasmalemmal APP in this cell line, co-stainings with a few 

standard markers for cell organelles that typically could contaminate the plasma membrane sheets 

were performed. To detect APP in these experiments, the same C-terminal antibody that had already 

been used in the previous experiments was employed. Not only does it detect all APP isoforms equally, 

its epitope should also be readily detectable on plasma membrane sheets as the C-terminus lies on the 

exposed cytosolic side. Figure 14A shows an exemplary co-staining of Rab11, a marker for exocytotic, 

recycling endosomes (Takahashi et al. 2012), in the green channel and APP in the far-red channel. It 

can clearly be seen in the merged image that, although there is a clear Rab11 signal, there is essentially 

no overlap between Rab11 and APP, suggesting that the detected APP does not reside in recycling 

endosomes. Similarly, Caveolin, a marker of caveolae membranes which participate in receptor-

independent endocytosis (Copeland et al. 2017), Rab5, a marker of early endosomes (Huotari and 
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Helenius 2011) and Calnexin, a marker for ER (Wada et al. 1991), were also investigated. Furthermore, 

Clathrin, a marker for Clathrin-coated vesicles and -related structures, such as pits (Pearse 1976), was 

included as a positive control, as APP has been shown to be endocytosed from the plasma membrane 

via this mechanism and, therefore, a certain amount of colocalization is to be expected (Schreiber et 

al. 2012). The association of APP with the markers was quantified by pixel intensity spatial correlation 

analysis based on the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), where +1 means perfect overlap or 

correlation, 0 no correlation and -1 perfect anti-correlation (Li et al. 2004). Apparently, APP does not 

associate markedly with any of the markers (Figure 14B), suggesting that most of the APP in the plasma  

 

Figure 14. Purity of plasma membrane sheets 

(A) Representative multi-channel image of the membrane dye TMA-DPH in the blue channel, the recycling 

endosome marker Rab11 in the green channel and APP in the red channel acquired using the Olympus IX-81 

inverted microscope. The last panel shows the merged image of all three color channels. Of note, on the lower 

two-thirds of the images the plasma membrane sheet that was analyzed can be observed, whereas in the upper 

third an intact cell can be discerned. The images each depict and area of 20 x 37.5 µm. (B) For each marker, 2 

independent experimental days with 20-30 images each were evaluated and the PCCs averaged. Error bars 

represent standard deviation. No statistical test was performed because only 2 independent experimental days 

were analyzed. 
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membrane does not reside in caveolae membranes, early or recycling endosomes, ER or even Clathrin-

coated pits or vesicles. Interestingly, the correlation of APP with Clathrin does seem to be substantially 

higher than with the other markers (PCC ~ 0.17; while all others have a PCC < 0.10), indicating that 

there is at least some association of APP with Clathrin.  

One striking aspect of the experiments presented in Figure 14 was the relatively low signal levels 

of endogenous APP in the plasma membrane sheets. While the biochemical quantification of 

plasmalemmal APP did demonstrate that only about 9 APP molecules should be present per square 

micrometer (refer to Figure 13), one could still doubt that the situation depicted in the images does 

not reflect the biological situation well. One reason could be that the conformation of the epitope 

between denaturing conditions (as is the case in western blot experiments) and more-or-less native 

conditions (as is the case in immunocytochemistry experiments) does significantly change or impact 

its interaction with the antibody. Furthermore, the proximity of the epitope to the plasma membrane, 

membrane-associated structures or other proteins could sterically hinder binding of the antibody. To 

determine the validity of labeling APP with the C-terminal antibody on plasma membrane sheets, SH-

SY5Y cells were electroporated with a plasmid encoding APP695 C-terminally fused to an emerald Green 

Fluorescent Protein (emGFP) via a small 18 amino acid linker region. SH-SY5Y cells overexpressing this 

construct were unroofed and labeled with the C-terminal antibody and a secondary AF647-coupled 

antibody (Figure 15A). Evaluation of both channels (green: GFP and far-red: AF647) clearly shows the 

similarity of the two signal patterns. Moreover, a line scan through the merged image demonstrates 

the prominent overlap of both signals (Figure 15B), indicating that the antibody can detect most of the 

APP molecules. The amount of conformity between the green and far-red channels was also quantified 

using the PCC and equaled 0.72, a remarkable correlation considering the technical limitations of these 

experiments. In earlier studies, a correlation between a protein tagged with both myc and GFP a lesser 

value of 0.63 was found (Sieber et al. 2006). Thus, the impressive similarity between the signals 

confirms that not only the oligomers are detected by the C-terminal antibody but also most of the 

single APP molecules, confirming the suitability of the APP C-terminal antibody for 

immunocytochemistry. Interestingly, there seem to be two distinct regions designated ‘higher’ and 

‘lower’ within the imaged plasma membrane sheet that indicate regions that display a lot of APP signal 

and markedly less, respectively (Figure 15B). Whether these are a fusion of plasma membranes of what 

were originally two individual cells, or they are differentially regulated areas of the same cell cannot 

be determined using the available information. The lack of AF647-only signal in almost all 

overexpressing cells suggests that the GFP moiety does not or only very weakly interfere with antibody 

binding and that there is much more overexpressed APP-GFP present than endogenous APP. It could 

be shown that on average 27-fold more AF647 signal per µm² was detected in the overexpressing 
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compared to endogenous cells (Figure 15C, left panel). Conversely, there are some spots that only 

appear in the GFP channel, several of which seem to be outside of the plasma membrane sheet. It 

could be that these are APP-GFP molecules that did not reside in the plasma membrane but in closed 

organelles with the GFP moiety and the C-terminal epitope facing inwards at the time of unroofing. 

Alternatively, they could be GFP molecules that have somehow been liberated from their APP fusion 

protein. Both cannot be detected by the antibody as either the epitope is inaccessible or absent. During 

sonication, these vesicles and/or solitary GFP molecules could then have been scattered over the 

coverslip outside of the plasma membrane sheets. This also means that some of the GFP-only spots 

that appear within the boundaries of the plasma membrane sheet may originate from these same 

sources. However, given that not much signal from marker proteins for endocytic compartments was 

detected on the plasma membrane sheets (refer to Figure 14) and that emGFP has been reported to 

only have weak dimerization properties (Shaner et al. 2005), makes it unlikely that these biases 

contribute significantly to the observed signals. Interestingly, independent from the level of 

overexpression, the GFP and AF647 signals always showed a spotty pattern with a high variability in 

brightness of the individual spots. At higher expression levels, these spots appear on top of a more-or-

less uniform signal (compare Figure 14A with Figure 15A&B). A possible way to quantify this effect is 

to calculate the relative standard deviation (RSD), which can be determined by dividing the standard 

deviation of the pixel intensities of a ROI by the average pixel intensity of that same ROI. Thus, the RSD 

is a measure of the variability of the signal within a given area normalized to the total signal brightness. 

In other words, a high RSD means a spotty signal and, therefore, a more clustered state, whereas a low 

RSD indicates a quite homogeneous signal and therefore a quite well-distributed state of the labeled 

molecules in question. The striking difference in average RSD between endogenous and overexpressed 

APP (Figure 15C, right panel) demonstrates what can also be observed by examining the images by 

eye. Of note, the average RSD calculated for the AF647 channel (0.34 ± 0.04) is remarkably similar to 

the average RSD of the GFP channel (0.43 ± 0.02; data not shown). The minor discrepancy can most 

likely be attributed to the few more GFP-only spots discussed before or the fact that the antibody 

might not be able to reach all the epitopes especially at the center of the spots due to steric hindrance 

or both. By extent, this again suggests that the antibody detects virtually all APP molecules that make 

up the homogeneous signal between the brighter spots, which are assumed to be monomeric and 

lower order oligomeric APP molecules. By plotting the RSD of each ROI against its average intensity, 

the dependence of the RSD on the total intensity can be visualized. When combining the endogenous 

and the overexpressed samples this way, it can clearly be seen that when the total amount of 

plasmalemmal APP rises its RSD decreases (Figure 15D), indicating that overexpression alters APP 

clustering dynamics. Therefore, to study the characteristics of an APP cluster using samples where APP 

is expressed only in endogenous quantities is preferred. 
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Figure 15. Validity of APP overexpression and the C-terminal antibody 

(A) Representative dual-channel image of the fusion protein APP695-emGFP in the green channel and APP labelled 

with the C-terminal antibody and detected with an AF647-coupled secondary antibody in the red channel 

acquired using the Olympus IX-81 inverted microscope. The scale bar is 4 µm. (B) The merged image of both color 

channels. The intensity profiles of both channels along a line scan (dashed white line) are presented below the 

image. The similarity between the signals was analyzed by calculating the PCCs from 107 images equally 

distributed over 3 independent experimental days (upper-right corner). (C) From the images analyzed in (B) and 

206 images equally distributed over 8 distinct coverslips generated on 2 independent experimental days of 

endogenous APP detected by the same antibody used for overexpressed APP (A), the background-corrected 

intensities and RSDs were calculated and averaged. Error bars represent standard deviation. (D) For every image, 

the relative standard deviation of the antibody channel was plotted against the intensity. The zoom-in 

exemplifies that there is barely any overlap between the two populations.  

It could already be established that the APP C-terminal antibody can detect most of the APP 

molecules present and that fixated plasma membrane sheets constitute a biologically relevant model 

system for our research question. However, there is also a drawback to this approach. Certain proteins 

embedded or attached to the membrane sheets cannot be fixated well anymore by standard aldehyde 

fixation, because of a lack of cytosol. In pilot photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) 
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experiments, a not quantified but significant fraction of APP molecules displayed movement in plasma 

membrane sheets even after fixation with 4% PFA (data not shown). Thus, the aforementioned 1% PLP 

fixative was tried in this respect as well. Additional cross-linking of the added aldehyde groups created 

by the oxidation of polysaccharide chains of glycoproteins, which are predominantly found in the 

plasma membrane, should make it a prime candidate for thorough fixation of plasma membrane 

sheets. Additionally, preliminary experiments had shown that performing the unroofing procedure at 

4°C produced larger and superior (less perforations and smoother surface) sheets (data not shown). 

Thus, plasma membrane sheets were unroofed and fixated with 1% PFA at either RT or 4°C, with 4% 

PFA at 4°C and with 1% PLP at 4°C, subjected to primary-secondary antibody staining and imaged using 

super-resolution time-gated stimulated emission depletion (gSTED) microscopy. The APP signals were 

evaluated using an automated ImageJ macro that can detect and count individual maxima, delineate 

the maxima, and subsequently measure various features, like average intensity and size, of these 

maxima (Figure 16A-F). Because all thresholds are equal and all calculations the same between the 

different samples, this is an unbiased approach to assess both the number of APP maxima as well as 

their defining characteristics. Fixation with 1% PLP at 4°C resulted in the most detected maxima per 

µm² (Figure 16G) and the highest average intensity of the maxima (Figure 16H). Combining these 

results with the knowledge that the same amount of APP molecules had to be available in the other 

samples, suggests that with 1% PLP at 4°C fixation the least amount of aggregation artifacts occur while 

the antigenicity is preserved best. Additionally, the standard deviation of the intensity of the maxima 

is also the largest, meaning that using this fixation method a larger dynamic range of possible maxima 

brightnesses can be detected, which presumably reflects the real biological situation better. A light 

trend towards a marginally bigger full width at half maximum (FWHM) can also be observed (Figure 

16I). The FWHM is measured by the ImageJ macro by overlaying an intensity line scan in both the 

horizontal and vertical directions over the middle of an identified maximum. This intensity profile 

should ideally follow a gaussian distribution with the maximum intensity corresponding to the middle 

of the analyzed spot. Both line scans are than fitted to match a gaussian distribution and the one that 

matches best, so either the horizontal or the vertical, is used for further analysis. If none of the line 

scans had an R² above 0.9 or if the intensity peak deviated to far from the middle of the line scan, the 

maximum was not analyzed for FWHM, but was included in the other calculations. The FWHM is the 

golden standard to probe the dimensions of an object in fluorescence microscopy if not many other 

parameters are known and is, hence, the best method for approximating the size of the detected 

maxima. The slightly larger FWHM and standard deviation (Figure 16I) suggest that less artificial 

aggregation takes place when fixating with 1% PLP and, ergo, that the APP clusters preserved their 

original proportions better. Interestingly, the number of maxima per µm² is higher using 4% PFA at 4°C 

than with 1% PFA at 4°C (Figure 16G), maybe because with 1% PFA more APP molecules are not well  
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Figure 16. Reliable analysis and immobilization of plasmalemmal APP 

(A) Representative image acquired with the Abberior easy3D STED microscope of a plasma membrane sheet 

fixated with 1% PLP and visualized using the green membrane dye Fast-DiO. The white square marks the ROI that 

is subsequently analyzed by the ImageJ macro. The profile of the cell is automatically delineated with a white 

line by employing a simple thresholding algorithm. The imaged area comprises 11.4 x 10.2 µm. (B) The same cell 

presented in (A) imaged in the red channel, revealing APP detected via primary-secondary AF647-coupled 

antibody labelling. The profile of the cell determined in (A) is depicted here again for reference. (C) A zoom-in of 

the ROI from (B), which constitutes an area of 250 x 250 pixels or 3.75 x 3.75 µm. The ImageJ macro automatically 

detects maxima and counts them. (D) By setting a threshold level for intensity, dim maxima are discarded. (E) 

Remaining maxima are delineated using a circle with a pre-set radius. The total intensity within this circle is 

measured and defined as the intensity of the maximum. (F) One horizontal and one vertical line scan is drawn 

around the weighted center of the maxima (horizontal line scan shown). The line scans are fitted using a Gaussian 

profile and the one that provided the best fit is used for calculation of the FWHM. (G) Average number of maxima 

per µm² as determined by the ImageJ macro of antibody labelled APP following 4 distinct fixation protocols. In 
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total 3 independent experimental days with 22-25 membrane sheets per condition per day were analyzed, 

amounting to between 480 and 871 analyzed maxima for each condition. (H) Average maximum intensity of the 

maxima detected in (G). (I) Average FWHM of the maxima detected in (G). Error bars represent standard 

deviation. 

fixated causing post-fixation aggregation artifacts upon antibody labelling. On the other hand, the 

average intensity of the maxima is higher and the range of its standard deviation larger with 1% PFA 

(Figure 16H), implying that with this fixation method the antigenicity is better preserved. To conclude, 

all results strongly suggest that fixation with 1% PLP at 4°C can fixate proteins in plasma membrane 

sheets efficiently while maintaining their antigenicity and, therefore, is best suited to analyze 

plasmalemmal APP clusters. 

4.1.5. Size and molecular density of the plasmalemmal APP clusters  

After determination of the number of APP molecules per µm² of an SH-SY5Y plasma membrane 

and having established the optimal parameters for visualization of APP molecules in plasma membrane 

sheets of SH-SY5Y cells, the molecular density of an APP cluster could finally be probed. However, our 

methodology heavily relies on microscopy and the resultant images do not only contain oligomeric APP 

molecules, but presumably also monomers which should be excluded before the molecular density of 

an APP cluster can examined. To elucidate the percentage of monomeric APP, an alternative approach 

based on relative stochastic labelling was established. To illustrate our methodology, 3 situations for 

detecting an epitope in a biological sample using a monoclonal primary and a polyclonal secondary 

antibody should be considered:  

1. In the first situation, a sample is incubated with an abundance of primary antibody over 

available epitopes, which is how immunocytochemistry is performed in 99% of published cases 

and is therefore henceforth called the “standard” condition. Here, almost all accessible 

epitopes will be labelled with a primary antibody and each primary antibody will be detected 

by multiple secondary antibodies. Additionally, dependent on the specificity of both primary 

and secondary antibodies, there will be some non-specific deposition of primary-secondary 

antibody complexes or single secondary antibodies that will result in signals as well.  

2. In the second situation only a fraction of the amount of primary antibody compared to the first 

situation is used, preferably in a range that only a small percentage (somewhere between 1 

and 5%) of genuine epitopes will be labelled. This “stochastic” condition is, of course, quite 

difficult to predict as it is dependent on many parameters and should be determined 

experimentally using a dilution series. If the correct concentration is found, however, solitary 

primary antibodies will be enriched in the sample. Even though multiple epitopes might be 

near each other, as is the case in homo-oligomers for example, the chance that only one 

primary antibody labelled this aggregate of epitopes is increased. Furthermore, non-specific 
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deposition of primary antibody also favors single antibodies especially at lower antibody 

concentrations. Subsequent incubation with the same concentration of secondary antibody 

used in the first situation followed by visualization and intensity analysis, will result in an 

increase of the occurrence of a certain range of intensities that correspond to a single primary 

antibody labelled with the typical number of secondary antibodies specific to the experimental 

conditions. The consensus seems to be that this typical number is somewhere between 2 and 

6 polyclonal secondary antibodies per primary antibody, however the exact number will 

always be subject to the particular experimental circumstances.  

3. The third situation constitutes the case where the primary antibody is omitted completely, 

thus creating a condition that only allows the non-specific deposition of secondary antibody. 

When visualized and analyzed, detected signals can only be background noise or secondary 

antibodies, which is why it will be termed “background”. The signal coming from secondary 

antibodies will be relatively dim but still span a considerable range as fluorescent secondary 

antibodies generally have between 2 and 10 fluorescent chemical dyes covalently bound to 

them. The third situation can be used to normalize the other 2 situations by subtracting the 

signals that arise from non-specifically deposited secondary antibody and other background 

noise.  

To obtain the largest possible dynamic range of intensities, not only was 1% PLP used for fixating the 

plasma membrane sheets (refer to Figure 16), every single analyzed image was an average of 10 

micrographs taken in quick succession with an epifluorescence microscope using a magnification of 

83,3 nm per pixel. By averaging multiple images, fluctuations in signal intensities coming from either 

the inherent quantum nature of photon-electron interactions or the temporary variations within 

biological samples or the technical apparatus are minimized. Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio is 

increased, as noise is usually random while signal tends to be more consistent. The pixel size is about 

4x lower than the spatial resolution limit in the far-red channel and thereby on the lower end of the 

suggested range for high resolution imaging (usually a 2.5 to 3 times oversampling is recommended). 

Furthermore, the far-red dye AF647 was explicitly chosen for the secondary antibody, as in these 

wavelengths autofluorescence of the samples is usually negligible. In our case, the first condition, 

wherein explicitly more primary antibody is offered than epitopes are present, constituted the 

standard antibody labelling protocol with a 1 in 200 dilution of the primary antibody directed against 

the APP C-terminal followed by a 1 in 200 dilution of a secondary antibody directed against mouse IgG 

and harboring AF647 fluorescent dyes. For the second situation, stochastic labelling was found to be 

ideal around a 1 in 8000 dilution of the primary antibody, i.e. 40-fold less than in the first situation. A 

1 in 4000 dilution still contained many bright spots where definitely more than 1 primary antibody 
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labelled multiple epitopes in close proximity to each other; whereas a 1 in 16,000 dilution looked 

remarkably similar to the situation without primary antibody (data not shown).  

 

Figure 17. Detection of APP under variable labelling conditions 

(A) Average intensity of the ROIs from images taken of plasma membrane sheets after fixation with 1% PLP and 

either standard (1:200 primary antibody), stochastic (1:8000 primary antibody) or background (no primary 

antibody) labelling of APP acquired with the Olympus IX-81 inverted microscope used with settings for high 

signal-to-noise imaging. Between 92 and 170 membrane sheets equally distributed over 3 independent 

experimental days were analyzed per labelling condition. (B) Analysis of the integrated standard deviation of the 

same ROIs shown in (A). (C) The number of maxima per µm² as detected by the ImageJ macro in the same ROIs. 

Between 564 and 1413 maxima were detected per condition. (D) The average intensities of the maxima 

presented in (C). Error bars represent standard deviation. 

To examine the validity of the method, ROIs were placed within plasma membrane sheets in an 

unbiased way and analyzed mean gray value or, in other words, average intensity. The average 

intensity and, by extent, also the total intensity, was highest for the standard labelling, lowest for the 

background labelling and somewhere in between for the stochastic labelling (Figure 17A). This 

indicates that less antibody was bound in the stochastic compared to the standard condition, but still 

considerably more than in the background condition, demonstrating that the detected signal mainly 

depends on the primary antibody concentration. These results were expected because of the inherent  
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Figure 18. Labelling condition-dependent brightness of APP maxima  

(A) The number of maxima per µm² of the standard labelling condition (1:200 primary antibody), as already 

presented in Figure 17C&D, binned using their intensity values. For each intensity bin the number of maxima per 

µm² that fell within that bin are summed. A zoom-in of the higher intensity ranges allows better appreciation of 

the lower counts. The inset displays a representative cell, wherein the membrane is labelled with TMA-DPH, the 

cell profile is detected using a thresholding algorithm and the scale bar is 2 µm. (B) The same for the stochastic 

labelling condition (1:8000 primary antibody). (C) The same for the background labelling condition (no primary 

antibody). 

signal amplification resulting from primary-secondary antibody labelling, which multiplies signal 

intensities to levels easily exceeding those of noise, most artifacts or non-specifically deposited 

secondary antibodies. A second parameter of interest was the gray value standard deviation or the 

standard deviation of the pixel intensities, which is a measure for the variation in pixel brightness 

within an image (Figure 17B). A similar pattern as was observed for the ROI intensities could also be 

observed here, albeit that the pixel brightness variability of the stochastic condition was notably closer 

to the standard condition than to the background condition. This suggests that, although significantly 

less primary antibody was offered in the stochastic condition, there were still plenty substantially 

brighter pixels than in the background condition. Nevertheless, the ROI intensity standard deviation of 

the stochastic condition did not reach the level of the standard condition, revealing that especially the 

brightest signals were lacking in the stochastic condition. The only other explanation could be that the 

pixels without any apparent signal (the “background” pixels) were considerably darker in the stochastic 

condition compared to the background condition, which was not the case (compare the insets of Figure 

18A-C). It is important to note that, up until now, only pixel intensities have been assessed, which is 

not analogues to the maxima intensities. The ImageJ macro introduced earlier (refer to Figure 16) can 

analyze intensity maxima in an unbiased way, allowing direct comparison of different labelling 

conditions. To investigate APP maxima, the ImageJ macro was employed to analyze the same ROIs 

analyzed for Figure 17A&B. Interestingly, about the same number of maxima (1.1852 maxima per µm²) 

were counted in the stochastic condition compared to the background condition (1.2281 maxima per 

µm²), both of which were markedly less than the 1.6418 maxima per µm² found in the standard 

condition (Figure 17C). This could only mean that less primary antibody was offered than there were 

epitopes available in the stochastic condition, resulting in some lower-order oligomeric APP aggregates 

and/or monomeric APP not being labelled and thus, not detected. If examined for their intensities, 

however, it was obvious that many of the identified maxima from the stochastic condition were much 

brighter than those from the background condition and almost but not quite up to the intensity levels 

of the standard labelling condition (Figure 17D). It is no coincidence that this graph and the ROI 

intensity standard deviation graph (refer to Figure 17B) look so similar and the reasoning behind these 

results is also the same. Many distinctly brighter maxima are detected in the stochastic condition  
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Figure 19. Monomeric fraction of plasmalemmal APP 

(A) The maxima per µm² from the background labelling condition were subtracted from the maxima per µm² 

from the stochastic labelling condition on a per bin basis (refer to Figure 18B&C). A zoom-in of the higher intensity 

ranges allows better appreciation of the lower counts. The red bars highlight the intensity range that is enriched 

in the stochastic labelling condition. (B) The 356 maxima from the standard labelling condition remaining after 

background correction were distributed over the same intensity bins used before. The intensity range that was 

found enriched in (A) is also highlighted in red here and defined as the intensity range in which monomeric APP 

should be present.  
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compared to the background condition, but the brightest maxima seen in the standard condition seem 

to be lacking. The logical explanation hereof must be that especially of the higher-order oligomers not 

all epitopes get labelled by primary antibodies. By extent, this means that there must be more APP 

entities in the stochastic labelling condition where only a single primary antibody bound. Taken 

together, it seems that stochastic labelling is a promising method to probe the intensity range of single 

primary antibodies. 

As said before, our methodology requires elucidation of the intensity range of a single primary 

antibody labelled with the typical number of secondary antibodies for our samples to be able to find 

the percentage of monomeric APP. As it is near impossible to find this range by examining individual 

maxima intensities, the maxima identified in Figure 17C&D were distributed over intensity bins. 

Subsequently, histograms can be constructed which allow the quantification of the number of maxima 

that occupy a certain intensity range. The maxima intensity distribution of the standard condition 

showed many dim spots in the range between 0 to 600 arbitrary units (a.u.; intensity counts), but also 

many maxima between 600 to 2700 a.u., with some maxima going up to ~5000 a.u. (Figure 18A). Using 

the stochastic labelling, about similar quantities of dim spots, but significantly less bright maxima could 

be detected compared to the first condition (Figure 18B). However, plenty of brighter maxima with 

intensities over 600 a.u. could still be observed. These results confirmed the speculated loss of mainly 

the brighter maxima between the standard and stochastic conditions (refer to Figure 17B&D). Finally, 

the background condition, where only secondary antibody was employed, showed essentially only dim 

spots of up to a maximum of 700 a.u. (Figure 18C).  

To find the range of maxima intensities that is enriched in the stochastic labelling condition, the 

maxima intensity distribution of the condition without primary antibody was subtracted from the 

intensity distribution of the stochastic condition on a per bin basis (Figure 19A). The reason for this is 

that by subtraction of only the maxima that belong to the same intensity range, the bins with 

significantly more maxima in the stochastic condition compared to the background condition become 

apparent. The maxima intensity bins between 300 and 600 a.u. are clearly enriched and have been 

colored red to visually highlight this. Given the rationale behind the stochastic condition, these 4 

intensity bins represent the range of intensities that a single primary antibody bound by the number 

of secondary antibodies typical for our experimental conditions could encompass. For the first 4 

intensity bins the subtraction resulted in negative numbers, for which possible reasons will be 

discussed later. Determination of the percentage of monomeric APP was subsequently accomplished 

by first subtracting the number of maxima per µm² that represent background noise and non-specific 

deposits, i.e. the background condition, from the standard condition. This time, however, this was not 

done on a per bin basis, because only the detected maxima that represent at least 1 primary antibody 
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were of interest. Thus, not the enrichment of a certain intensity range was probed, but the 

background-corrected pool of maxima was to be identified and analyzed. As can also be seen in Figure 

17C, [1.2281 / 1.6418 * 100% =] 74.802% of the number of identified maxima in the standard condition 

were also detected in the background condition. By omitting the dimmest 74.802% of spots from the 

standard condition, the population of maxima that constitute at least one primary antibody and, by 

extent, at least one APP molecule, was determined and calculated to be 0.4137 maxima per µm². These 

were subsequently organized into a maxima intensity distribution wherein the same intensity range 

representing single primary antibodies established in Figure 19A was again highlighted in red (Figure 

19B). The percentage of monomeric maxima was determined by calculating what fraction the maxima 

from the highlighted bins comprise within the total population of maxima and was found to be 34.27%. 

Accurate information about the size of an APP cluster, in other words the area that its molecules 

occupy within the plasma membrane, is still missing, prohibiting calculation of the molecular density 

within an APP cluster. To this end, gSTED microscopy seems to be the technique of choice, as it is 

especially well-suited to resolving bright structures on a dark background with a resolution many times 

better than epifluorescence microscopy. Coverslips with SH-SY5Y plasma membrane sheets were again 

fixated with 1% PLP and labelled with the same primary antibody against the C-terminus of APP 

followed by a polyclonal antibody carrying AF594. AF594 was chosen because it has a higher quantum 

yield and longer fluorescent lifetime than AF647 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and thus performs better 

in experiments where time-gating is combined with stimulated emission depletion. gSTED micrographs 

were recorded using 10 line accumulations for the same reason discussed earlier. Additionally, the 

depletion laser was used at 70% of its possible maximum and continuously on, whereas the fluorescent 

detection was time-gated, meaning that detection only started 1.25 ns after the excitation laser had 

turned off. Using this set-up, a highly stringent inquiry of the sizes of fluorescent objects was assured 

and a resolution of down to ~20 nm could be achieved with optimized DNA origamis (data not shown). 

It is unlikely though that this resolution will also be realized in the biological samples as they are not 

perfectly optimized for super-resolution detection like the origamis. Nevertheless, it should be close 

to it, which is also illustrated by the difference in size of the maxima from gSTED imaging compared to 

the confocal picture (Figure 20A). Of note, the upper left maximum in the confocal image (middle 

panel; white arrow) looks like a single object, while in the gSTED image it can clearly be seen that it is 

2 maxima in close proximity to each other (right panel; white arrow). This perfectly highlights the main 

advantage of gSTED microscopy. Using the same ImageJ macro for an unbiased approach for the 

detection and analysis of the maxima, 0.9452 maxima per µm² were detected in the standard labelling 

condition, whereas 0.4528 maxima per µm² were identified in the background condition (Figure 20B). 

The average intensity of the maxima from the standard condition was almost 4-fold that of the 
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background condition (Figure 20C), indicating that significantly more bright maxima must have been 

present in the standard condition. The density of background-corrected APP maxima could now be 

estimated and was found to be [0.9452 - 0.4528 =] 0.4924 maxima per µm², only a relatively minor 

difference (~20%) with the 0.4137 APP maxima per µm² resulting from the epifluorescence data (refer 

to Figure 17C), exemplifying the robustness of both methods. By putting the number of APP molecules 

per µm², the percentage of monomeric maxima and the number of maxima per µm² in relation to each 

other, the average number of APP molecules per cluster can now finally be calculated: 

Equation 1. 

#𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  
𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑝𝑒𝑟 µ𝑚2 − (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎 𝑝𝑒𝑟 µ𝑚2 ∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠)

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎 𝑝𝑒𝑟 µ𝑚2 − (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎 𝑝𝑒𝑟 µ𝑚2 ∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠)
 

The copy number of APP within SH-SY5Y plasma membrane sheets was established in Figure 13, 

namely 9.008 APP molecules per µm². The percentage monomeric maxima had been resolved in Figure 

19 and was demonstrated to be 34.27%, while the maxima density was demonstrated to be 0.4924 

maxima per µm² in Figure 20B. As a monomeric maximum is per definition also a monomeric APP 

molecule, the number of oligomeric APP molecules per µm² is determined by subtracting the 

monomeric maxima from the number of APP molecules per µm², which can be found in the numerator 

of the formula. Similarly, the number of maxima that represent an oligomeric APP entity can be 

calculated by subtracting the monomeric maxima from the total maxima per µm², which can be found 

in the denominator. Subsequently, the division of the oligomeric APP molecules per µm² by the 

oligomeric maxima per µm² results in the average number of APP molecules per cluster. Completing 

the formula thus gives [(9.008 - (0.4924 * 0.3427)) / (0.4924 - (0.4924 * 0.3427)) =] 27.31 or ~27 APP 

molecules per cluster. Additionally, the number of monomeric APP molecules can now be used to 

calculate what percentage of APP molecules is monomeric. The number of monomeric maxima turned 

out to be [0.4924 * 0.3427 =] 0.1687 molecules per µm² and the total SH-SY5Y cell surface is 1244 µm² 

(refer to Figure 13), which means that there are on average [0.1687 * 1244 =] 210 APP molecules per 

cell surface that are not oligomerized. Because the total number of APP molecules per SH-SY5Y cell 

membrane was 11,206 (refer to Figure 11), the percentage of monomeric APP must be [210 / 11,206 

* 100% =] 1.87% and, conversely, 98.13% of APP must be present in an oligomerized state. 

Given the wide range of observed maxima intensities in virtually all microscopy experiments, it 

seems that there is a high variability in number of APP molecules per clusters. Consequently, the 

aforementioned average does not reflect this variance properly nor does it appropriately acknowledge 

the thorough quantifications up until now. Thus, the wide range of observed maxima intensities should  
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Figure 20. Density and size of APP clusters in the plasma membrane 

(A) Representative images of a plasma membrane sheet acquired using the Abberior easy3D STED microscope. 

The left panel shows the plasma membrane sheet visualized using Fast-DiO and the cell profile is detected using 

a thresholding algorithm. The scale bar is 2 µm. The middle panel displays APP detected by conventional primary-

secondary AF594-coupled antibody labelling using the microscope in confocal mode. The right panel shows the 

same membrane sheet as the middle panel imaged using the microscope in gSTED mode. The white arrows point 

to a structure that can only be resolved in the gSTED image. (B) The number of maxima per µm² identified using 

the ImageJ macro after gSTED imaging. Standard (1:200 primary antibody) and background (no primary antibody) 

labelling conditions were also employed here and 60 or 18 membrane sheets equally distributed over 3 

independent experimental days were analyzed, respectively. In total 675 maxima (standard) and 97 (background) 

were analyzed. (C) Maxima intensity for the same labelling conditions described in (B). Error bars represent 

standard deviation. (D) The maxima from the standard labelling condition were background- and monomer-

corrected. The remaining 231 maxima were distributed in bins based on their FWHM. The number of APP 

molecules that a cluster of a certain size contains is displayed above the corresponding bars.   
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somehow be translated in a distribution of the APP molecules over the diverse clusters, which can be 

accomplished by taking the size of the APP clusters into account. The subset of oligomeric maxima was 

quickly identified using the methodology that was also already employed in Figure 19. By taking the 

0.4924 background-corrected maxima per µm² and subsequently omitting the 34.27% dimmest 

maxima to correct for the monomers, the [0.4924 - (0.4924 * 0.3427) =] 0.3237 maxima per µm² that 

represent oligomeric APP objects remain. The FWHM of these maxima were categorized in size bins of 

5 nm and plotted as a percentage histogram to show the relative distribution of the various sizes that 

an oligomeric APP object can assume (Figure 20D). It can be observed that no cluster was smaller than 

60 nm (which is still at least double the resolution limit), that most of the clusters have a diameter of 

between 65 and 85 nm and that there is quite a range of bigger clusters. Now, if the assumptions are 

made that all analyzed maxima are perfectly circular and APP molecules within a cluster are spread 

evenly over the area that each cluster occupies, the number of APP molecules associated with each 

cluster size can be calculated. By distributing the [0.3237 * 1244 =] 403 APP oligomers per SH-SY5Y cell 

over the frequency bins, the absolute number of clusters per cell for each size bin can be found. Per 

size bin, the area that each cluster covers can easily by calculated using the diameter, i.e. the FWHM, 

and the formula for the area of a circle (A = ¼ π d²). For example, each cluster of the size bin from 70-

75 nm occupies [¼ * π * 72.5² =] 4128.26 nm² on average and, given that [32.9% * 403 =] 132.6 clusters 

fall within this bin, a total area occupancy of [132.6 * 4128.26 =] 547,360.6 nm² is to be expected for 

this size bin in each SH-SY5Y cell. Next, the sum of the products of the cluster number and the average 

cluster area per bin, in other words, performing the aforementioned example for each bin and adding 

all together, equals a total area of 1,891,133 nm² or 1.89 µm² per cell. Interestingly, this means that 

about 0.15% of the total SH-SY5Y cell surface area is associated with APP clusters. Finally, the [11,206 

- 210 =] 10,996 oligomeric APP molecules per SH-SY5Y plasma membrane, can be distributed evenly 

over the total APP cluster area per cell and then be translated back to the typical number of APP 

molecules constituting the average cluster of each size bin by dividing through the total area that each 

size bin occupies (Figure 20D; the numbers above each bar). Furthermore, the average molecular 

density of an APP cluster can be determined by dividing the oligomeric APP molecules by the total 

cluster area and is [10,996 / 1.89 =] 5814 molecules per µm² or, conversely, 1 molecule per 172 nm², 

which constitutes a circle with a radius of only 7.4 nm. Of note, the bin representing clusters with a 

FWHM above 120 nm (marked with an asterisk) comprised a single maximum with a FWHM of ~162 

nm. As it was much larger with quite a gap until the next largest clusters, it could be argued that this 

was an artifact rather than a real APP maximum and the cluster was therefore omitted from any 

calculations. Should it have been an actual APP cluster, however, it would have contained 118 APP 

molecules. Inclusion into the calculations would not have affected any of the presented outcomes 

significantly. 
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4.2. Significance of the A673T mutant for plasmalemmal APP 

After having extensively characterized and validated the average APP cluster in human neuronal 

cells and demonstrating that many molecules must aggregate together to form such a cluster, the 

second part of this work focusses on the dynamics of the plasmalemmal APP cluster. To this end, not 

only is there more emphasis on functional assays, but an important APP mutant, the A673T or Icelandic 

mutation, which is the only mutation described to protect against AD to date (see Chapter 1.4.5.), was 

employed to exemplify how these clustering dynamics are regulated and might possibly be exploited 

to combat AD.  

4.2.1. Effect of the A673T mutation on APP clustering 

First, wild-type APP695 and APP695-A673T (henceforth called WT and A673T respectively) both fused 

C-terminally to emGFP were overexpressed in HepG2 cells to be able to compare their intrinsic 

clustering characteristics outside of the neuronal background. It should be highlighted here that, 

although all used constructs were based on the wild-type neuronal APP695 isoform, the nomenclature 

of APP770 was still used for the mutants to streamline referencing to literature. The emGFP-tag was 

initially chosen to facilitate live cell imaging, cleavage assays and FRAP imaging, but was also used here 

to allow selective imaging of the overexpressed APP only, as significant levels of endogenous APP751 

and APP770 are present in HepG2 cells (refer to the mock-transfected conditions of Figure 26B). It 

should be noted that it is to be expected that the endogenous isoforms intermingle with the 

overexpressed APP. Additionally, because emGFP alone is quite dim and sensitive to bleaching using 

the laser intensities typical for gSTED microscopy, emGFP was labelled with an anti-GFP primary 

antibody followed by a secondary antibody linked to the AF488 dye to amplify and stabilize the APP 

signal for super-resolution microscopy. To investigate the differences between the WT and A673T 

clusters, gSTED imaging of plasma membrane sheets followed by ROI analysis and maxima analysis 

using the ImageJ macro described earlier were utilized. The average intensities of the ROIs were 

remarkably similar, suggesting that the plasma membrane sheets contain similar amounts of 

overexpressed WT and A673T (Figure 21A). Analysis of the maxima of both variants showed that, 

although not significant, a few more WT maxima per µm² were detected than A673T maxima (Figure 

21B). To determine whether the observed small difference between ROI intensities is solely dependent 

on the number of detected maxima and not any other factors, the number of maxima per µm² of a ROI 

was divided by the average intensity of that ROI and plotted against this ROI intensity (Figure 21C). 

This methodology is akin to the analysis from Figure 15D and allows correlation of the maxima per µm² 

to the ROI intensity. Seeing the extreme conformity between both trendlines, one can only conclude 

that the dependence of the ROI intensity on the number of maxima per µm² dominates the small 

observed difference between WT and A673T and, thus, that the maxima themselves must be 
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comparable intensity-wise. Given that there was essentially no difference between the average 

brightness of the maxima and its standard deviation (Figure 21D), it seems likely that, despite the fact 

there is slightly less A673T in the plasma membranes, the clusters are fairly identical. The average 

FWHM of the clusters formed by WT and A673T is also considerably similar, albeit that both the  

 

Figure 21. Influence of the A673T mutation on APP cluster size 

(A) Plasma membrane sheets from HepG2 cells overexpressing either full-length WT or A673T APP C-terminally 

fused to emGFP were fixated with 1% PLP, labelled with an anti-GFP primary-secondary AF488-coupled antibody 

labelling for signal amplification and imaged with the Leica TCS SP8 gated-STED microscope. For each condition, 

48-49 images distributed over 3 independent experimental days were acquired and the average ROI intensities 

analyzed. The difference between the conditions was not significant (p=0.32; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (B) 

By use of the ImageJ macro the number of maxima per µm² was also evaluated for both conditions. In total, 2517 

and 1887 maxima were identified for WT and A673T, respectively. The difference between the conditions was 

not significant (p=0.18; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (C) For every image, the relative maxima per µm² is 

calculated by dividing the number of maxima by the intensity of the ROI, which is then plotted against the ROI 

intensity. Linear regression analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the slopes of the 

linear fits (p=0.7993; fit WT: y=0.1675*x, Sy.x=0.4557, n=48; fit AT: y=0.1593*x, Sy.x=0.6613, n=49). (D) Average 

intensity of the maxima identified in (B) as calculated by the ImageJ macro. The difference between the 

conditions was not significant (p=0.78; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (E) Average FWHM of the maxima 

identified in (B) as calculated by the ImageJ macro. The difference between the conditions was not significant 

(p=0.42; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (F) Maxima identified in (B) were distributed in bins based on their 

FWHM. Error bars represent standard deviation. Data were collected in collaboration with Hannes F. Maib. 
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maxima size and its standard deviation appear slightly larger for the A673T mutant (Figure 21D). Yet, 

the minor increase in FWHM and its standard deviation when APP harbors the A673T mutation do 

imply that the proportions of these clusters differ from WT clusters. To better resolve this variation, 

the same relative maxima intensity distribution used in Figure 20D was employed here as well to 

compare the clusters from both variants (Figure 21F). The tendency of the WT construct to form 

somewhat smaller clusters than the mutant can now clearly be observed. Of note, no background 

corrections for non-specific signals were performed in these experiments, as the relative nature of the 

inquiry does not necessarily require background normalization. In other words, the background signal 

that is detected should be the same in both conditions and, therefore, cancel out. 

The indication that A673T clusters might be less dense than WT clusters suggests that A673T might 

exist in a more diffuse state overall in the plasma membrane. Because gSTED microscopy is not the 

ideal method to study this, high signal-to-noise epifluorescence microscopy (refer to Figure 17&18) 

was again employed to delve a little deeper into the typical appearance of both variants. WT and A673T 

fused to emGFP were again overexpressed not only in HepG2 cells, but also in SH-SY5Y cells to 

investigate potential differences in a neuronal background as well. Furthermore, no additional labelling 

was done, as the fused emGFP is perfectly suited for direct imaging using epifluorescence microscopy. 

By calculating the RSD and plotting the RSD against the average intensity for each ROI, the intensity-

normalized distribution of signal from WT and A647T APP can be presented and compared. It is 

immediately obvious that WT has a higher RSD, i.e. appears more punctate, than A673T in HepG2 cells 

for the whole intensity range (Figure 22A). The trendlines have almost identical slopes with a highly 

significant difference in off-set regarding the RSD, which means that, when the same amount of APP 

is available, WT molecules always present more clustered or less diffuse than the A673T molecules. 

Strikingly, the same experiment in SH-SY5Y cells resulted in the exact same outcome (Figure 22B), 

demonstrating that the A673T mutant is less clustered than the WT also in the neuronal background 

and that neither the cell type nor the lineage matter for this oligomerization mechanism. Averages can 

also be determined using the available data and, by averaging the ROI intensity, the level of 

overexpression can be gauged for both variants and was found to be notably similar in both HepG2 

cells (Figure 22C, left panel) and SH-SY5Y cells (Figure 22D, left panel). Thus, similar quantities of 

molecules must have been available in the plasma membranes of HepG2 and SH-SY5Y for both the WT 

and A673T variants, revealing that differences in plasmalemmal molecular density cannot explain 

these observations. Though maybe a bit redundant, the average of the RSD can also be calculated and, 

even if not normalized to intensity, still demonstrated a significant dissimilarity between WT and A673T 

in HepG2 cells (Figure 22C, right panel) as well as SH-SY5Y cells (Figure 22D, right panel).  
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Figure 22. Plasmalemmal distribution of APPWT and APPA673T 

(A) Plasma membrane sheets prepared from HepG2 cells overexpressing either full-length WT or A673T APP C-

terminally fused to emGFP were fixated and imaged with the Olympus IX-81 inverted microscope used with 

settings for high signal-to-noise detection. The RSD is plotted against the average intensity for each ROIs. For WT 

and A673T conditions 92 and 88 membrane sheets equally distributed over 3 independent experimental days 

respectively were evaluated. Semilog non-linear regression analysis showed that there was no significant 

difference between the slopes of the fits (p=0.4373), while the difference between the Y-intercepts of the curves 

was highly significant (p<0.0001; semilog fit WT: y=-0.1708*x+0.6384, R²=0.402, n=92; semilog fit AT: y=-

0.1687*x+0.5798, R²=0.599, n=88). (B) Plasma membrane sheets prepared from SH-SY5Y cells with the exact 

same conditions and imaging parameters shown in (A). The RSD is plotted against the average intensity for each 

ROIs. For WT and A673T conditions 174 and 77 membrane sheets equally distributed over 3 experimental days 

respectively were evaluated. Semilog non-linear regression analysis showed that there was no significant 

difference between the slopes of the fits (p=0.287), while the difference between the Y-intercepts of the curves 

was highly significant (p<0.0001; semilog fit WT: y=-0.3352*x+1.556, R²=0.2959, n=174; semilog fit AT: y=-

0.2978*x+1.323, R²=0.4184, n=77). (C) Average intensities and RSDs of the ROIs specified in (A). The RSD shows 

a significant difference between the two conditions (p=0.0458; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (D) Average 

intensities and RSDs of the ROIs specified in (B). The RSD shows a significant difference between the two 

conditions (p=0.0159; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). Error bars represent standard deviation. 

The previous observations were all fixated “snap-shots” of conditions that in a biological setting 

are dynamic. They are, therefore, prone to artifacts generated mainly due to the fixation procedure 

and generally lack information about how a situation evolves over time. One of the methods best 
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suited for investigating mobility and clustering dynamics in a specific, restricted area of a living cell is 

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) microscopy. This technique usually utilizes a 

confocal microscope to observe a fluorophore-tagged protein over time in (part of) a living cell. First, 

a few baseline images are made, where after a specific area is bleached and subsequently monitored 

for recovery of fluorescence. Recovery can only occur through diffusion and exchange of intact 

fluorescent molecules from the surrounding environment for photobleached ones from the bleached 

area. The recovery kinetics are dependent on many factors, like membrane fluidity and composition, 

transient and longer-lived protein binding mechanisms and membrane skeleton and anchors. As such, 

this technique is perfectly suited to probe for differences in clustering dynamics between WT APP and 

the A673T mutant in living cells. Both emGFP-fused constructs were again overexpressed in HepG2 

and SH-SY5Y cells and used in FRAP microscopy experiments. The typical experimental procedure is 

depicted in Figure 23A. A ROI is carefully placed wholly within a cell and outside the nucleus and the 

average three pre-bleach recordings, called frames, taken as the baseline fluorescent intensity 

measurement (Figure 23A, first panel). Next, the ROI is bleached (Figure 23A, second panel) and a 

frame taken every second (Figure 23A, third and fourth panel). The average intensity of the bleached 

ROI is measured every frame and presented in a graph as a percentage between the pre-bleach 

average and the post-bleach frame taken at the start of the recording for both HepG2 cells (Figure 23B) 

and SH-SY5Y cells (Figure 23C). Recovery of the A673T mutant was significantly faster in both cell lines 

with comparable half-times between the cell lines for each construct (Figure 23D&E, right panel). 

Besides the recovery half-time, another important parameter that can be extracted from the data is 

the maximum recovery. The fraction of intensity that cannot be replenished by diffusion is a measure 

for the immobile fraction or, in other words, the percentage of molecules that cannot diffuse. The 

immobile fraction of WT and A673T did not diverge significantly in HepG2 cells (Figure 23D, left panel) 

despite the apparent large discrepancy between the line graph in Figure 23C. The explanation hereof 

is that for the line graphs all cells from an experimental day are averaged per timepoint and 

subsequently the average of the three experimental days is calculated, whereas the bar graph shows 

the average of the maximum recovery which is calculated using fitted data for each experimental day 

independently. The maximum recovery of both variants in SH-SY5Y cells was remarkably similar (Figure 

23E, left panel), leaving no room for doubt that equally large immobile fractions exist for WT and A673T 

here. Interestingly, although the maximum recovery did not differ much when comparing the APP 

variants with each other, the maximum recovery was noticeably, albeit not significantly, higher in 

HepG2 cells than in SH-SY5Y cells for both constructs (p = 0.23 for WT, p = 0.10 for A673T; unpaired 

two-tailed t test). This suggests that there is an evidently higher immobile fraction of APP molecules in 

SH-SY5Y cells than in HepG2 cells regardless of the used construct. A possible explanation could be that 

SH-SY5Y cells express more adaptor or chaperone proteins that somehow stimulate APP clustering.  
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Figure 23. Mobility of APPWT and APPA673T in the plasma membrane 

(A) Representative images of a FRAP experiment of HepG2 overexpressing full-length WT C-terminally fused to 

emGFP acquired with the Olympus Fluoview 1000 laser scanning microscope. The first panel shows the last frame 

preceding bleaching, the second panel shows the frame immediately after bleaching, the third panel shows the 

frame taken 9 secs after bleaching and the last panel shows the frame 60 secs after bleaching. The yellow square 

highlights the photobleached and analyzed area. (B) WT and A673T C-terminally fused to emGFP were 

overexpressed in HepG2 cells and subjected to FRAP imaging. Relative fluorescent recovery is plotted over time. 

For each condition, 8-12 cells were evaluated on each of 3 independent experimental days. (C) The same 

experiment described in (B) with SH-SY5Y cells. For each condition, 8-11 cells were evaluated on each of 4 

independent experimental days. (D) Maximum fluorescence recovery and recovery half-times calculated from 

the samples presented in (B) were averaged. The difference in recovery half-time between WT and A673T was 

significant (p=0.0419; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (E) The same analysis described in (D) for the SH-SY5Y cells 

presented in (C). The difference in recovery half-time between WT and A673T was significant (p=0.0283; unpaired 

two-tailed t test; n=4). Error bars represent standard deviation. Data were collected in collaboration with Hannes 

F. Maib. 
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Other reasons could be that SH-SY5Y cells have more cytoskeleton, more or denser membrane 

architecture or a distinct membrane fluidity and/or composition, which would probably make the 

observed difference not unique for APP. 

 

Figure 24. Relevance of APP processing for plasmalemmal mobility  

(A) APPWT C-terminally fused to emGFP and N-terminally fused to mCherry were overexpressed in HepG2 cells 

and subjected to FRAP imaging with the Olympus Fluoview 1000 laser scanning microscope. Both fluorophores 

are measured simultaneously and their relative fluorescent recovery is plotted over time. In total, 36 cells equally 

distributed over 3 independent experimental days were evaluated. (B) The same experiment described in (A) for 

APPA673T C-terminally fused to emGFP and N-terminally fused to mCherry. In parallel to WT, 36 cells equally 

distributed over the same 3 independent experimental described in (A) were evaluated. (C) Maximum 

fluorescence recovery calculated from the samples presented in (A&B) was averaged. The difference in maximum 

fluorescence recovery between the emGFP and mCherry channels was significant for WT (p=0.0072; unpaired 

two-tailed t test; n=3). (D) Recovery half-times calculated from the samples presented in (A&B) was averaged. 

The difference in recovery half-time between WT and A673T was significant in both the emGFP (p=0.0393; 

unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3) and mCherry (p=0.0023; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). Please note that an 

ANOVA statistical analysis would not be correct here, as it would include the comparison between, for example, 

WT-emGFP and A673T-mCherry in its algorithm and this correlation should not be probed here. Error bars 

represent standard deviation. Data were collected in collaboration with Hannes F. Maib. 

To address whether the results for plasma membrane mobility probed by FRAP microscopy were 

genuine for full-length APP, the FRAP experiment was repeated with a minor alteration just in HepG2 

cells. Instead of a single fused C-terminal green fluorophore, a secondary red fluorophore was fused 
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to the N-terminus of both APP variants. mCherry was chosen as it is a bright red fluorophore with no 

spectral overlap with emGFP that has a decent quantum yield and great photostability. Because it is 

attached to the N-terminal end of the APP molecules and this end is removed upon α- or β-cleavage, 

mCherry allows imaging of the full-length APP only. By subsequently comparing the recovery half-times 

of emGFP with mCherry, the possible presence and influence of α-CTF can be gauged. Pilot 

experiments showed that the double fused APP is still readily overexpressed and incorporated into the 

plasma membrane by HepG2 cells (data not shown). For both the WT and A673T variants, the curves 

of emGFP and mCherry look remarkably similar (Figure 24A&B). However, regarding the maximum 

recovery, there is a significant difference between emGFP and mCherry for the WT variant and a trend 

in the same direction for the A673T mutant (Figure 24C). The recovery half-times demonstrate that 

the earlier found contrast between WT and A673T is valid, as the dissimilarity between the variants in 

the mCherry channel is even more significant than in the emGFP channel (Figure 24D). Additionally, 

the emGFP and mCherry values were decidedly similar for each construct, highlighting that, should 

there be any α-CTF present in the plasma membranes, it did not influence the FRAP measurements to 

any noteworthy degree. 

4.2.2. Functional differences of the APP variants 

An important mechanism in the life cycle of APP is its endocytosis from the plasma membrane into 

intracellular vesicles. It is generally accepted that this internalization is executed via Clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis (Lai et al. 1995; Perez et al. 1999; Ring et al. 2007) and it has been hypothesized that 

aggregation of APP is a requirement for this process to be initiated (Schreiber et al. 2012). In other 

words, the APP cluster itself seems to be the functional unit necessary for APP molecules to be made 

available for β-cleavage. Because of the convincing differences in clustering characteristics between 

WT and A673T up until now, it could be hypothesized that the variants are also internalized via 

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis to varying degrees, which could be a mechanism by which the mutant 

exerts its protective effect. A relatively easy method to investigate this hypothesis is to assess the 

colocalization of both variants with Clathrin using the PCC, as has been described before (refer to 

Figure 14 for details). The emGFP-fused constructs were overexpressed in both HepG2 and SH-SY5Y 

cells and imaged without additional labelling, whereas the Clathrin heavy-chain was detected with a 

primary antibody followed by an AF594-coupled secondary antibody labelling. Although not 

significant, a trend towards a lower propensity of A673T to colocalize with Clathrin can be observed in 

HepG2 cells (Figure 25A). A similar trend could be demonstrated in SH-SY5Y cells; however, it should 

be noted that due to time constraints this experiment only consisted of 1 experimental day (Figure 

25B). Of note, the higher PCC values in these experiments compared to those in Figure 14 can be 

attributed to the fact that here APP was overexpressed and, therefore, available in much higher 
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quantities than in the earlier experiment. This automatically increases the PCC as the chance that APP 

molecules will be near a Clathrin-coated pit will logically be raised. On the other hand, colocalization 

with Clathrin is, of course, not equivalent to internalization rates and these results should therefore 

not be over-interpreted.  

  

Figure 25. Sorting of APPWT and APPA673T into clathrin structures 

(A) Plasma membrane sheet overexpressing WT and A673T C-terminally fused to emGFP were fixated, labelled 

with an anti-Clathrin-HC antibody which was detected by a secondary antibody couple to AF594 and imaged 

using the Olympus IX-81 inverted microscope. emGFP and AF594 signals were correlated and expressed as PCC. 

For each condition, 18-32 membrane sheets were evaluated for each of 3 independent experimental days. The 

difference between WT and A673T was not significant (p=0.1546; unpaired two-tailed t test; n=3). (B) The same 

experiment as presented in (A) for SH-SY5Y cells. Only 1 experimental day with 27 membrane sheets for WT and 

29 for A673T was analyzed. Error bars represent standard deviation. 

The foremost possibility for A673T’s mechanism of protection against cognitive impairment, is the 

plausible idea already mentioned more than once before, namely that A673T is more efficiently 

cleaved by α-secretases. Western blotting was proven to be a robust technique for quantitative 

estimation of APP levels before and allows differentiation of the different fragments based on size. 

However, studying α-cleavage rates this way is not as straightforward as one might think. It was not 

unexpected that no major effects of α-CTF were detected in the earlier FRAP experiments, as cleavage 

by the γ-secretase usually follows immediately upon α- or β-cleavage (Barthet et al. 2011). Thereby, 

the APP molecules are liberated completely from the membrane, ending up either in the culture 

supernatant or in the cytosol. As it is impossible to differentiate between α- and β-cleaved C-terminal 

γ-cleaved AICD fragments (which is also the part that contains the emGFP tag) based on size, the only 

intracellular cleavage product is not useful in this respect. The N-terminal sAPP fragments or the p3 

and Aβ fragments could theoretically be used to assess α-cleavage, but these would have to be 

laboriously isolated from the culture supernatant, the inaccuracy of which would most likely eclipse 

any detectable divergence between WT and A673T. Additionally, the relative size difference between 
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sAPPα and sAPPβ is less than 3% making it unfeasible to discriminate between them based on size, 

while the p3 and Aβ fragments are notably small and notoriously difficult to analyze via western 

blotting. Thus, to be able to investigate α-cleavage efficiencies in cell lysates via western blotting, the 

γ-secretase inhibitor DAPT was used. Unfortunately, SH-SY5Y cells showed signs of cell toxicity at 

concentrations of DAPT required to sufficiently inhibit the γ-secretase (data not shown), restricting this 

experiment to HepG2 cells. This should not be an obstacle, however, as HepG2 cells have been proven 

to express most of the typical α-secretases as well (Chalaris et al. 2010; Chalupský et al. 2013) and 

mechanistic similarities between SH-SY5Y cells and HepG2 cells have been demonstrated multiple 

times throughout this work. Pharmacological treatment of HepG2 cells overexpressing either WT or 

A673T with DAPT results in inhibition of γ-cleavage allowing the α- and β-CTFs to accumulate and 

become measurable. Normalization of the α-CTF signal to the total amount of full-length APP as a 

measure for the extent of overexpression should then facilitate the estimation of the α-cleavage 

efficiencies of both the WT and A673T variants. As the CTF fragments will increasingly accumulate over 

time and eventually saturate the plasma membrane, it is imperative that the time span between 

electroporation, start of DAPT treatment and analysis of the samples was carefully chosen. Pilot 

experiments revealed that 4 hours post-electroporation was a suitable period to commence DAPT 

treatment, while 18 hours post-electroporation seemed optimal for harvesting of the cells (data not 

shown). When stained for emGFP, the western blots revealed that essentially no CTF could be detected 

without DAPT (Figure 26A&B, DMSO), whereas with DAPT clear bands on the same height as the 

reference α-CTF-emGFP could clearly be observed (Figure 26A&B, DAPT and α-CTF). Additionally, it 

seemed that no discernible amounts of β-CTF were enriched during the experiment, suggesting that 

either DAPT cannot penetrate the late endosomes in which β-cleavage takes place or the rate of β-

cleavage is a few orders of magnitude smaller than that of α-cleavage or both (Figure 26A&B, DAPT 

and β-CTF). To control for the anti-GFP antibody, the same samples were also investigated using the 

C-terminal APP antibody, which resulted in the exact same picture with the exception that the 

endogenous APP isoforms were now visible as well (Figure 26B). Due to the underlying endogenous 

signal when using the APP antibody, all analyses were performed on the blots stained for emGFP. 

Figure 26C shows the background-corrected signal of the α-CTF bands on top of the full-length APP (fl-

APP) bands as stacked bars for each of the 4 experimental days. During evaluation of the results, it 

quickly became clear that there was quite a lot of deviation between the different experimental days. 

Whether this was due to a high biological variation or rather a result of the western blotting procedure 

cannot be resolved, as WT and A673T samples of the same experimental day were always analyzed on 

the same blot, but different experimental days were unfortunately never put on the same blot 

together. Total levels, meaning the sum of α-CTF and fl-APP, of WT were always higher than those of 

A673T, indicating that either less cells were successfully electroporated or the electroporation 
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procedure was equally efficient for both variants, but the A673T mutant was expressed to a lesser 

degree or was degraded faster than WT. Nevertheless, by dividing through the fl-APP signal the 

accumulated α-CTF signal could essentially be normalized for any of the aforementioned discrepancies. 

By doing this for each experimental day and displaying the results per experimental day, one can easily 

discern that the ratio is always a bit higher for the A673T mutant (Figure 26D). This means that  

 

Figure 26. α-processing of APPWT and APPA673T 

WT, A673T, β-CTF and α-CTF all fused to emGFP were overexpressed in HepG2 cells, which were subsequently 

either treated with 10 µM DAPT or vehicle (WT and A673T) or not treated (β- and α-CTF). After cell lysis, samples 

were subjected to western blotting. (A) Representative western blot against emGFP. (B) Representative western 

blot against APP. Note that, because of the emGFP fusion tag all overexpressed APP constructs run approximately 

27 kDa higher than untagged variants. (C) For both constructs, DAPT treated full-length and α-CTF bands are 

quantified and presented as stacked bars for each of the 4 experimental days separately and as averages of the 

experimental days. WT and A673T from the same experimental day were always analyzed together on the same 

western blots and each of those experimental days was repeated on either 3 or 4 distinct western blots. (D) By 

dividing the in (C) presented α-CTF by fl-APP the ratio can be calculated. The higher the ratio, the more α-CTF is 

converted from fl-APP. The ratios of WT and APP are shown for each experimental day and as averages of the 

experimental days. The difference between WT and A673T when evaluated as pairs per experimental day was 

significant (p=0.0337; paired two-tailed t test; n=4). Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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irrespective of the amount of overexpressed fl-APP, relatively more ended up being converted into α-

CTF if the APP in question carried the A673T mutation. One could argue that since there seems to be 

a little bit less overexpression of A673T compared to WT (Figure 26C, averages), A673T is also 

processed more readily. However, it should be noted here that the unmistakable dependence of the 

ratios of both WT and A673T on the experimental day strongly argues that the technical imprecisions 

of the western blotting procedure are responsible for the day-to-day variability. Nevertheless, when a 

paired analysis was performed based on the experimental days to exclude this day-to-day variability 

from the statistical evaluation, the results could even be demonstrated to be significant (p = 0.034), 

signifying that the A673T mutant is indeed more readily processed by α-secretases than WT. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Validity of the model systems 

SH-SY5Y cells were chosen to be the model system to characterize APP oligomerization, because 

they are one of the best described human cell lines for researching neurodegenerative diseases like 

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. These neuroblast-like cells were selected for a neuronal phenotype by 

subcloning them three times from their parental lineage and can be differentiated into mature 

dopaminergic neurons by serum deprivation and addition of trophic factors (Teppola et al. 2016; Xie 

et al. 2010; Encinas et al. 2000). Additionally, in comparison to awfully hard to obtain, maintain and/or 

manipulate primary neuronal cells and differentiated iPSCs, SH-SY5Y cells are considered to represent 

human neurons remarkably well without suffering from these disadvantages. Especially, the required 

number of cells for the many and varied experiments in this work would have been problematic, as 

primary neurons do not proliferate sufficiently prohibiting the cultivation of large pools of them. iPSCs, 

on the other hand, do proliferate, but must be differentiated into neuron-like cells using an elaborate 

protocol which introduces variability between pools and makes it tedious and costly when upscaled. 

Nevertheless, reproducing at least part of the experiments in other neuronal cell lines, such as IMR-32 

or cell models that are closer to the in vivo situation should be considered to probe the robustness and 

biological relevance of the findings. Additionally, another human cell line, namely the HepG2 cell line, 

which is derived from a liver hepatocellular carcinoma of a 15-year-old Caucasian male, was in the later 

experiments extensively used besides SH-SY5Y cells. HepG2 cells were mainly chosen because of 

technical reasons. They are not only easy to culture, manipulate and electroporate, but are relatively 

large cells that make beautiful membrane sheets and should perform well in the functional assays that 

were planned. Incidentally, they also functioned as a non-neuronal control for the clustering dynamics 

of APP, which might be useful for identification of mechanisms that might or might not be unique to 

neurons. Interestingly, the behavior of the mutant and wild-type APP was overall consistent between 

SH-SY5Y cells and HepG2 cells, indicating that APP-related processes in the plasma membrane are 

probably conserved between cell types and organs. This might be relevant considering that some lines 

of evidence suggest that the source of Aβ does not necessarily has to be a neuron or even a brain-

resident cell (Roher et al. 2009). As has been discussed in chapter 1.4.5., the use of rodent cells or cells 

from other model organisms might not be the most meaningful for the experiments and research 

questions addressed here. 

Another model system extensively used in these experiments is the plasma membrane sheet. One 

method to obtain authentic cellular membranes is to subject adherent cells to a brief ultrasound pulse, 
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thereby unroofing them and removing most, if not all, cytosolic components, leaving behind just the 

basal plasma membrane (Lang 2003). When optimized for a specific cell type, these so-called plasma 

membrane sheets survive this procedure remarkably well and are viable for at least an hour or longer 

depending on the cell type. Membrane sheets retain their native protein diffusion dynamics, conserve 

multi-molecular structures like the SNARE complexes and can still participate in mechanisms like non-

vesicular lipid trafficking (Sieber et al. 2007; Lauria et al. 2013; Frick et al. 2007). Additionally, out-of-

focus fluorescence coming from other cellular compartments is eliminated and the intracellular side 

of the plasma membrane can be manipulated and labeled without the need of detergents that could 

destroy membrane architecture. For these reasons, plasma membrane sheets were employed here as 

well and could be shown to be a highly relevant tool that allows precise study of plasmalemmal APP 

clustering mechanisms without disturbing them. Investigation of several typical markers for ER, which 

has been reported to come into direct proximity with the plasma membrane via ER-PM contact sites 

(Saheki et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2016; Giordano et al. 2013), and intracellular sorting organelles or 

structures, like caveolae, Clathrin-coated structures and early- and recycling endosomes, 

demonstrated only few and faint signals, indicating that only scarce amounts of these entities were 

present on the membrane sheets (refer to Figure 14). Additionally, plasmalemmal APP did not 

correlate notably to any of the markers, suggesting that most of it resides in the plasma membrane 

sheets and not in caveolae, pits or vesicles. Of note, albeit still quite low, the correlation between APP 

and Clathrin was almost twice that of the other markers, which is not unexpected as Clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis constitutes APP’s canonical reinternalization pathway. Taken together, membrane sheets 

are relatively pure model systems for isolated plasma membranes in general and for plasmalemmal 

APP.  

5.2. Caveats of standard fixation protocols 

The set of experiments, described in chapter 4.1.3., was initially plagued by problems 

predominantly arising from the fixation procedure. The widely accepted 4% PFA in PBS fixative caused 

blebbing on whole cells, which is to be expected considering that the osmolarity of 4% PFA in PBS is 

about 1600 mOsm, which is significantly higher than the ~300 mOsm that is usually reported for the 

intracellular environment of vertebrate cells (Gagné 2014; Hoffmann et al. 2009; Danziger and Zeidel 

2015). The underlying mechanism for blebbing is believed to be the fixation agent already starting to 

fixate the outer plasma membrane while the discrepancy in osmolarity strongly increases the outwards 

pressure of the intracellular fluids. This outside pressure than pushes the parts of the plasma 

membrane that have not yet been so thoroughly fixated outward forming structures reminiscent of 

balloons. Blebbing as a result of formaline/formaldehyde fixation has already been described in 

literature a long time ago (Fox et al. 1985), but also more recently (Zeng et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2014). 
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Furthermore, incubation of eukaryotic cells with comparable PFA concentrations is also a long-

standing established method to produce (giant) plasma membrane vesicles (Scott 1976). It is also not 

surprising that fixation of 1% PFA turned out to be most favorable, as it has the lowest osmolarity of 

all tested fixatives, but still has ample fixation capacity to constrain the cells for the required duration 

of the experiment described in Figure 13. Whether it is a suitable fixative for whole cells that need to 

undergo permeabilization, multi-day immunocytochemical labelling or longer-term storage is 

questionable though. The optimal temperature for fixation was also scrutinized because it was 

suggested that a cold environment makes the cell membranes more rigid, possibly allowing fixation in 

a more native state. On the other hand, cold treatment is a known inducer of cell contraction, which 

could favor the formation of blebs in combination with a fixative (Zeng et al. 2013). In the end, the 

temperature did not seem to matter much for fixation of whole cells in these experiments (refer to 

Figure 12). 

Contrary to whole cells, the plasma membrane sheets were not optimally fixated with either 1% 

or 4% PFA. This is supposedly because of the loss of cytosol that would normally create a solid 

interlinked network after fixation, which is able to hold these molecules in place. PALM experiments 

that did not make it into this work clearly showed that a considerable fraction of APP molecules still 

moved around after fixation with 4% PFA. These observations are supported by the fact that up to 

~40% of Transferrin receptors (TfR), which have an analogous size and a structurally similar intra-

extracellular distribution compared to APP, were also found to be mobile even after prolonged fixation 

with 4% PFA (Tanaka et al. 2010). Residual protein movement in combination with subsequent 

antibody labelling could induce post-fixation aggregation artifacts that would bias our results (Stanly 

et al. 2016). Therefore, it was imperative to find a fixation method that allowed complete fixation of 

plasmalemmal APP without hampering its antigenicity. Addition of low concentrations of 

glutaraldehyde to the standard formaldehyde fixative seemed the first obvious option to evaluate. 

Even the addition of only low concentrations of glutaraldehyde seemed to fixate APP quite well. 

However, its antigenicity seemed to be largely lost and background-fluorescence was significantly 

increased, especially in the optimal wavelengths for gSTED imaging (data not shown). Both these issues 

have already been reported extensively in the literature (Jamur et al. 1995; Yokota and Okada 1997). 

After ruling out glutaraldehyde as a possible solution to the problem, 1% PLP was also tested in this 

respect and seemed to resolve the problem. PLP was originally proposed by McLean and Nakane in 

1974 for immunoelectron microscopy (McLean and Nakane 1974). The combination of lysine with 

formaldehyde allows the creation of larger polymer structures than formaldehyde alone, these 

structures cover the plasma membrane sheets like a mesh that somewhat mimics the cytosol. The 

periodate oxidizes carbohydrate moieties to form aldehydes, which are subsequently cross-linked 
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either directly by the divalent amine lysine or by the intermediation of the formaldehyde. 

Supplementary to the fixation of polysaccharide chains of glycoproteins, which are especially abundant 

in the plasma membrane, paraformaldehyde performs its usual fixation effects by cross-linking the 

nitrogen atoms of the peptide backbone and sidechains of lysine (Thavarajah et al. 2012) as there is 

still much more paraformaldehyde than periodate and lysine available in a 1% PLP solution. An 

additional advantage is that the lower paraformaldehyde concentration without loss of fixation 

capacity better preserves the antigenicity of many proteins, which has also been reported before 

(Seftalioglu et al. 2003; Suzuki et al. 2002; Pieri et al. 2002). 1% PLP seemed optimal for fixation of 

plasma membrane sheets (refer to Figure 16) and was, therefore, used for all experiments that 

involved analysis of unroofed cells. Interestingly, for generation with subsequent fixation of plasma 

membrane sheets, temperature did seem to make a difference. Cells unroofed and fixated at 4°C 

produced larger and more intact sheets (data not shown), which is presumably because of an increased 

rigidity of cooled lipid bilayers. Additionally, membrane sheet generation at 4°C should also decrease 

Brownian motion of the proteins, possibly allowing them to be captured in their native arrangement 

more easily. 

5.3. Accuracy of the plasmalemmal copy number 

To assess the packing density of plasmalemmal APP clusters the following procedure was 

conceived and carried out (refer to Figure 6). First, full-length human APP695 was cloned in an 

expression vector adding an N-terminal His6-tag and a Thrombin recognition site. Given that bacterial 

growth was inhibited upon induction of the expression vector with IPTG it seems logical that the 

expressed protein elicited toxic effects on the bacteria. As APP is a mammalian type I transmembrane 

protein, its incorporation in the cytoplasmic membranes of the bacterial cells or accumulation of 

aggregates of misfolded APP could lead to cellular toxicity and therefore kill all the cells that produce 

appreciable amounts of the protein (Dumon-Seignovert et al. 2004; Mulrooney and Waskell 2000). 

This obstacle was overcome by switching to bacteria that can grow and express proteins at lower 

temperatures. Moreover, it could be shown that no C-terminally truncated fragments were produced 

by the bacteria, implying that the subsequent Ni-NTA purification should only isolate the full-length 

recombinant protein. The lack of contamination as exemplified by both western blotting and colloidal 

Coomassie stainings of the purification corroborated this prediction (refer to Figure 7). Comparing the 

western blots against the His6-tag, which detects the very N-terminus, with the western blots against 

the C-terminus of the purified APP demonstrates that no other protein than full-length recombinant 

APP is present (compare Figure 6E&7A with Figure 10A). After production in appropriate bacteria and 

purification via Ni-NTA, the concentration of the purified APP695 was measured by calibrating it against 

two distinct dyes (refer to Figure 8). It could theoretically be that the distinct binding affinity, staining 
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protocol and/or employed chemicals of a single dye biases quantification by, for example, 

preferentially labelling a certain aa that occurs significantly more in one of the proteins. Coomassie G-

250 predominantly binds proteins through hydrophobic interactions with tryptophan, phenylalanine 

and tyrosine (Georgiou et al. 2008); whereas Fast Green FCF primarily binds free, protonated, basic 

groups of arginine and lysine residues through electrostatic interactions (Alfert and Geschwind 1953; 

Berlowitz et al. 1970). Additionally, both BSA and APP are not particularly small proteins, which ensures 

that most of the aa residues are present in comparable abundances. Taken together with the number 

of replicates, the determination of the concentration of the purified recombinant APP seems reliable. 

Next, the recombinant APP was used as a calibrated standard to quantify the amount of APP 

proteins in SH-SY5Y cell lysates of which the number of cells per volume of lysate was meticulously 

determined. Because of disruptive factors, like cell clumping, interrogation of cell counts by flow 

cytometry and especially Neubauer counting chamber becomes more accurate with increasing 

replicates and by probing multiple dilutions. It is unfeasible to examine cell counts of each collected 

lysate to be quantified for APP content as thoroughly as the combined analyses of both flow cytometry 

and Neubauer cell counting over a big range of concentrations. Furthermore, BCA assays show less 

variability and the protein content of cell lysates can be re-analyzed as often as required; the original 

cell concentration cannot as the cells are lysed after counting. Thus, it was decided to first determine 

the protein content per SH-SY5Y cell precisely and then infer the original cell concentration from the 

total protein content assessed by BCA assay of the whole lysate, instead of directly counting the cell 

number for each lysate individually (refer to Figure 9). The acquired value of 75.69 ± 23.33 pg/cell is 

perfectly in line with published values for other cell lines, like 64-95 pg/cell for different dendritic 

subtypes (Dumortier et al. 2005) and ~60 pg/cell for thymocytes (Salinas et al. 1972), as well as ~150 

pg/cell for HeLa cells (Volpe and Eremenko-Volpe 1970), 110-180 pg/cell for A549 cells and 100-190 

pg/cell for HepG2 cells (Wiśniewski et al. 2014), the latter 3 all being reportedly bigger than SH-SY5Y. 

The relatively large spread (and accordingly also the standard deviation) seems odd in comparison to 

the quite good correlations with the linear regressions. This is likely because if a sample is skewed in 

the same direction for both parameters, e.g. a lower cell count and a lower protein concentration than 

the regression or vice versa, the amount of deviation from the average is multiplied by the final 

division. Nevertheless, given the large number of sampled lysates, the standard error of the mean is 

only 3.236 pg/cell, which shows that the found average is reliable and likely close to the actual total 

protein content for SH-SY5Y cells. The APP copy number per cell was determined by making standard 

dilutions of the recombinant APP and correlating the amount of APP from a cell lysate of which the cell 

concentration was inferred from the total protein content against the standard curve (refer to Figure 

10). It should be noted that the choice of antibody means that all isoforms and maturation stages of 
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APP are detected and therefore display as a smear with two more prominent bands on the western 

blots. These two bands reportedly comprise immature APP695 (lower) and a combination of mature 

APP695 and immature APP751 and APP770 (upper), the smear represents all remaining configurations of 

APP (Jiang et al. 2010; Lewis et al. 2012; Suh et al. 2011). Additionally, the bacterially expressed APP695 

runs slightly higher than the lower prominent band of the cellular endogenous APP, which is to be 

expected as it possesses an additional N-terminal His6-tag and thrombin cleavage site. The found 

number of APP molecules per SH-SY5Y cell, i.e. 63,889 APP molecules per cell, might strike some as 

quite low. However, it is in the same order of magnitude as comparable plasmalemmal proteins and it 

has been demonstrated that especially cell membrane receptors can occur in even lower cellular copy 

numbers (Zeiler et al. 2012; Beck et al. 2011; Tan et al. 2012; Tennenberg et al. 1988).  

Following elucidation of the number of APP molecules per cell, the fraction of these that resides 

at the plasma membrane of SH-SY5Y cells was to be investigated (refer to Figure 11). All plasmalemmal 

proteins was biotinylated and subsequently isolated using a streptavidin-based column purification 

method. As loss of biotinylated APP during the experimental isolation is controlled for, the only 

expected source of error is the biotinylation step itself. It seems likely that full-length APP can 

efficiently be biotinylated, because it has a sizeable extracellular domain with plenty of lysine residues 

(47 to be exact). In similar experimental work, the used experimental set-up has been proven to be 

robust for proteins that are comparable to APP (Posthumadeboer et al. 2013; Kemper et al. 2010). 

Nevertheless, it could be that the APP that resides in the center of its plasmalemmal cluster cannot be 

reached efficiently by the biotin-NHS-ester, although it is a remarkably small molecule. Such an 

inaccuracy was not controlled for in these experiments, as there were no feasible methodologies 

available that would not also introduce artifacts of their own. Be that as it may, should this have 

occurred, it would lead to an underestimation of the plasmalemmal fraction, which in extent would 

mean that even more APP molecules reside in the plasma membrane than is presented in this work. 

The determined value of 17.54% appears to corroborate the 10-20% that is often reported (Haass et 

al. 2012; Thinakaran and Koo 2008; O'Brien and Wong 2011). However, as discussed at the end of 

paragraph 1.4.2., this is to our knowledge the first experimental exploration of the plasmalemmal APP 

fraction in human neuronal cells.  

To quantitatively distribute the plasmalemmal APP over the cell membranes, the total surface area 

of SH-SY5Y cells was investigated (refer to Figure 13). Using optimal fixation conditions, artificial loss 

of parts of the cellular plasma membrane and induction of morphological alterations could be 

minimized (refer to Figure 12). Moreover, increasing or decreasing the thresholds used to create the 

3D models to levels that did not destroy the models either by introducing holes for higher thresholds 

or by detecting background and non-specific noise as genuine signal, resulted in only minor changes 
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to the resultant surface areas. Additionally, the evident similarities between the cells when viewed by 

eye through the microscope and the reconstructed 3D models indicate that the experimentally 

determined membrane size must be close to the real size. An average surface area of 1,244 ± 425 µm² 

was detected, which is comparable to experimental data from other cell lines, such as the 

comparatively small PC-12 cells (~800 µm²) (Knowles et al. 2010) and the relatively big HeLa cells 

(~1600 µm²) (Puck et al. 1956), further corroborating the validity of the method. It should be accepted, 

however, that the found size is likely an overestimation as the diffraction of the signal coming from 

the lipid dye extends a certain distance beyond the actual border of the plasma membrane. As the 3D 

models are constructed from the outermost detected signal, the calculated surface area will be 

marginally larger. 

To summarize, these findings result in a quite thorough approximation of the total number of APP 

molecules per square micrometer of SH-SY5Y plasma membrane, namely 9 molecules per µm². 

However, because this number is an amalgamation of many experimental techniques, a bias in the 

same direction for several of the experiments could skew the results significantly. A convincing 

argument for the accuracy of this number are the regions designated ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ from Figure 

15B. The region labelled ‘higher’ features a uniform background signal, whereas the region labelled 

‘lower’ displays areas where there is no GFP or AF647 signal, in other words, that contain no 

overexpressed or endogenous APP molecules. This indicates that the dimmest signals may very well 

be single, monomeric molecules or lower-order oligomers of APP such as dimers or trimers. Given that 

the resolution limit in the XY-plane of our epifluorescence microscope is at best ~240 nm in the green 

channel and ~325 nm in the far-red channel and there should be about 9 molecules per square 

micrometer in cells that express APP at or close to endogenous levels, this makes sense. If these 9 

molecules are perfectly spread over the square micrometer that they occupy, they could just barely fill 

this area with a uniform signal. When a few of these molecules are clustered together, blank areas 

without any detectable signal should arise, which is also observed, and the density of the non-clustered 

molecules becomes so low that resolving them becomes feasible even at diffraction-limited resolution. 

Thus, these results indicate that the plasma membrane sheets with low levels of overexpressed APP 

must have a molecular density close to the 9 molecules per µm² found in the biochemical experiments 

for endogenous APP. 

5.4. Implications of APP overexpression 

The results discussed for Figure 15 indicate that, with increasing protein copy numbers, more and 

more APP ends up in the homogeneous background signal underlying the spotty pattern. 

Consequently, it seems plausible that plasmalemmal APP oligomerization is a process that is either 
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regulated by co- or adaptor proteins or biophysical properties of the plasma membrane (Destainville 

et al. 2018). Whichever it should be, it is obvious that APP clustering can easily be saturated by 

overexpression of the protein, which can be seen here. This is an interesting phenomenon by itself and 

would make a nice model system to investigate plasmalemmal protein phase separation and 

biophysical mechanisms governing plasmalemmal protein aggregation. However, the fact that APP 

overexpression apparently affects its membrane distribution, as can be observed by the fact that there 

is essentially no overlap between the two pools in Figure 15D, means that it does not constitute a good 

model system for the aim of this project. It seems that overexpression quickly tips the scales in favor 

of monomeric APP, making overexpression of APP fusion proteins a method that must be used with 

caution for the study of APP oligomerization and, by extent, processing. Furthermore, another 

indication in this work suggests that overexpression of APP, or a part thereof, should be handled with 

care and findings that are resulting from it interpreted cautiously. For example, the observation from 

Figure 26 that, although the cells overexpressing either β- or α-CTF were not treated with the γ-

secretase inhibitor, ample amounts of both CTFs somehow managed to escape γ-cleavage, whereas 

full-length APP is completely processed without γ-secretase inhibition. A possible reason could be that, 

because the CTFs are substantially smaller, considerably more of them is overexpressed compared to 

full-length APP, leading to saturation of the γ-secretases. Alternatively or maybe synergistically, direct 

generation of CTFs instead of production at the cell membrane or in the endocytic compartments, 

might affect their cellular transport in ways allowing them to avoid γ-secretases altogether.  

5.5. Microscopic approaches to the molecular cluster density 

The set of experiments designed to come from the plasmalemmal copy number to the APP cluster 

molecular density all depend on microscopy of unroofed cells (refer to 4.1.5.). The use of plasma 

membrane sheets has been discussed in chapter 5.1., while the choice for a purely microscopical 

approach is based on the fact that the use of biochemical methods to investigate oligomerization of 

membrane-bound proteins usually involves some sort of synthetic cross-linking that is likely to induce 

bias (Gonzalez-Lozano et al. 2020; Eisenberg et al. 2011). Additionally, without the possibility to utilize 

overexpression, it is notoriously difficult to count molecules packed more-or-less densely together and 

distinguish lower-order oligomers from monomers even using advanced super-resolution microscopy 

techniques (Rickman and Duncan 2010; Batoulis et al. 2016; Merklinger et al. 2017; Mattila et al. 2013; 

Itano et al. 2012). For this reason, the stochastic antibody labelling approach was employed. However, 

for this approach to be applicable, signals of labelled epitopes should be far enough apart for single 

spots to be identifiable even in the samples where membrane sheets were submitted to the standard 

condition with a 1 in 200 dilution of the primary antibody. In other words, if the detected signals are 

so close together that they overlap each other or a continuous fluorescent background is present (for 
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example, as is the case in Figure 15B in the area marked “higher”), isolated intensity maxima cannot 

be detected making it impossible to put the intensity of the maxima in relation to the amount of bound 

primary antibody. Fortunately, the endogenous expression levels of plasmalemmal APP in SH-SY5Y 

cells are low enough for single spots to be detected as the many various experiments have shown.  

Although this work attempts to attain the best possible approximations of the investigated 

parameters with the techniques available, it should be noted that some of the concluded results are 

dependent on assumptions that could not always be tested as they fell outside the scope of this 

project. One of the major assumptions is that the lowest-order APP object is a monomer. However, 

some believe that APP is predominantly present as at least a dimer and that the monomeric form does 

not occur under normal biological conditions (Scheuermann et al. 2001; Gorman et al. 2008; Fogel et 

al. 2014). Should this be the case, the 0.1687 maxima per µm² that were found to be monomeric must 

have been dimers, which means that not 1.87% but rather 3.74% of the total plasmalemmal APP 

molecules would be in the lowest-order, dimeric conformation. To incorporate this change in the 

calculation using Equation 1, the number of APP molecules that are subtracted in the numerator should 

be doubled leading to the following result [(9.008 - ((0.4924 * 0.3427) * 2) / (0.4924 - (0.4924 * 0.3427)) 

=] 26.79 APP molecules per cluster, a marginal difference of only 0.52 molecules per cluster. Therefore, 

should the dimeric form be the lowest-order conformation of APP, the results concerning the 

molecular density of the bigger APP oligomers changes only slightly. Additionally, it could be argued 

that the methodology of determining the percentage of APP monomers using a stochastic labelling 

 

Figure 27. Interaction between monomer fraction and cluster density  

The dependence of the number of APP molecules per cluster on the percentage of monomers as described by 

Equation 1. The monomeric fraction used in this work is marked by a red dot on the curve. 
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and exclusively microscopic data is probably prone to some margin of error in either direction. To 

illustrate the effect of contrasting monomeric fractions, Equation 1 was graphically visualized as a 

plotted graph using the percentage monomers as the unknown parameter (Figure 27). The red spot 

depicts the value found in this work, 34.27%. The number of APP molecules per cluster is not as 

dependent on the fraction of monomers as much as one might expect. As can be observed, a 

monomeric fraction of 0% provides circa 18 molecules per cluster, whereas 60% monomers result in 

about 44 molecules per cluster. Starting at around 60% monomers the graph starts to skew heavily 

towards a higher molecular density than seems realistic. Additionally, the observation that many quite 

dim maxima remain after background subtraction independent of the imaging technique combined 

with the observed distribution of cluster intensities, indicates that higher monomeric fractions are 

rather unlikely. It should be noted that these insights do not rely on the size or the distribution of the 

clusters at all. Thus, at the very least, this work convincingly shows that a large part of the 

plasmalemmal APP exists in clusters with more than a few to up to 50 molecules, if not more, per 

cluster.  

One might have noticed that the epifluorescence microscopy experiments designed to find the 

monomeric fraction showed similar numbers of maxima per µm² were detected between the 

stochastic and background labelling conditions, although no primary antibody was offered in the 

background labelling condition (refer to Figure 17C). This might seem peculiar as it is generally believed 

that non-specific deposition of secondary antibody is not dependent on the availability of primary 

antibody or more general available epitopes. However, this is not necessarily the case. Firstly, because 

part of the secondary antibodies is sequestered, i.e. bound to primary antibody, in the stochastic 

condition, there is simply more secondary antibody available for non-specific deposition in the 

background condition. Secondly, it has been shown before that a complete lack of viable epitope 

changes the binding dynamics because of an absence of a binding equilibrium (Kaufman and Jain 1992), 

which results in an increased chance that secondary antibodies will be non-specifically deposited when 

no epitopes are available. It could be argued that because of these mechanisms too many maxima 

were subtracted for identification of the pool of non-background, APP maxima in Figure 19B. As these 

mechanisms should not play a role in the standard labelling condition, it could perhaps have been 

better to perform the subtraction on a per bin basis as in Figure 19A. Yet, it is impossible to judge how 

big the influences of these mechanisms might have been and, as discussed before, it is preferred to 

underestimate the number of molecules per cluster than to overestimate it. Nevertheless, subtraction 

on a per bin basis would have culminated in a monomeric fraction of 55.25%, about two-thirds more 

than the original value of 34.27%. By use of Figure 27, it can be deduced that 55.25% monomers results 

in on average 39 molecules instead of 27 molecules per cluster, an increase of almost 50%. 
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Furthermore, the increased resolving power of gSTED microscopy exposed that what looked like 

one cluster in the confocal image was really two clusters near to each other (refer to Figure 20A). This 

suggests that the results regarding the number of maxima per µm² obtained via epifluorescence 

microscopy (refer to Figure 17-19) might be an underestimation. However, the comparison between 

the background-normalized standard and stochastic conditions of Figure 19 regarding the percentage 

of monomeric maxima should still be valid. The reason for this is that, if there was an error, it must 

have been the same between all conditions and would “fall out” during the calculations. Still, one 

cannot assume that none of the detected maxima from the epifluorescence experiments were not 2, 

3 or maybe even more maxima near each other. Especially if maxima are notably bright, they 

automatically appear to occupy a much larger area in epifluorescence microscopy because of the 

scattering of the many emitted photons. It would therefore be easy for a dimmer maximum to hide 

under the observed blur of photons emitted by the bright maximum or a bright maximum could be a 

crowd of multiple more-or-less equally bright maxima. In extent, the error would be more prominent 

in the higher maxima intensity ranges and could bias quantification of the brighter maxima, which are 

the maxima of interest. On the other hand, it can be assumed that this effect is not excessively 

influential due to the low density of maxima in the first place.  

A critical point with gSTED microscopy could be that quite dim objects are overlooked as the 

combination of harsh emission depletion and time-gating would not allow the collection of enough 

photons from these objects to be detectable. This is a moot point, however, because it has previously 

been established that the dimmer signals in APP micrographs are mostly non-specific depositions of 

secondary antibody and random noise from either the instrument or artifacts. The inclusion of a no 

primary background control condition allows normalization for these entities and it is irrelevant 

whether a fraction of them is not detected equally in both conditions. Interestingly, the difference 

between the two conditions for maxima per µm² was found to be more than 2-fold (refer to Figure 

20B), while the deviation between the standard and background conditions of the epifluorescence 

data was only about 1.3-fold (refer to Figure 17C). The observation that the epifluorescence 

experiment displayed about 70% more maxima per µm² in the standard condition and more than twice 

the maxima in the background condition, is convincing evidence that especially the dim maxima are 

not picked up anymore by the ImageJ macro following gSTED imaging and rather not that a lot of 

maxima were overlooked in the epifluorescence imaging. On the other hand, it nicely emphasizes the 

high sensitivity in the epifluorescence microscopy experiments. Another criticism that is often heard is 

that the emission depletion in combination with time-gating would eliminate most of the dynamic 

range of the intensities of the detected signals. However, a significantly larger disparity was observed 

between the maxima intensities of the standard and background conditions with gSTED (~4-fold; refer 
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to 20C) than with epifluorescence imaging (~2.5-fold; refer to Figure 17D), while the standard 

deviations of the maxima intensities were virtually identical (12.29% and 11.58% of the average, 

respectively). The larger disparity could be explained by the loss of the dimmer maxima in gSTED 

imaging, which would not change the average maximum intensity of the background condition much 

as they are all around the same dim brightness anyway, whereas it would increase the average 

maximum intensity from the standard condition substantially. Nevertheless, it argues that the dynamic 

range of maxima intensities is not lost due to the stringent emission depletion and time gating. Taken 

together, it seems that gSTED microscopy is more robust for counting APP maxima because it is less 

influenced by background and has a better resolving power. High signal-to-noise epifluorescence 

microscopy, on the other hand, is more suitable for investigation of the monomeric fraction, as it 

allowed detection of significantly more maxima especially in the lower intensity ranges. 

5.6. Impact of the A673T mutation on clustering and processing 

Analysis of the average ROI intensities of the gSTED micrographs from WT and A673T 

overexpressing HepG2 cells showed a small trend towards less plasmalemmal A673T (refer to Figure 

21A), which could be due to several reasons. It might be that the A673T variant is less efficiently 

expressed, which seems unlikely as it has been shown to beneficial as it provides protection against 

cell death (Hashimoto and Matsuoka 2014) and there have been no reports of possible toxicity or 

detrimental effects of this variant. Another reason might be that it is less efficiently trafficked to the 

plasma membrane from the ER. There are indications that APP is already oligomerized before this 

trafficking step (Isbert et al. 2012; Plácido et al. 2014), which makes it feasible that clustering could 

also somehow regulate this mechanism and, thus, be influenced by the A673T mutation. However, the 

most prominent possibilities must be that it is more efficiently cleaved by α-secretases, which is at the 

very least suggested by the results in this work, and that there are many more dim A673T maxima that 

are subsequently not detected by the gSTED imaging, which would indicate that the A673T mutant 

rather forms lower-order oligomers or monomers. Furthermore, the observations that A673T tends to 

form slightly larger clusters and that the intensity of the clusters is virtually the same (refer to Figure 

21D&E), implies that A673T clusters contain a comparable number of molecules that are spaced a little 

further apart than in WT clusters or that the clusters actually contain less APP molecules that are better 

accessible for the antibodies because they are spaced further apart. This is promising, as, by extent, 

this means that the substitution of a single amino acid can modulate the aggregation characteristics of 

a large protein. Additionally, it gives insight into other possible molecular mechanisms behind the 

protective effect of the A673T mutant against age-related cognitive decline. Of note, the discrepancy 

between the cluster sizes in Figure 20 and Figure 21 are most likely because in Figure 21 APP is 

overexpressed, which presumably changes its clustering dynamics as discussed in chapter 5.4.. 
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Furthermore, it can never be completely excluded that post-fixation aggregation artifacts skew the 

results. Especially the required labelling with primary-secondary dye-coupled antibodies to allow 

stringent gSTED imaging could diminish the observed differences between the two variants. 

Subsequent investigation of the plasmalemmal distribution of both WT and A673T by directly imaging 

the emGFP-moiety with high signal-to-noise epifluorescence microscopy (refer to Figure 22) 

circumvents most of the aforementioned problem with gSTED imaging and has the added benefit that 

non-specific signal due to off-target deposition of primary and/or secondary antibody is avoided. This 

methodology found incredibly significant differences between WT and A673T in both cell types, 

exemplifying that the protective mutant indeed affects the plasmalemmal clustering dynamics of APP 

regardless of cellular background, which is a strong indication for an intrinsic regulation mode. There 

was a quite remarkable difference between HepG2 and SH-SY5Y cells, however, namely the about 10-

fold difference in average intensity. As the HepG2 cell line is generally able to overexpress most 

proteins efficiently and no indications of cell toxicity have been observed, this huge discrepancy could 

maybe be explained by the fact that significantly less APP molecules are trafficked to the plasma 

membranes of HepG2 cells. Another reason could be that APP molecules are cleaved and/or 

endocytosed more readily in HepG2 cells. 

FRAP measurements demonstrated that the fluorescent recovery half-time is significantly shorter 

for A673T mutant than for WT in both HepG2 and SH-SY5Y cells (refer to Figure 23). This indicates that 

the WT variant experiences more hindrance in its lateral diffusion throughout the plasma membrane 

than the A673T mutant. The most obvious reason for this result is that the WT molecules are retained 

longer in their corresponding clusters, which means they can spend less time moving around and, 

therefore, they recover slower. Various mechanisms, such as interactions with the cytoskeleton or with 

other membrane proteins or lipids, variations in protein secondary or tertiary structure or intracellular 

transport processes could also play a role. However, since the WT and A673T variants only differ by 

one amino acid, it seems unlikely that interactions with the cytoskeleton or other membrane proteins 

are altered. Additionally, it is generally accepted that the region around the mutation site is 

unstructured (Gralle et al. 2002; Sandbrink et al. 1994), which makes variations in secondary or tertiary 

structure also improbable explanations. Intracellular transport processes should also not play a huge 

role because similar results were obtained in preliminary experiments where plasma membrane sheets 

were used for FRAP microscopy (data not shown). The last remaining mechanism, interactions with 

membrane lipids, cannot be excluded, especially because there are strong indications that a 

cholesterol binding site exists close to the mutation site (Barrett et al. 2012). Nevertheless, given that 

the first 5 amino acids of the Aβ region have been found essential for APP clustering (Schreiber et al. 
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2012) and the fact that the A673T mutation occurs on the second amino acid of these 5, strongly 

supports the notion that intrinsic cluster binding dynamics cause the disparity in recovery half-time.  

A major criticism on the FRAP experiment could be that the observed difference between the WT 

and A673T variants in FRAP recovery half-times is due to A673T being cleaved more efficiently by α-

secretases leading to significantly more A673T α-CTF than WT α-CTF in the plasma membranes. 

Because α-CTF is much smaller than full-length APP and the α-CTF fragment still possesses the fused 

emGFP, a higher ratio of α-CTF would logically result in faster recovery times in FRAP measurements. 

However, it is quite unlikely that such a mechanism biased our results, because α-processed APP is 

typically quickly removed from the plasma membrane by subsequent γ-cleavage (Barthet et al. 2011), 

an observation that is corroborated by the fact that no CTFs were detected on western blots of HepG2 

cells overexpressing full-length APP (refer to Figure 26A&B, DMSO). Still, a FRAP microscopy control 

experiment was devised in which both ends of the APP constructs were differentially fluorescently 

labelled allowing discrimination between full-length APP and processed species (refer to Figure 24). 

The significant difference between the maximum recoveries of emGFP and mCherry for the WT 

construct and a strong trend in the same direction for the A673T mutant could suggest that there is a 

larger immobile fraction of APP molecules that only possess the mCherry tag, which is the exact 

opposite of what was expected. However, the most plausible reason is simple and depends on the 

traits of the fluorophores and the technical set-up, namely mCherry is photobleached more efficiently 

than emGFP. The threshold for rejecting a measurement is at 20% remaining fluorescence intensity 

after photobleaching. Now, it seems that in quite a few measurements 10% to 15% of the fluorescence 

intensity remains in the emGFP channel after photobleaching, whereas the mCherry signal is almost 

always completely destroyed. Because the pre-bleach signal intensity is defined as 100% and the frame 

directly after the photobleaching is defined as 0%, any remaining signal after photobleaching lowers 

the potential maximum recovery by that amount. This is usually not a problem, because the same 

fluorophore and set-up are used to investigate varying conditions. In this case, these technical 

discrepancies do play a role, because two fluorophores are directly compared to each other. The 

observed gap in maximum recovery between emGFP and mCherry is in the same order of magnitude 

as the difference in photobleaching efficiency, making it highly likely that this is the cause behind it. 

As the most prominent processes for APP in the plasma membrane are Clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis and α-processing, the effect of the A673T mutation on these mechanisms was 

investigated. A small, but non-significant difference was found for colocalization between APP and 

Clathrin (refer to Figure 25). However, should this small difference be real and not due to experimental 

variability, it might be quite relevant. As cognitive decline is normally a slow process taking many years, 

the effect of miniscule differences in Clathrin-mediated endocytosis efficiency could become quite 
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significant over a long time. Maybe, if the experimental set-up would not have been dependent on 

overexpression, which changes APP membrane distribution as discussed in chapter 5.4., and/or 

endogenous APP could be removed completely from the system, the difference between WT and 

A673T could reach statistical significance. Moreover, the fact that the molecular density within the 

clusters is moderately lower for the A673 mutant, it presents more diffusely and can move more freely 

in the plasma membrane, all point toward the A673T mutant being more accessible purely in a 

mechanistic way, making it a fundamentally better candidate for α-cleavage than the WT variant. For 

some of the mutants, it is known that they change the chance that an APP molecule is processed by 

either the α- or β-secretase, for example, the K687N and Swedish (KM670/671NL) mutant, 

respectively. The mutation altering the recognition site for the respective secretase, thereby either 

increasing secretase efficiency or decreasing it, is usually reported as the causative mechanism. 

However, this cannot be true for all mutations that result in more Aβ production, while these 

mutations are simply too far away from the cleavage sites. The A673T mutant also seems to be cleaved 

more efficiently by α-secretases (refer to Figure 26), besides possibly being endocytosed less readily 

via Clathrin-mediated endocytosis as well. Interestingly, these two modes of regulation should act on 

the same level and reinforce each other, because less APP should be available for internalization via 

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis if more is α-cleaved, while APP resides in the plasma membrane longer 

allowing more chances to be processed by α-secretases if reinternalization is less efficient. Both 

mechanisms could, thus, act in harmony to mediate the protective effect of the A673T mutation 

besides the postulated effects of making the mutant-harboring full-length protein a worse substrate 

for the β-secretase and the lower aggregation propensity of the mutant Aβ species (Jonsson et al. 2012; 

Benilova et al. 2014; Maloney et al. 2014).  

5.7. Conclusion 

To our knowledge this is the first time that such an elaborate quantification of the plasmalemmal 

clusters of APP has been undertaken. Elucidation of the molecular density of these clusters in human 

neuronal SH-SY5Y cells lead to a cluster copy number of on average 27 APP molecules and a size of 

between 65 and 85 nm. This results in an area with a mean radius of just 7 nm that each molecule can 

inhabit within the cluster, which is already quite crowded as can be observed in Figure 28. However, 

the model assumes that, irrespective of the cluster size, the APP molecules are spread out evenly over 

the area the cluster occupies, which is not necessarily the case. In the biological situation, it is far more 

likely that the molecules in the center of the complex are in closer proximity to each other than the 

ones on the periphery. Moreover, it has been implied that parts of APP curl back onto the plasma 

membrane (Song et al. 2014), which has already been taken into consideration in the model. It is also 

plausible that the SH-SY5Y cell surface measurements are an overestimation, while the plasmalemmal 
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Figure 28. Molecular density of the average APP cluster 

A coarse-grain molecular dynamics model that demonstrates the packing density of 27 APP molecules evenly 

distributed over an area of exactly 77 nm. For details see de Coninck et al. 2018 (Coninck et al. 2018). 

APP fraction is probably an underestimate. The size of the clusters, on the other hand, is likely an 

overestimate because of the reliance on sequential primary-secondary antibody labelling. Additionally, 

other proteins, such as APLP1 and 2 (Kaden et al. 2009), α-adrenoceptors (Zhang et al. 2017) and low-

density lipoprotein receptor-related proteins (Pohlkamp et al. 2017), could be part of the cluster 

complex as well. All these factors combined contribute to the molecular density within a cluster almost 

certainly being even higher than demonstrated by the model. Given that the size of the canonical α-

secretases is at least comparable to APP, it is extremely reasonable to postulate that the APP molecules 

not directly at the periphery of the cluster are unavailable for α-processing purely based on steric 

hindrance. This means that, should one or more physiological parameters in a human being change 

due to exogenous influences in such a way that APP oligomerization in the cellular plasma membrane 

is promoted, like plasmalemmal cholesterol build-up during aging, this process might very well be 

causative in late-onset sporadic AD via this mechanism. Additionally, the to date only protective 

mutation that has been described in APP, the A673T mutant, has been found to cluster less in the 

cellular plasma membrane of both neuronal and non-neuronal cells. In live cells, it could also be 

demonstrated to have an increased plasmalemmal mobility, illustrating the nature of its 

oligomerization is also more dynamic. Finally, the A673T mutation displayed a slight decrease in 

correlation to Clathrin-related structures and significantly more cleavage by α-secretases. These last 

two results link APP clustering dynamics to its processing pathways and strongly imply that clustering 

is a determinant for the “decision making” whether APP is pathologically cleaved or not, as has also 

been indicated before (Schneider et al. 2008; Schreiber et al. 2012). Furthermore, this verifies the 

importance of the N-terminal part of the Aβ domain in the full-length APP for the modulation of 

clustering and, by extent, its processing. The specific inhibition of plasmalemmal APP clustering, 

perhaps via pharmacological targeting of the N-terminal Aβ region explicitly, constitutes a novel valid 

way to combat AD. 
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5.8. Outlook 

In this work the molecular density of plasmalemmal APP cluster was elucidated, which showed 

that it is highly likely that oligomerization of APP already allows it to evade α-processing. Some factors 

that could further increase molecular crowding within these clusters have been discussed, but not 

experimentally addressed here. For example, the possible partner proteins that also reside in these 

clusters could be identified by immunoprecipitation against a tagged APP followed by mass 

spectrometry. Colocalization fluorescence microscopy, like the experiment described in Figure 14, 

could subsequently be used to validate the found proteins. Newly discovered partner proteins could, 

in addition to increasing molecular cluster density, also uncover novel mechanisms or signaling 

pathways that APP takes part in, potentially increasing our knowledge regarding its biological function. 

There are strong indications for involvement of membrane lipids and especially cholesterol in the 

development of sporadic AD (Schneider et al. 2008). To deepen our understanding of the effects of 

membrane lipids on APP oligomerization, these lipids could be enriched or depleted in plasma 

membranes that overexpress full-length APP coupled to a fluorescent tag. Analysis using the 

microscopy technique FRAP as presented in Figure 23&24 would uncover any changes in APP mobility 

due to a changed plasmalemmal microenvironment. This experimental methodology is also well-suited 

to investigate the effects of various extracellular ion concentrations on APP oligomerization. 

To explore whether pharmacological inhibition of APP plasmalemmal clustering is at all feasible, 

different classes of molecules should be tried. Antibodies directed against the N-terminal Aβ region 

within the full-length protein are a logical first choice. However, it has already been shown that 

antibodies directed against other parts of APP induce oligomerization rather than obstruct it. Common 

anti-aggregation molecules, like Congo Red, curcumin and tannic acid, or more specific ones that have 

a reported activity against Aβ aggregation, like resveratrol, EGCG and tramiprosate, should also be 

considered, but are prone to have off-target effects that should be controlled for (Re et al. 2010). 

Peptide blockers, like the ‘Amyloid Blocker’ hexamer consisting of the residues QKLVFF available from 

Sigma Aldrich, on the other hand, could be highly promising in this respect (Mohamed et al. 2016). It 

is preferable that the read-out for these sorts of screenings is at least somewhat high-throughput such 

as combining a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based approach with a fluorescence plate 

reader. 

Better ways to assay APP reinternalization rates are a necessity for the clarification of one of the 

most important parameters determining amyloidogenic cleavage. One possibility would be a variation 

on the pulse-chase type experiment utilizing novel fluorescent tag-substrate pairs. For example, by 

genetically fusing APP to a SNAP-tag from NEB, which is extremely specifically bound by its fluorescent 
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substrate of which variants exist that are both membrane-impermeable and releasable (Cole and 

Donaldson 2012). By only briefly incubating overexpressing cells with the substrate, letting the system 

run for a while, i.e. 30 min, and removing all remaining extracellular substrates again, the only 

fluorescent signal that should be obtained is that of endocytosed APP. Such a methodology would 

allow easy and robust quantification of reinternalization rates. 

The only mutation that is addressed in this work is the Icelandic A673T variant, however, many 

more mutations exist close to structures that have been linked to APP oligomerization. Firstly, the 

A673V, which occurs on the exact same position as the protective mutant but has been described to 

be pathological. Secondly, the English (H677R), Tottori (D678N) and Taiwanese (D678H) mutations are 

all close to this N-terminal stretch of 5 aa of the Aβ domain and could theoretically affect APP 

oligomerization. Thirdly, the set of Flemish (A692G), Arctic (E693G), Dutch (E693Q), Italian (E693K), 

Osaka (E693Δ) and Iowa (E694N) all occur in or immediately adjacent to a stretch of 6 residues (aa 16-

21 of Aβ) that is thought to be the nucleation site of aggregation of the Aβ peptide against which the 

above-mentioned hexamer peptide is also directed (Mohamed et al. 2016). Lastly, all the mutations 

that occur close to the GxxxG/A motifs in the TMD (Senes et al. 2004; Munter et al. 2007). Most of 

these have been linked to altered γ-secretase processing, but they could potentially also affect 

clustering dynamics because of the postulated importance of these motifs for α-helix oligomerization. 

In light of the results presented in this work, investigating the effects of these mutations on APP 

clustering dynamics and, by extent, on cleavage efficiency should provide additional and perhaps novel 

insights in the relationship between APP oligomerization and processing and might reveal an additional 

level of regulation by which these mutations exert their pathogenicity.
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7. Summary 

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a major socio-economic threat to health care systems and society in 

general. Involvement of the amyloid-beta peptide (Aβ) and its parent, the amyloid precursor protein 

(APP), in AD seemed obvious since the first time it was described by Alois Alzheimer in 1906 and is 

corroborated by ample genetic, anatomical and pathophysiological evidence. Unfortunately, to date 

all efforts to cure, slow or even effectively treat AD have failed, indicating that there is still plenty to 

be learned about its initiation and progression. Two of the most obvious unknowns that are imperative 

to resolve are the biological function of APP and its cleavage products as well as the underlying 

molecular mechanisms that coordinate whether APP undergoes β-secretase-mediated amyloidogenic 

or α-secretase-mediated non-amyloidogenic processing. Previous publications show that at least part 

of the APP is present in the plasma membranes of many cell types as higher-order oligomers and that 

plasmalemmal clustering of APP is a primary cause for amyloidogenic processing. Whether APP 

oligomerization itself can prevent non-amyloidogenic cleavage simply by sterically prohibiting α-

secretases access to the molecules in the center of the cluster or APP is able to evade α-processing by 

other means and oligomerization and subsequent amyloidogenic processing than merely take place as 

a secondary effect remains to be uncovered. To answer this question, we set out to elucidate the 

molecular density of the plasmalemmal APP cluster in a relevant human neuronal cell model, the SH-

SY5Y cell line. By employing an elaborate combination of various biochemical techniques and state-of-

the-art microscopy, it was found that the cellular copy number of APP is about 63,900 molecules, of 

which 17.5% or about 11,200 reside in the plasma membrane. The surface area of SH-SY5Y cells was 

determined to be 1,244 µm², giving a plasmalemmal molecular density of 9 molecules per µm². Around 

34% of the detected APP signals constituted monomeric entities, revealing that over 98% of APP 

molecules had to be oligomerized. Finally, it could be demonstrated that most clusters have a diameter 

of between 65 and 85 nm and typically contain between 21 and 31 molecules, with considerably bigger 

entities of well over 100 nm diameter and more than 50 molecules being detected as well. This means 

that each molecule occupies an area with a radius of just over 7 nm within the cluster, assuming they 

are distributed evenly over the cluster area. However, it is plausible that the molecules in the center 

of the complex are in closer proximity to each other than the ones on the periphery and it has been 

implied that parts of APP curl back onto the plasma membrane. Besides, it is likely that the found 

molecular density is an underestimate and that other proteins are part of the cluster complex as well. 

Taken together, molecular crowding within an APP cluster is presumably substantially higher than our 

results alone suggest, making it increasingly reasonable that α-secretases are indeed unable to 

approach APP molecules residing within such a cluster.  
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Furthermore, preceding research has shown that the tiny region consisting of the first 5 amino 

acids of the Aβ domain is essential for efficient cluster formation of full-length APP. This is extremely 

interesting, as the only mutation of APP that has been found to be protective against AD, the Icelandic 

or A673T variant, occurs on the second amino acid of this region. To probe whether its safeguarding 

effect is linked to the plasmalemmal oligomerization dynamics of APP, the plasma membrane clusters 

of APP harboring this mutation were characterized and compared to wild-type clusters. We could show 

that the A673T mutation results in less compact clusters and a more homogeneous distribution in the 

plasma membrane, as confirmed by both cluster size and relative standard deviation measurements, 

respectively. Moreover, the plasmalemmal lateral mobility of the full-length proteins was significantly 

increased for the A673T mutant. A mild but nonsignificant trend towards a decreased colocalization 

with clathrin-related structures was observed, indicating that the protective variant might also be less 

prone to be reinternalized into the endocytic sorting machinery. Finally, it could be demonstrated that 

the A673T mutation is indeed more efficiently non-amyloidogenically processed than the wild-type 

protein, exemplifying that a decreased tendency to oligomerize may be a mechanism by which it could 

exert its protective influence. By extent, these results also reinforce the hypothesis that APP’s 

plasmalemmal clustering regulates more than just clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Our work revealed 

a novel potential mechanism by which protection against amyloidogenic processing can be granted 

should it be feasible to address pharmacologically in a specific manner, which could possibly have far-

reaching consequences in the battle against AD.
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